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Introduction

I never thought of myself as a story-teller. I was just reporting bizarre events
that happened around me. I would usually start with, "You won't believe this." The events
were truly strange and sometimes other worldly. Other people had one or two weird things
to speak about, but I had dozens.

My stories happened when I was young in Trenton and as a young adult in
Vancouver and Toronto. The anomaly followed me as I traveled, as I worked, and finally as
I  settled  in  Madoc  Township  to  build  my  home  and  raise  my  family.  The  stories  are
populated with people waiting for spaceships, those living on the fringe of the law, and
those with amazing gifts of insight.

The stories developed with my children who liked my yarns more than their
books.  I  had to sanitize them to some degree,  but even this made me delve deeper for
content to fill the tale. Children grow up and the stories stop, but they are still remembered
and as the children matured the request became, "You should write these stories down."

Most  of  the  stories  are  happy  tales  in  a  "A  Ha!"  and  with  little
embellishment,  but one story is  erotic  and I wrote it  as if  it  was premeditated to elicit
provocative thought. You will find "Acme Zippers" near the center of the book as a dark
center complete with some exaggeration.

I still  cringe thinking of  those self-published books gathering dust  on the
hardware store counter or sold at  local  events.  Some old codger thinking his  life  is  so
unique, her or his humour is so perfect for the new day. Not me, I thought, but I did write a
few and read them at open mikes and jams as an adjunct to my music. People like my
harmonica  playing,  but  I  started  to  have  people  request  stories  even  though  it  drew
participants away from the music. No one objected so I felt emboldened to continue. I have
finished my book and am well on my way with my sequel.

I have written 29 stories or "29 Lives" and decided to test the waters by
releasing electronically. I know this will be a problem for those who love settling back with
a sheaf of paper to bring on the night. These PDF's are readable on tablets and even smart
phones and laptops. Only one story is longer than two or three pages, so you could print
one off if you want to take one to bed. If sales are strong enough I will see about printing
and also release the sequel.

There is a larger project involved here. I have a body of art and have shown
around Canada and the States. Even though my pieces hang in Europe, Canada and the
States, not in sufficient quantity to warrant a larger studio and the financing to spent the
time to submerge in the process of making Art with oils and pastels for at least six months.
I need two months to recover my old skills so that the art can start. I am not an artist who
continually sketches and doodles, I make my art by completely submerging myself in the
experience.  I  sometimes don't  leave  the  studio  for days as  I  become the  picture.  I  am
attempting to make the financing from an Art to fund an Art. Since I am now passed sixty
years of age time is precious. In native culture the old sing their death song, this may be the
last series I have a chance to make. I can joke about death because I have been granted an
extraordinary life. Help me build my Death Song to Resurrect my Art by buying my book.
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29

When night moved in past the tree line, life became even more boring and lonely to

the young country dwellers. Afternoon perennial cribbage games moved from the perfect

29 score announced on the local radio to couched reruns on a damp and hopefully spring

night. For outsiders or the newly arrived though, every night was a warm wet comforting

dream. On this cold soggy spring winter night, couching my potatoes in warm and dry at

the neighbour’s was fine by me.

Hanna Banana and Cindy talking, dealing cards and Harold sleeping in the next

room, turning over the local gossip to find what was really nothing much, was good enough.

Sometimes it is nice just to herd together and grin. The night could become a little less

empty. Being young though, there is always a flame simmering or the fuel waiting for a

spark.

As luck would have it, this wet and soggy night was about to ignite. Ted stood in the

doorway and had his own idea of crazy eights. Hanna and Ted had a kind of thing going on,

much to Ted's wife's relief, but then again sisters need to be there for each other and it was

sister Hanna’s birthday. Cindy and I are still friends, a bond forged under a vacant moon.

Ted did sit for a while, but soon recalled that some hippies in Millbridge owed him

money or drugs or both - it didn’t really matter. Ted liked to fight. He also decided that we

should all go with him to get it and he was not one to take kindly to the word 'no'. How do I

get out of this, I thought? I let them all pile into Ted's car and then said: "I think I'll follow

you in my mine." Slick John, now, I could leave when I wanted too. I could feel a little

thunder rumbling; the gods were laughing.

There is an easy turn on to the Old Hastings Road. It is a smooth bend off the main

highway, nothing perpendicular about it. Speed can kill but in this case it embarrassed, for

there was Ted his intellect humbled by his brawn. I approached minutes later as he tried to

chug his way out of  a  marshmallow snow bank that  would not widen to let  him pass.

Luckily, I had help in the trunk of my car. I was equipped, or so I thought. Ted grabbed my
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spade and promptly  discovered a flat  tire  at  the end of  my sharp shovel.  That distant

thunder was not the gods laughing. They were wagering.

Now  we all  piled  into  my car.  Ted  shivered  in  Hanna Banana's  arms,  but  was

determined that  I  peel  it,  I  hesitated a moment and then complied.  I  think Cindy was

taking notes.  I  found a  safe  place  to  park  at  the  side  of  the  road  outside  Archie  and

Toothpick's. I wanted to for sure be able to make a safe get away.

Ted, always the fearless leader, leapt ahead with his banana and Hanna clutched

Cindy's hand. Soon off the main road, we slogged through the wheel ruts of many winter

days, the hard and the hardly. All three had confronted the country fashion challenge in

penny loafers, tee shirts and light spring clothing. The freezing rain and deep slush pulled

them deeper as Ted battled the enclosing darkness of the tree lined lane with his trusty BIC

lighter. I did not look as fashionable in my tall rubber boots and rain slicker, but even in

my present situation I could at least feel somewhat intelligent.

Ted knocked on the door after turning to us and adding his own rain of threats to

the cold night. This could be not nice, I thought, as I emptied myself to the winds of the

universe. No time for assumptions. I braced myself. The door was opened by a loquacious

linguist, Archie. He was an unperfected success coach or future motivational speaker who

could, after much past experience with the mercurial vagaries of life, greet and turn Ted's

anger into a perfect situation. He offered, an at the very least, warm dry sanctuary from

the dripping storm. Archie was a warm and lovable charlatan who could turn a six into a

nine and could, depending on the season, roll it into any other number you may desire.

There was fire crackling and light and then it was warm.

Upstairs was a room with a TV hooked to a battery, a couple of mattresses, a few

piles of clothing, and burned down upright cigarette filters which defined the perimeter of

the room, a feeble tribute to Emily Post. We stood and warmed ourselves around the cheery

cherry red stove pipe, a controlled burn on an incendiary night that south of Highway 7

would have been a chimney fire. Occasionally the station would tune in and there would be

another person or two in a room already too crowded. Ted threatened, Archie wielded his

silver tongue, and the night passed with the wind.

Occasionally the house would thump or bump. I noticed it but pondered other hard

knocks looming before me. I was focused on the sparring match and Archie's friend.
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Toothpick was a quiet one. He looked like an ancient Egyptian with his long, black,

unwashed, oily  hair,  skinny as a knife blade turned to you. A hieroglyphic peeled off a

stoned wall and just as silent. He was more than just silent: he was quiet. He could appear

behind you without a sound and as blank as an empty grave. I tried not to look at him and

hoped we had nothing in common.

Ted now curled, teeth chattering in Hanna's arms, for warmth, the stove pipe no

longer glowed. 

Then I heard it again and again, a thump and a bump in the night.

"What the hell was that?" I asked.

"Rats down in the kitchen," said Archie "You gotta see this."

That's okay, I thought, I could definitely take a pass on seeing rats.

But the room moved at once. There was nothing on the TV.

Coal-oil lantern swinging, we headed down the stairs.

Archie said: "Take the lantern and open the door real quick and you can see them

all scurry."

I was thrust with the lantern through the door, way faster than I ever imagined.

No rats, but a giant black stallion. Stallions don't like kitchens for stalls. They are

not meant for drinking from the sink. They like horsing around, not being saddled with

proper dining etiquette.

Archie pulled me back before the hoof clawed my air.

Archie and Toothpick had travelled from BC with a U-haul trailer converted to

carry a horse. They had enjoyed the byways and highways of our province before coming

to a dirt road that had once been the main highway and a house that someone once upon a

time loved.

They in due course made inquiries and found that the place was owned by people in

the United Snakes. They rarely came up. An ideal location, thought our young intrepids.

Archie took it upon himself to write to the people in the US. He told them that they had

fallen in love with the property and the community and wondered if they could buy the

place. Over several months they reached a mutually agreeable price, a price very much

below market standards, but not below the standards of this Pinky and the Brain in their

bid for World Domination.

The lengthy negotiation gave enough time for them to place the property for sale at
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a loftier price. At first it seemed like a perfect plan. They would make a nice profit, close to

a year's free rent, and move on. Unfortunately the acid deal of the century came along

before the money could be sent to the people in the States. That's right LSD and other

assorted drugs. The stakes were high and getting higher all the time, just a little time before

the new owner came to take possession of their pricey country estate.

The huge profit in drugs powered an easily shifted reality to become the Party of the

Century.

Now  a  few  weeks  after the  party,  Ted  had come looking  for something  he  lost,

something to fight for. He lost again to the twist a spring rain can give a winter night. It was

time for fetal position. We slogged our way back to the car. Sometimes warm and dry and

tucked into bed with your favourite banana is good enough. For me cold stark loneliness

was its own warm reward.
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A Good Day

A Good Day, an October dawn during Indian summer, I stepped out

to use the outhouse. My father and uncle were visiting me. I thought I

would get the stove lit well before the old gents rose to a cold cabin.

The fall colours were half in the trees and half on the ground. The pre-

dawn  light  was  glowing  giving  the  air  a  luminous  depth.  My  old

outhouse was very crudely built with the door dangling with me, off

the  hinges.  I  sat  looking  out  at  all  the  beauty  and  feeling  great

contentment.

 I had spent three years building and building and building and building. That time

had been a constant battle against nature. I had fought the wet and the cold and the bugs to

build my place. When I finally achieved the state I cherish called warm and dry, I started

to ask myself questions. These questions all boiled down to “Why was I crazy enough to

come out to the woods with no skills and try to escape into solitude”? I decided to put

myself into therapy.

After a year in Toronto doing Primal Scream, while driving a sanding truck in the

Beamish Sand Camps I had found a great deal of peace along with many answers. I made a

decision to start enjoying my place in the country. I spent the whole summer doing nothing

but  making  Art.  Art  had  been  a  pastime  that  I  had  left  in  my  past.  Now  it  became

something I could enjoy again an answer to why I had come here.

This was the Fall, the October of that decision. I sat thinking of all the images I had

created and how rich I felt in their creation. I then heard a couple of crunches to my right.

There four feet in front of me appeared a beautiful healthy Fox. He looked up at me and I

said, "Hello." He disappeared back the way he had come. I thought that this was special

and went back to feeling contentment. This time I heard not one sound as he appeared

beside me again. He was on the left side this time and purposefully looked up at me not

more than three feet away. I said, "Hello," again. Just at that moment a huge flock of
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Starlings  landed  in  the  trees  around  the  clearing.  There  must  have  been  close  to  one

thousand birds. They started to play musical chairs in a counter-clockwise motion. There

was a deep throbbing stop and start rhythm to it. This went on for four or five minutes then

they landed one more time before taking off in a roaring upward spiral.

When I looked back down, the Fox was still looking up. I said, "It looks like it's

going to be a Good Day." The Fox looked at me and then disappeared without a sound.

Overwhelmed I  looked towards the  cabin.  The sun came up at  that  moment.  It  shone

through the window on the far side of my place and then passed through one of the red

bottles I had embedded in the chinking on this side of the cabin. The red light splashed into

my eyes. At that moment I truly made my final peace and stepped into the open arms of

Mother Nature.

My name that the Earth gave me changed from "Look Who Fox Up" to "Fox Who

Looks Up". 
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Boys Will Be Boys

“Boys will  be boys” is the opening of a door to a rich level of possibilities. It  is

almost a sacred duty to break the rules and go where no other boy has been before. I had

hung around with these guys at least two years which is forever when you are ten. We were

all trapped in the small town of Trenton and in the fifties all that was happening in town

was the Air Force Base. Some of us were air force brats, all of us were dreaming of the

power age would bring, wisdom was for later. We were fueled by sugar, with time to kill

and bursting with potential. James Bond and Danger Man had primed us and we were

preparing for the future safety of the world and if we were called upon we were ready to

step up or take over.

One  lad  had removed  the  plywood paneling  from small  sections  of  his  parent’s

recreation-room. He hid his mash behind the walls with his condenser. We would make

alcohol that would flame as high as two inches off the spoon. It only convinced me not to

drink till ten years later. We could put that equipment away in ten seconds triggered only

by his parent’s key in the front door.

Games surround you at school, playgrounds, diamonds and boy scouts. Your life is

spent looking for the next game. Our game started spontaneously at the high school. We

started by climbing the CB antenna by the shop entrance and then dropping through the

trap door over the auditorium, but the climb down the catwalk above the stage made the

journey far too long. We then found that if we put masking tape over the locks on the

outside doors, we could with a quick snap pop them open and yet the janitor would register

it as locked when he pushed. We could go in and pop the doors and set up the trampoline

etc and even spend the night. If you spent the night there was the added pleasure of hiding

in the heating ducts to hear the teachers swearing and cursing out their more lively charges

in the sanctity of the staff room.

We called ourselves the Bizaters, the verb was to Bizat a building. There were Booty

Bizaters, but that was a subgroup who we held in great disdain. We prided ourselves in the
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fact that we were not doing anything. I guess we were hoping that by not doing anything,

when caught we could flutter with every bit of innocence in our eyes, that we had done

nothing. We had done nothing but climb.

Buildings stood as effigies  and needed egress. I don't know whether the architects of

these buildings really understand how phallic these mountains are. We certainly had no

knowledge although some of us had the inkling of our grip on the substance of our driving

forces. The buildings were a carrot held out before us beckoning to the place we were told

not to go. For owners and dweller of the buildings they are just the place to live, work, pay

bills, or rage against. Their buildings were places they did not want to be, and that dosed

them enough to not notice us.

Churches had the highest spires in town and in those days were never locked. We

would sneak in with our prayer books, just in case we needed to show a reason. We would

write our code names, I am still not at liberty to divulge those sacred names. We would

throw snowballs at the mystified girls below.

There is a charming old stone Post Office at the downtown five corners. We simply

walked by the postal workers and continued up the stairs, through customs and then into

the belfry. There we would catch unsuspecting pigeons. One of the guys came up with the

brilliant idea of taking a medium-sized bolt and tying a long piece of string to the bolt and

then wrapping the string around the pigeon’s leg so that the bolt dangled free. He then

fired the pigeon at the five corners below. As the string unraveled the bolt came free, just

inches above the traffic cop’s head. Alfred Hitchcock’s "The Birds" was a recently released

movie. Just take a moment and let your imagination vividly paint that picture. The only

evidence left was a puddle and it was not the bird's.

We had conquered the  main challenges  in  the  downtown core.  You only  had to

follow the flight path to know our next summit. We were already used to sneaking into the

officer’s mess for a sauna and midnight dip in the officer’s pool,  so we had a familiar

experience with the military mind.

The tallest structure at the base was the water tower and to add to the excitement we

decided to Bizat it at twelve noon. One guy stood out front conspicuously, while one guy

hoisted the other through the open window. Door open, walk in, as if you own the place and

up the elevator, to a glorious view. I was not the ring leader and as time has told more

prepared to be the chronicler than the risk taker. The two guys I was with went for a swim
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and after shivering a bit decided to go in for another dip. This time they found that the

water level had dropped ten feet in just a few minutes. They didn’t venture further for their

second dip. I think this may have been the birthing of my dry sense of humour.

We contented ourselves with saunas and dips in the Officer’s pool till one of the boys

realized  that  the  airbase  is  heated  from  a  central  location.  The  military  like  to

compartmentalize their domain. There was the living area, the hangers, and the various

garages for different systems. We could walk through miles of conduit designed for the size

of  a kid and have access to every part of  the base.  We felt  like generals and we knew

something no one else did. We were the only ones who knew we were there. That is until the

day the American big planes and jets came for a visit for Air Force Day. We just couldn’t

resist coming out from our secure place when the technicians were sleeping. We wrote on

the side of the biggest American Jet “This jet has just been blown up.” Well we seized the

moment, but we were never seized. Our only punishment was we could not go back there

again.

Not a huge loss we were turning twelve by then and girl’s mountains loomed before

us more predominantly and were even more difficult to climb. The MPs, FBI, RCMP, and

the CIA although older, more mature, well-trained and professionally experienced than us,

took this experience in a more humbling position. We did keep the secret, until today, that

the enemy only needed to send eleven year olds to capture our great countries by total

surprise. I have no idea of how many heads rolled down the military bowling allies or, how

they quivered any time someone yelled strike. Now a devoted pacifist, I am comforted by

the fact that those security officials will never be able to bend over and tie their shoe laces

without thinking of us children, the real threat to world stability.
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Baby Blue

There are times in life that are pivotal, but seem so tepid in their beginnings. An

afternoon ride through the autumn colours and a search for secrets from within can both

spin you in the wind. Like spinning gold out of straw the sun can bring the light to a lack

luster day. The big wheels go round and round.

I met Rick and Mike at school. Both were social outcasts and weirder and better

than me. Mike, a genius had a dreamy way about him: a question would awaken him from

that dream. He was mild-mannered and yet unknown to himself chiseled in a similar style

as  Clark  Kent.  Rick  was  physical  and  fidgety.  He  seemed  always  to  be  looking  for  a

tangent. These were the guys I filled my high school senior days and weekends with. Like

the time we drove around for hours in 1967 Toronto looking for ladies of the night, that was

Rick’s idea. We couldn’t find one. I wonder what we would have said to her entreatment.

We were tired of the shuffle and wondering what the big deal was going to be.

We were broken ponies looking for tobacco, fields of grass, and mating materials.

Rick knew a guy who was related to a rich equestrian guy, fresh out of prison, my first con.

I had yet to meet a pro. He had a pickup truck and drove around the rich section of town

with a load of asphalt and shovels. We would fill pot holes and rake in the money.

Rick's friend Ducks was overweight and over wound with a pathetic shifty look that

told all you needed to know of his future life of misadventures. He was very like a man

afraid of eagles and looked over his shoulder in sudden inopportune moments. Not enough

room on the bench seat for four, I sat on the can of tar at the far end of the truck bed.

There were racks made of galvanized pipe to support ladders and longer loads if necessary.

I watched the leaves waving with their trees in our rush to the gold.

Now  I  don’t  want  to  give  you  the  wrong  idea.  We  were  not  out  searching  for

misadventure and mischief. It was the vogue to talk about your inner soul and the cog

works of the universe and we did. We were all good boys looking for good enough, even

Ducks  was  hopeful  this  time out.  We were young and willing  to  change  direction and
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understand ourselves more fully. The times were changing and we were blowing in the

winds of those times.

Ten years later,  I  found myself  at a workshop to explore composition;  I  had no

understanding of how many realms that word would cross. Neural Linguistics was nearly

new and the composer Michael dabbled. The workshop was held in a very large dance

studio. There were mirrors all around and nice carpeting; we sat in a circle in the middle of

the studio like a sprawling island in a maroon sea. Michael had shown us various structures

for composition and a map for the beginning and the end, on a very large whiteboard. I

imagined that we would write songs next, but instead we grouped in three’s.

Michael’s instructions were for one person to move and then the next and then the

next  around the  triad.  I  found myself  paired with a  young gymnast  on my left  and a

beautiful retired dancer on my right. The young gymnast was nineteen or so, I was twenty-

seven, and the retired dancer was in her forties, she was still well sprung. I knew I had to

make an artsy spontaneous move. I did. Then I watched him spring with exquisite grace,

boy was he good. Then she moved and I fell into her story and her eyes. I found myself

totally unprepared for my next move.

I was as unprepared as on that autumn day. I turned around from the dizzying swirl

of  colours  to  see  the  baby  blue  of  the  Camaro  convertible  inches  away  from  the

perpendicular  side  of  our  pickup  truck.  I  went  to  the  happy  place,  a  place  that  can

sometimes be a better bet than consciousness. It meant I did not have to feel the gash on my

arm where it scraped the ladder racks. I did not even know that I was air-born.

Back in the studio my visit to the happy room had only lasted a second. I had to

move! I shifted in response to her eyes, hoping it was within the bounds of artistic license

and watched him carry it back to her.

I came to in the air above the pickup truck and

coming out of a spin was sailing towards the baby blue

cab of  the truck.  “Kool man,  feels  like  flying,  I  am

flying! Hey, the cab is the same colour as Superman’s

costume. I feel like Superman with my arms dangling

in front of me. Oh no my face. Bring arms to face.”

She was my lover, he was the young rival. She was my wife, he was my son. He could

appear so mature and I would back into my place. She’d lift me back to favour, I would
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thrust his advance from my door. The Prodigal son would return and all would be healed

and she could be everybody’s friend.

I came to in the air coming out of a spin, after I assume a bounce from the cab’s roof

on my baby blue day. There below me was the ground rushing toward me on a slow arc as I

hurled a hundred or more feet to the Promised Land. I had only a moment to feel like

Superman.  I  will  remember it  forever  like  ice-cream  or pickles.  My  grade  seven  gym

teacher appeared in my movie and said, “Go into a tuck!” I tucked and rolled out on to the

pavement like a well heeled super hero home from another universe.

Women can be so evil, but usually only through our dark lenses looking for angels.

The weave of intricacies, the flip of the coin, invites repulses; the story is spun without

telling. The winds of life whirl us like leaves tumbling colours of paintings yet conceived. I

journeyed to times I will never need to know and here I am again at the same unknown

moment outside the step and fetch. The room fell silent as we swooped in circles around the

mirrors in narrow spirals of colour. The how of how all our cut outs fit the saw? We knew

who each other were and could be in all those familiar places and brave assumptions. Wee,

tumbling out in to an autumn jigsaw of happy leaves leaving.

Mike and Rick stared dumbly out of the window of a truck that was now birthed

into two. Ducks thought back to his home away from home. He had driven blindly through

the stop sign. From the studio we simply danced out into our spinning life, our feet hit the

concrete with a renewed spring for home. I had enough sense to roll off the pavement and

onto the side of the road. On my back, I relished the flight of the clouds in the baby blue

and something da Vinci only dreamed could be his. People ran from their houses.
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BC Spaceman

Lying on English beach waiting for the Digger meal, under the Burrard St Bridge,

usually only meant sand in your shoes and over cooked rice. Hot days in the sun could

warm you to your soul, but the damp of Vancouver fills you with the smell of dead fish. I

was using a beached log for head rest. There were other young people standing, or laying in

a loose huddle of like minds surrounded by the more mature street cultured pearls.

Nights on the street selling Georgia Straight Newspapers to the curious and the out

of towners were more illumining than the average Vancouver light day. 1967 was a time of

experimentation, reality was plasterscène. Some were swimming, some were surfing; some

were over their heads, while others were simply lost in space.

Those early days of maturity made every new event a complete surprise, a day never

seen before. These were the heady days of heads and freaks against the besotted machine.

Moments like this I would learn are the beginning place. It is not boredom it is the turning

of the page. I looked down the beach and saw another group approaching. One of the group

limped along on crutches. Where are you from, I asked? “Winnipeg,” came the reply. I

assumed he didn't start the trip on crutches, but no he had. He performed other conjuring

tricks too. His story began in the middle after his, across country. He had been sitting with

a crowd down in front of the City Hall building. Nice seats and close to the street of dreams.

Their  usual  conversations  of  teenage  angst,  conspiracies,  and  utopian  wet  dreams

entertained the kooler.

 Their reveries were interrupted by a tall man with a white dog. Both he and the dog

had  one  green  eye  and  one  blue  eye.  He  talked  too,  but  not  of  this  world.  The

Winnipeglegger said the conversation focused on outer space. Not just the near outer space,

but that and even the outer outer space. He was so out there that even his imagination ran

out of space. 

Lack of belief changed to legend when the spaced man stopped in mid-sentence and

turned and walked away. So deliberately tangential were his movements that no one looked
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at anyone but the person beside or in front of them. When everyone regained their grip on

the earth and looked around the space the man was disappearing around a corner. As they

rushed in pursuit they rounded the space-time continuum to find thin air. A search of the

bushes left only mystery. This was held out to me as proof that we are not alone on space

ship earth.  A reality crippling assumption, leading further away from, here and now, I

heard the piper and knew the song.

Time passes with such assurance that its quality deserves immortality, but here I am

years  later  and  I  can  only  remember  ghosts.  I  do  remember  selling  underground

newspapers on warm sultry nights in Vancouver. "Get your Hippie smut!" Vague memories

of very strange night people and clearer memories of very vague people still haunt me. I

have been educated to assume nothing.

I was young enough to have a grasp on boredom. Now, I have lost the ability to

understand it. I see wonder in every mote of dust. Youth is something to not lose to the

mundane and to that direction I sought hitch hiking. Hitching a ride was a seeking of other

lives, little passages of interest and dismissal. I heard the stories of soldiers, sailors, and

bureaucrats. Some sounded the same and some poked you in the eye.

It looked like a rare but not unusual ride. I did occasionally get picked up by a

woman; it was the sixties after all, but usually not.

She was young, too young to be tired. While I said where I was going, which was just

a place to return from; she seemed too exhausted to care. Too bored in my estimation, since

that was all I could observe. I decided to cheer her up with some of my tales. She didn't

care about the spaceman no matter how I drew out the plot. She finally looked over at me

and said, "I know he is in the back seat." When I looked over the

seat there was a man laying on the back seat and a white dog

lying  on  the  floor.  How  I  had  missed  them  getting  in  was

disconcerting, the radio was not on that loud. Nevertheless, there

he was looking at me with one green eye and one blue and his

best friend held a matching set. "Too much is never enough," he

said.  He  said  that  quite  often  during  my hike.  He  looked  so

ordinary. He could be a political analysis, a bartender, a dentist.

I still thought long hair meant outside the box. He was definitely

not a boxer, but she was his handler.
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I sat with rapt attention and luck tumbled the story out fairly quickly. I breathed

again when I figured out the whole thing had been planned. She had been waiting with the

engine running for the mad dash.

I rode on for another fifteen minutes and heard the dedication of a true waster of

life and time. His happiness was his own. He swam with seals in the park after hours. He

experimented with various drugs in a recreational way. He was happy, but she could not

afford a smile as she dropped me and turned back to her charge. It’s lonely in outer space,

in a vacuum no one can hear you laugh, the last laugh is on us alone.
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The Last House on Beaches Ave

  

They were all happy days for me, because it was my world. I was young and could stay

up as long as I wanted. I could go in any direction I desired. I desired to travel to British

Columbia the place everyone was coming from or going to. It was 1967 and school was over

for me. School had tried its best to be cruel, but only wound up being stilted. I had tried

and tried, but I just didn't get it. The carrot of money was dangled in front of me at every

grade, but I knew it would always be just out of reach. I intended to hitchhike but soon

discovered that I had no idea which highway lead west. I looked at the map and decided on

the  train.  I  had  traveled  with  a  friend  who  got  off  at  Medicine  Hat.  He  was  more

flamboyant than me, and he was heading home to mediocrity. When he stepped off the

train he handed me his hat, it was his brother's reshaped RCMP Stetson. He told me to

take his hat places. I cocked at a rakish air and tipped in his direction.

I got off the train in Vancouver and started wandering the streets looking in windows

for rental signs. I soon found that no one wanted me. I was 17 with long hair. Back then it

meant that I was the low of the low. People would sometimes even spit at me as I walked

passed. I had some money; at least enough to rent a room for a few months, but ‘no’ was all

I received.

There is an element on the street that looks for naïvety. They can smell it on your wind.

I met a guy or rather he introduced himself to me and offered a place to stay, an abandoned

house that the police did not check. It was when he offered to take care of my money that I

decided to find my own way. I slept behind a bush in the park that night and found a diner

that served breakfast for one dollar.  It  was not Mom's cooking, but I was hungry and

figured I could last two days on that one meal. The lady must have liked me because she

gave me an extra slice of bacon. Oh the small kindnesses in the cold cruel world.

The next few days were full of adventures. I met people and discovered the places for

free food. The place I settled on was the bakery where you could buy day old bread for a

quarter. I was in a heaven made of white bread and probably developing gluten intolerance
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for the years to come. I was a street person; it was nice to have a title. There were the

various hangout spots and I tried them all. I was sleeping on the beach when some gigglers

fell over me. I talked a bit with Glen, one of the gigglers; soon the topic came around to my

main plight. No one would rent to me. It seems he was short on rent so I moved in with him,

or to be more accurate I shared the floor except for the afternoons when his girlfriend

Grace graced his  bed.  She was the daughter of  the  woman on the  top floor,  who was

reported to be a witch.

 Glen seemed on first meeting to be average, but soon it became clear that his hold on

reality was by his toes, and Grace held him by those toes and so his soul. It was possible her

mother helped her by placing pins in hand sculpted dolls. Their love inspired me to seek

conversation in other parts of the house.

Upstairs were two couples. The ones in the back apartment kept to themselves. They

were young childless professionals. Office workers, librarians, or teachers, as I said they

kept to themselves, so I knew they were intelligent. 

The people in the front apartment were friendly, but busy and deeply engaged with

their own life.  They kept to themselves and their life  of work that is  until  their young

brother came to visit.

Two men occupied the basement. Moose was an ex-boxer and the first black person I

had met up close. He was mild mannered and friendly, later he took me to his family's

home, where I met the sanest close knit extended family I was to know for quite some time.

Bitching Billy was another matter. He had learned to bake bread in prison and would bake

for the house or whoever was around. Bitching Billy did not want to go back to the big

house. The next conviction was a bitch. A bitch back then was the term for, locks you up

and throws away the key. He was on his best behaviour.

Then Vern and Vinnie arrived from Saskatchewan, fresh from prison. They had spent

their  time  inside  honing  their  skills  at  the  feet  of  their  masters.  They  were  my  first

professional con-artists. If you had a dollar they could smell it. You could deny as much as

you  wanted.  Vern  could  have  been  studied  by  the  inventors  of  Neuro  Linguistic

Programming. I worked selling Georgia Strait newspapers. The guy who owned the corner

left at 5pm and then I would take over. He only worked 9-5 considering the night shift not

lucrative enough for his needs. I however found that if I worked the corner till the shows let

out I could make enough for food and rent. After the shows let out the streets emptied no
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one else seemed interested in the hippie smut and gossip I was selling. I tried to find other

customers, or activities to keep me from going home with my money and the inevitable

ambush by Vern and Vinnie. Oh the deals for pot, pizza or acid always sounded so good

and my profit would make it all worthwhile. It never did. I always made sure I was well fed

before heading home, but I knew even if I hid my money in my socks they would find it. I

paid all my personal debts in advance.

When I did come home I would try to avoid the basement, but usually Grace was using

the hardwood floor as her trampoline. This particular clear warm summer evening I saw

the young brother looking wistfully out the second floor window. I hollered up to him to

bring his Frisbee down for a game. I headed across the street to the park and he followed.

We had nothing in common. His super short hair told us apart. I had hair almost to the

bottom of my shoulder blades. I had met him earlier; he studied to be a chef at George

Brown College in Toronto. I didn’t think at meeting him that I would like one of his meals.

He had the same air about him as Bitching Billy, but without the wisdom that comes from

lots of spare time, maybe they were heading to the same institution.

I loved Frisbee. Frisbee is better with long hair. Those long leaps and gravity defying

catches deserve the medieval flair of a Prince Valiant, Robin Hood, or Peter Pan. It was

innocuous sword-play, but still vigorous enough to, not be ballet. Anyway, the brother and I

were about to dance.

I don't  think anything but,  boredom would have drawn him to me. I  guess he had

softened to me during our first experience on the green swath. He had a powerful arm, but

not  as  powerful  as  my  legs  and  leaps.  I  think  the  somersault  at  the  end  of  the  last

longitudinal  lunge  was  enough to  make me a  comrade in  arms.  It  was  not  enough  to

envelop him in the ambiance of quiet resistance though.

High on the hill over-looking our special dance appeared the consummate art critics

dressed in the latest leather and studs. Two men with the intention of staying boys under

cover of imagined manhood and two feminine apostolates dressed in drag, loomed in the

silence of the night. The air crackled with intention. I was use to the hurled threats and

insults;  I  had gained the  arrogance of  thick  skin.  My new friend had other ideas  and

decided to stand up for me. They yelled, “Get a fucking hair cut.” He replied, “Fuck you!”

This was not nice because there were women present or so. They all walked down the hill to

make sure they had heard what he had said correctly. You could hear their chains and
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studs bumping and grinding up against their metal as they walked in their own sweet time.

I  had  not  said  a  word,  so  I  turned  to  the  loud  mouthed  brother to  my right  and

managed to direct the gaze of my critics to his very dark hole now closed tighter than

convict’s sphincter.

I paired with an unfulfilled hero slightly shorter than myself, but very broad in the

shoulder. I was so glad that he had followed my gaze to the main circus ring. The contender

for conquest of the entire planet was taller than me and was adorned with more silver than

the other three combined. A born leader, judge and jury combined. Young Brother and the

less adorned and I waited for the verdict. Young Brother could not wait, he decided to leave

in  the  momentary  gap  left  between  breaths.  There  is  a  lot  of  space  in  that  apnea  of

indecision. Where did he go, how much momentum do I need to move these chains to catch

the rabbit, and me thinking only of what me? I was very thin and definitely not buff in

anyway. I always comforted myself that I would not have to deal with sagging muscles for

my sunset years. Don’t know what crossed my mind even to this day. Was it that I wanted

to save the rabbit so that he would be safe? I have a hard time believing that, although I am

told we are instruments of God. Was I thinking that their chains would tangle in the mêlée

as they tried to get a grip on me? Maybe I had been beaten so much in grade school that I

knew that safety was sometimes found deep within the flames? I just don’t know. I did the

unthinkable and tackled the big guy. He went down with a thump only twenty pounds of

heavy chain can make as it tinkles about itself. It was one of the longest moments I have

ever lived. Including the bounce there had to have been a very full three or four seconds of

pregnant pause balanced on the knife-edge with righteous indignation. Many thoughts ran

through our collective unconsciousness. First and foremost I had usurped the hero role, top

that mother! The General of the whole entire world looked into the eyes of his lieutenant

and saw the doubts that kept him as a lieutenant. The General mistook them as meant for

himself, not good for me. Then again it was the bold move of either one tough mother or a

deranged lunatic both titles were welcome members of their club. No the source was Monty

Python, “And now for something completely different.”

Different  was a  finer detail  not  sketched out  in  their DNA.  When in  doubt  primal

instincts  survive.  I  had  momentarily  stopped  time  for  a  little  rest  bit  away  from  the

maddening crowd; I had stopped the cog works of the universe found a convenient hand

hold, to pray from. We curtsied and the dance began. I rolled into a ball and pretended I
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was a happy soccer ball. A little body English in a good snooker game, I rolled with the

punches. Thank God their primal instincts kicked in, those first ill timed blows had been

full of intent, but the adrenaline had replaced accuracy and I was able to rock and roll till

Young Boy arrived with the troops.

Vern and Vinnie had known for sure that I would return and that I would have money.

Vern  especially  had  that  vulture  quality  that  sits  for hours  on  a  thin  limb smiling  in

anticipation. Quick for a possibility of excitement they rallied the bored and down the hill

they came to my Dharmic rescue. Bitching Billy had been fondling his bread slicer for

months the handle glistened in anticipation. Moose took the next one in the drawer, drawn

by Billy. Vern and Vinnie weighed the possibilities in wings torn from flies. Their scales

bent in my direction. Oh the power of chaos!

I added to the atmosphere with one more observation from outside of the Gestalt. I said

wait this is not nice. I am not hurt, not even a bruise. Maybe we were meant to meet like

this. I am sure Vern and you Vinnie need to buy something that these fellows would be

looking for as  well.  Perhaps  a  deal  could  be  made and we could  all  work together.  A

measure of silence a measurement of commitment to the dance of life, their intent balanced

on the familiar blade like a poised yet polite French plie. Laughter broke the spell.

They did and it was good and only the best boy crawled away to a place under his bed.

Not before we gave him a slice of pizza, Jesus sees a little sparrow fall. Vern and Vinnie

climbed out on their thin limb, divided the loaves and fishes, tipped their hat to me and

looked to oncoming traffic with a grin.
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The Forest in the Trees

Vancouver names its streets after trees. Maybe this was an attempt to appease the

surrounding mountain Gods. Maybe it is because the planners decided to make the trees

their friends while MacMillan Bloedel did its work on the other side of the mountains.

Every house in Vancouver could be a tree house. Crazy reasons, but Vancouver was a crazy

place back in the sixties. Some days I could envision a stampede of trees moving down the

mountain sides  to capture the heart  of  Vancouver.  It  was so oxymoronic that the most

secure and strongest of trees the Oak was also the most endangered and threatened by

street life. 

I had heard of Oak Street since I had arrived in the city. How much crazier can it be

than where I am right now I wondered? I had known Phil peripherally in Toronto. I knew

his cousin Ducks briefly and this was the only bond Phil needed. I had been complaining

about my living conditions and he convinced me to move into newly renovated digs on Oak.

No, not that crazy place, it had been busted and rehabilitated this was much better he told

me.

Something about this invitation did not seem right. Why did Phil always carry a

cane even though he did not limp? We checked the room out. It had a window. That was

nice, but the rest of the room was Marxist, only what you needed. Two mattresses for the

mandatory third of a day and a closet for my laundry day shirt and pants completed this

new home.

Our  neighbours  had  come  from  Toronto  too.  Two  young  businessmen  full  of

entrepreneurial spirit. Eager to launch in the dog eat dog world of cut throat business deals

and dealers. They were pared down for the battle even their names were short and to the

point. Mesh-mouth did have expensive braces for his parents dream of perfect teeth, now

they were reduced by ivory poaching bacteria. Itchy could make other people itch just by

his constant motion and accompanying welts, a poster child for dirty needles. Mesh-mouth

and Itchy, at your service and on top of their game. Even through the grit of their diction,
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their intensity of conviction did nothing to instill confidence in the future of the free world.

Their focus was a pound of speed, not the cheap stuff, only the best for them. They were

going to take it back to Toronto to show the ignorant Easterners high quality stuff. Perfect

watch dogs, they never slept pity I had nothing to steal.

The  basement  was  the  haunt  of  two  roadies  for a  short-lived  rock  band.  They

brought a sense of Northern Ontario small town humour. Their subterranean lair was just

that, a thatch laid down by circling dogs in love with their own tale. Probie and Steve could

be a lot of fun as long as nothing that could be construed as a dare occurred. They also

were consummate pranksters. One night they lead me down to their basement and laid me

on comfortable foam in the pitch blackness. I could see them moving carefully around as

vague shadows. Probie reassured me that this would be a beautiful experience,  his last

instruction was to, not sit up. He and Steve released five or six construction lights attached

to springs. These were the type of lights that come on automatically to flash in the dark. I

had the presence of mind to lay still as the flashes of bright lights exploded chaotically

around me. It was a very good heart exercise. When the lights were turned on I could see

the  ten  pound lights  were  still  bobbing  randomly  around the  room on  fragile  springs

attached to the ceiling. I am glad I did not sit up. Probie’s eyes glowed maniacally even

Steve looked worried. I thanked them profusely for the entertainment as I backed up the

stairs, they seemed eager for praise.

There was a girl sitting in the living room. She was from Boston and was clean cut

but not in the usual sense. She was busy with a piece of glass when I came in. I noticed that

she had worked up a  loony  size  piece  of  skin  on her upper thigh.  Fascinated  but  not

surprised I asked what she was doing. She nodded to the table and a shaker of ground

Nutmeg. She explained that rubbing the nutmeg into the wound would give her a great

high. I smiled back at her and left.

Phil said he had a special arrangement with the landlord and handled the rent. I did

meet the landlord later in the week. He explained that he let Boston Cream Pie Lady stay

as long as she fucked his German Sheppard. Well who could argue with that, certainly not

me? Phil’s diplomatic skills with the landlord now became of great value to me.

I spent as much time as possible away from the house. I was always poised when I

returned for the completely unexpected.

There was a house next door. Both houses were similar two-story post war quaint.
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Our house now had a couple of broken windows and the lawn defied even the grim reaper.

The neighbours seemed so normal though. Two little kids, toys in the yard and laughter in

the sun light, a pretty wife and a normal looking guy were a soothing balm for me before

entering the void. The safest time to come home was about four in the morning just in time

for the big sleep in. The Dad was always there looking out the window, quick to holler or

whisper down a hello.

It dawned on me as the weeks rolled on that this guy appeared to never sleep. One

afternoon I passed the wife out for a walk with the kids and asked does your husband ever

sleep. She looked weary and said that no only rarely for a few minutes or maybe an hour. I

could tell she loved her children I just wasn’t sure, that might include her husband as well.

Probie  knew the score though.  It  seems that  our neighbour had been a medical

student and that in those days the quickest way to instruct was to demonstrate. New in the

pharmaceutical lexicon were psychedelic mood enhancers that held great promise in the

field of alcohol addiction. The professors asked for volunteers and the students would take

extra notes for the willing guinea pigs as well as themselves. Some were more adaptable

that others. Our neighbour found his niche; he threw himself into this field of research with

great vigor and selflessness. LSD 25 was famous only because it was the most predicable of

the doors to perception. There were a great many numbers before and after twenty five.

One number would be intense in its beginning, but the tension continued for the whole

eight hours while these explorers froze in the exact position they suddenly found themselves

in only to thaw with stiff muscles, the unprepared fell over, some were crippled for life. My

neighbour was always smiling and happy, so he must have been lying down for that one. He

later told me that his favourite place to inject was under the skull cap at the back of the

neck. I was learning more each day and couldn’t wait for matriculation.

Even the neighbour’s kids got up one night when a car almost crashed into the

house. Luckily the dense grass held it back. They were escaping draft dodgers and had run

the border to evade the law. The bullet holes were held as proof positive. Our house was the

Shangri-La they had heard of south of the border. Everyone’s escape plan launched. There

was complete bedlam until a direction was decided on and they were whisked away to some

other safe house. Most of us went back to sleep.

Phil had become more erratic, his highs were enough to take over the world, but his

lows were lower than any I knew or had seen. His  fits  of  rage explained his cane and
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although he talked a good deal I had no idea where his money came from until later. He

never threatened me, but I always had my rent money ready the day before due.

I was tired of Vancouver and had wanted to go home to Ontario for a while. Routine

had settled in though and even though I was still only putting one foot in front of the other,

I was not running. I sold my underground newspapers and made my rent and food. I even

took in a concert occasionally. I could have stayed, but not, the lure had turned lurid.

One night changed my mind. I have only one strong fear. I do have lots of little

fears, but this is the fear that keeps me from medical shows. I never watch Dr. Kildare or

Marcus Welby.  I  always refused anesthetic  at  the  dentist  not  because  I  am tough,  but

because I am terrified of needles. Probie heard me confess this to the Boston chick who was

waxing rhapsodic-ally about the best needles of her life. I did not elaborate I had just said I

did not like needles. I don’t think he even registered the thought until much later in the

evening when newly arrived horse tranquilizers or angle dust had come to the house. At

first they had snorted the crystals up their noses, but the Boston Cream Pie came up with a

brilliant idea, lets shoot it. All the tumblers fell into place for Probie, the perfect prank.

Let’s shoot up Phil’s friend.

At first I had tried to talk them out of it, but Probie’s eyes glowed with an inner evil

fire. I did what I should have done before my attempt at negotiations, I ran. Phil found me

the next day at the local dinner. He said he was sorry he had not been there with his cane.

He had offered to kill them all right away. No thanks, I told him I had enough and I only

wanted to go home. I was planning to finish out the week and hitch home with whatever I

could scrape together. He looked totally crushed. What about me he asked? I told him he

had his fantastic new deal to think of and his pot of gold.

He calmly got up and grabbed the payphone while I finished my eggs. A few minutes

later he told me his Dad would be there in the morning to take us home. I did not believe

him at first until he confessed that there were no deals to wait for. Phil’s Dad was rich and

the pipe line extended from Dad to Phil’s back-pocket.

His Dad explained to me on the ride back in first class that Phil had a rich fantasy

life,  and  he  liked  me  because  I  seemed  so  calm.  I  reminded  him  of  his  home  and

represented stability. I was flattered and mystified. Phil and Mesh-mouth had something in

common. Misery is something some of us are born with and learn to live with. Others who

have everything hunger for misery to fill their empty desires. I found a rich bounty in my
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poverty that day. His Dad seemed so nice and had even done LSD at a clinic for alcohol

abuse years before. He was grateful to me for just being there with Phil. Phil mumbled

something incoherent as Toronto arrived on the horizon. Phil knew he would have to spend

some more time at the institute under its stately Oaks.
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Travels with Felix and Oskar

After a skirmish in the battle of the sexes, I was left in possession of a house in

Rexdale. I rented so could have moved on, but it was a nice house and I decided to stay. I

placed ads on local bulletin boards and at Humber College and York University. I put up a

few in local supermarkets, but I thought I would do better with a younger crowd my own

age. Initially this was the heart of a mistake. In the long run there is another story.

One guy responded immediately, but I didn't like him. He was very arrogant and

seemed to want to take over and make too many changes too fast. Like I will install my

kennel here, oh yes this is acceptable this isn't. He was definitely a know-it-all and I was

trying to fill that gap myself.

He phoned the following weekend and no I had not found anyone. The halls of the

University and College were littered with bulletin boards. I went back and placed more

ads. The price was fair and it was still the right season for incoming students, but no calls

except for the grating voice of Felix. He admitted months later that he had ripped my ads

down as soon as I posted them.

Felix was from Miami with two Labrador retrievers. Two young labs full of piss and

vinegar. I had an old dog waiting to die. There were just so many reasons why this would

not work and with each phone call I found more. Finally I said that I just did not like him,

this is hard for a Canadian to do, it seemed so rude. He said that he did not care if I was

Anti Semitic that he was use to it and willing to change my mind. I didn't know I was anti-

Semitic, but it was clear that I did not know as much as this American.

This time I made the call, because no one else did and the end of the month was fast

approaching. He was in faster than I had ever anticipated. By the end of the weekend he

had his kennel constructed and his bookshelves mounted to the wall. He was proud to show

me all his school papers which were bound starting from kindergarten. He of course had

the best sound system and the best record collection.

Initially all was well. He taught at Humber College and was receiving his PHD from
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York, so that did keep him very busy. I worked nights driving for a bakery. Our paths

crossed  enough  to  wish  each  other  a  good  day.  When  the  weekend  rolled  around,  he

introduced me to his girlfriend. She was a pleasant student mother who lived in welfare

housing near the campus. That too worked for me since he would now be splitting his time

between the house and her place. She was completely in awe of Felix and hung on every

word he said and that was a lot of hanging. Consequently I did not really ever get to know

much about her until Oskar entered the picture. Oskar was an even younger student and

also hung on every word Felix uttered. This was easy for him to do, because I don't think

Oskar ever had an original thought of his own. His association with Felix helped him gain

stature because he now had an important friend. Felix did not tell me of his bi-sexuality, I

think because he would have had to draw a breath and he was just so busy educating

everyone including me, especially me. His reason was that I had so much trouble with his

Judaism that Homophobia would have totally scotched the deal. I did check these details

with my gay and Jewish friends and they were shocked that they had not discovered this

about  me and that  they had thought the  opposite.  Felix  must  have been right  though,

because he was always right.

Oskar was OK, but he considered me a lesser man. I did not like sports that much

and I did not drink beer. Hearing him scamper around Felix's room yelling I only love your

mind soothed the bruises he had given my ego.

The winter passed slowly. My childhood dog died. I had planned to hitchhike to

Mexico in the Spring, so I worked and saved money. I did not go out much and there was

lots  of  overtime  before  the  Teamsters  took  over.  I  was  25  and  very  limited  in  my

experiences. I did not drink, because my Dad had a problem with it. I did not eat this or

that because I never had. My reasoning seems stupid as I think back on it. It seemed stupid

to Felix too and an oversight he was happy to remedy. Sometimes when our paths crossed

with more of an overlap he would look at me over a cup of tea or coffee and say, “Do you

know anything about for instance horses.” That would lead to a tutorial on the subject and

there were many tutorials, because I knew so little and he knew so much. It is sometimes

hard to admit when someone is right and you are wrong, but with Felix it may not have

been  easy,  but  it  was  inevitable.  I  wanted  some  changes  in  my  life  and  some  of  his

information did lead me out of my double binds. Some things just made sense. I wanted to

gain some weight, why I had never thought of beer, I don't know. I can thank Felix for my
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first falafel, wild turkey bourbon and sorghum. 

Felix talked a friend and I into accompanying him and Oskar to Boston to buy high-

tech camping equipment not available in Canada. At the border crossing a huge border

guard leaned over the roof of the van and said, “You know what I am looking for don’t

you? Just one seed, just one seed!” It was not my van so I relaxed. The border guard pulled

me to one side and told me this was his last day, he was tired of busting little kids. He said

he would let us go as soon as my friend stopped having a baby. The rest of the trip to

Boston was uneventful, but still strange for me. The US was strange, so like Canada, but

different. I had always felt obliged to hate the States and thought they were global bullies

and stupid. I thought they were stupid because of the time I was walking to number one

dam on the Trent River to go for a swim, I was about ten years old. A convertible with

Yankee plates pulled up beside me. They had skis on the back rack and asked where the

snow was. This was a national joke among Canadians and here it was happening to me. I

pointed them to the Rockies  and told them to drive for three  day nonstop,  it  was 110

degrees that day.

The trip changed that prejudice for me, I fell in love with the people in the little

Mom and Pop variety shops. My friend Bill and I both bought down jackets, backpacks

and Italian hiking boots. That particular trip saw Bill and I separate from Felix and Oskar.

The  reason  was  that  we were  going  to  declare  our purchases  and  they  were  going  to

smuggle theirs.  They dropped us off  to walk to customs while they headed to the next

crossing.  There were many reasons this was a good idea.  Bill  and I were very tired of

hearing Felix and Oskar fight. They fought about everything. Felix should have found at

least one thing that Oskar could be right about. Poor Oskar struggled to find that one thing

by trying everything including turning around and finding everyone wrong. Their journey

east to the next crossing should have delayed them an hour as far as the map could say. Bill

and I arrived home five hours early and that was with several long waits for a ride. They

never spoke of their delay. I can only guess they did something wrong. I guess they couldn't

make up their minds who should take the blame and both fell behind.

Bill and I arrived to find the apple cider I had left on the sun porch half-frozen and

fermented. We poured off the alcohol and unwittingly drank it like pop. Then we rolled

around on the floor holding our sides and laughing about something not worth repeating,

but at the time we were convinced of its profundity. I had discovered the beauty of Apple
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Jack or ice distilled Brandy.

I only once saw the weak side to Felix’s impression of himself and that was close to

the end of the school year. He was to do an oral presentation with a professor he greatly

admired. He was visibly nervous about this meeting and spoke in glowing terms of this man

who he was grateful to,  for a chance to kiss his hem. I think it  involved a look at the

workings of Felix’s brain, a shrink for a shrink. I  wished him luck relieved to see this

human side of the god he portrayed.

I arrived home after a long over night shift to find him sitting in the living room

completely  crest  fallen.  It  seems the  master god  found him lacking  and  completely  of

danger to his future clients and students. I felt sorry for him although I did agree with the

professor.  Perhaps  this  information could  help  Oskar.  No,  Oskar was  happy  to  soothe

finally finding a purpose and a place in the small universe that circled like an albatross

around Felix.

Somewhere close to Spring Felix got a brilliant idea of buying a small travel trailer.

He and Oskar would be able to explore the hidden corners of the US, the highways and

byways of the country that had everything. For Easter break he planned a trip through the

Finger  Lakes  of  upstate  New  York.  It  was  a  practice  journey  for the  grand  plan.  He

planned with the precision of a NASA scientist and the thoroughness usually reserved for

the obsessive compulsive. I waved good bye and welcomed a quiet house for the next week.

I did enjoy myself and was grateful to them for leaving me to my own devices. They arrived

home to find me in total self possession. They did not notice my reclamation, because they

slammed the doors in each others' faces. Oskar went home to Mom and Dad and Felix

dropped into a sulk.

The  story  finally  tumbled  out.  It  was  all  Oskar's  fault.  He  just  couldn't  take

direction even when presented with a golden opportunity. When Felix said turn right he

would turn left, so that the only way they could park the travel trailer was if they drove

forward. Backing into a camping site with the trailer would sometime take hours for a five-

minute job. They were evicted from the first park because of their language and that meant

they had to park in the dark at the next camp. They never did sleep that night and it just

coloured the rest of the adventure. What would they do Felix whined, he had not planned

for plan B?

After a few days apart the boys approached me. I was plan B. I was a truck driver
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who was going to Mexico without a vehicle. They decided to go to Mexico instead of the east

coast of USA. I would chip in for gas and they would take care of repairs. I would sleep in

the van at night and they with the dogs would sleep in the trailer. I took a few days to think

about it, but a familiar bed at night, wheels with meals won out over rugged adventurism.

Annoying  narcissistic  odd  coupling  would  have  to  be  met  with  indifference  and  self

absorption fight fire with fire, after all I had good modeling.

It was very good that we used Canada for our shakedown cruise. We traveled up to

the Sault and crossed there. This time gave us a chance to prepare for mosquitoes, divide

the small frig for favourites and settle our routines. The odd couple was on the road and the

audience was a muffled roar of laughter in the back seat, what had I got myself into?

The United Snakes in 1973 was a divided world, we definitely were a distraction, but

only for the elders, the young had dug their heels in the ground and could only focus on

blame for anyone over thirty.

Our first stop was Mankato for Felix's new job. We spent two days letting Felix set

up his office and shedding some more possessions for more room in the van. During that

time we camped in a small park, it was filled with cotton wood trees housing redheaded

woodpeckers. The way they swooped through the trees with their metallic red heads held

me mesmerized.

Mankato is a University town complete with funky stores and busy bars. After these

few days with Felix and Oskar I needed a bar. This was Watergate days and a continuation

of the uncivil war. There were casualties too, so not a civil war no matter how obedient the

players. I wanted some time with regular people the grunting guys or the chirping girls,

something different from Tony Randal and Al Klugman.

The bar I picked was filled with young people my age and I wandered looking for a

conversation to join, but no luck. I sidled up to the bar and after my Wild Turkey and

Coors arrived I turned to the guy beside me an older guy and obviously a working stiff and

said nice country around here nice day today blah blah. He looked at me and asked, “Are

you talking to me? I have been coming into this bar for twenty years and you are the first

person to speak to me.” As it turned out we didn't have much to say, but I did manage to

keep the ball  in  the air till  the,  “Have a good day”. I  left  feeling there was something

definitely different about this country.

The other thing I  noticed  was how every  building I  saw looked the  same as  in
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Toronto or any other built up area in Canada, but the buildings were older. Older and run

down, I discovered the same thing I would have discovered in reading the rise and fall of

the Roman Empire. It is maintenance that brings down civilizations. In Canada all those

brand new buildings towered as new beginnings. Down here vacant windows gaped like

toothless hobos and during part of our trip the City of New Orleans bent its telegraph poles

to our direction either praying for us or doubled up in laughter.

I liked the American people, but mostly I liked talking with the older people. They

had been estranged from their youth for all the years of the Vietnam War and they were

hungry to be with young people like me. These older Americans did not seem to mind that I

had long hair or that I was dressed in hippy gear (bell bottom trousers embroidered and

fringed). In little mom and pops like one in Texas where I stopped for gum and a chocolate

bar. When I pointed out that it was a beautiful day the mister at the cash excused himself

and yelled into the back room. “Martha come out here quick, there is a young person and

he is talking with me.” She came out quickly and basked in the simple conversation. There

was a gas station a few miles from the Mexican border where when asked where we were

going while filling the tank the owner’s wife over heard the response “Mexico”. She was

filling the pop machine over ten meters away and yet she ran to hug me and plead that I

not travel into Mexico. She was in tears. “Don't do it please don't go south!” Her husband

apologized for her. They had been driving through Mexico when they saw hippies dragged

from their van and beaten to a pulp. I became nervous as I approached the border and this

was further compounded when after a jam at the Armadillo Club I asked one of the long

hairs who had said he liked my harmonica playing if there were any spots in Mexico he

would recommend. He looked at me in complete disgust and said he had wasted his time

talking to a fool. Mexico was the asshole of the universe and a dangerous waste of time.

In Brownsville we visited Sanborn Insurance to re-insure the vehicle for our trip.

They provided us with a binder detailing every step of our trip. I mean every single thing.

They detailed every bump on the road and every sight to see and all the safe restaurants.

The woman who put this together for me did little to encourage me.

On we traveled to the border crossing. I borrowed some of Al's more traditional

clothing put my hair up under my hat and with a camera around my neck did my best to

look less revolutionary. The man at the desk did not look up while checking my papers, but

something tipped him off. As he looked up he said, “Hey Senior, why don't you take off
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your hat?” I gave him an awe go'on picked up my papers and headed to the door. Another

guy stepped out of the travel trailer and said, “Teeps, teeps for us,” I handed him 20 pesos

and climbed in to the passenger seat. We drove across the bridge expecting a siren. The

windows were down and an eight year old road up on his bike and grabbed the mirror for a

little  freewheeling as  he  offered deals.  One two three  he  picked us  off.  To me he said

“Senior you want Motta.” Motta what is Motta. “Motta coffee, Mary Jane.” “No, no,” I

said as if denying Jesus. He looked at macho Oskar and offered his sister. Oskar shrieked,

“No!” Felix thought a little longer about the little brother he offered up. The hardened

business man blew us off and we sprawled into a land lost in time. Drive baby drive!

We wanted to put as much distance as possible between us and the border. We made

good  time,  but  were  determined  and  decided  to  drive  through  the  night.  As  evening

approached we could not figure out why the approaching gaudy day glow Mexican trucks

were  trying  to  ram us.  We stopped for gas  and with  broken  English  we were  able  to

determine that  you do not  drive in Mexico with your lights  on.  If  a  cow or mule sees

headlights, they stand and stare at them, not in profile, but directly so that makes a thin

target. Kill a cow in Mexico then you have to buy the village a new cow. Felix was so proud

of his high intensity head lights.

We gingerly left the lights of the gas station with only our parking lights. The first

hour crept along slowly and since I was the professional driver and the most adaptable,

there I was back in school. Now I was threatened from behind, there are no speed limits in

Mexico. The trick was to turn off the dash lights; luckily this highway had a center line. I

was up to 70 miles per hour in the first hour. I drove through the night and let Felix and

Oskar take over in the morning. Our first stop was Tampico a little town on the east coast.

Felix’s first task for me was to find pot. I didn’t think we were far enough from the

border, but they were insistent. I wandered the brightly lit plaza and found two guys who

introduced themselves as medical students. I was later to find that every young man in

Mexico was a medical student. We all piled into the van. One student in the passenger seat

and one leaning over the engine hood between us, Felix and Oskar clutched each other in

the back seat. Driving in Mexico is an experience you have to live to understand. All the

vehicles are old; many are cobbled together like old shoes with too many stitches showing.

There were cars  that  were Fords in the front and Chevys in the back and trucks that

should have been scooters.
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I had no idea where I was going although I had to trust my guide I had no choice.

First rule stop lights are only a suggestion. My guide sat in his very comfortable seat and

with his hands in his lap gave hand signals which I watched as I glided through stop signs

where slowing down only drew attention to us. A quick wave of the hand indicated a crucial

turn right  or left.  The only  verbal  command was,  “Faster,  faster!”  Unfortunately  with

limited vocabulary the subtle nuances were lost to us all. Felix and Oskar added to the

vocal vacuüm with little girl  sounds. They did not like that we were going farther and

farther away from the lights. Their squeals could be reduced to, “Go to the light, to the

light!” I finally convinced my guide to take us back; we could do without pot for this part

of the journey.

We decided to get further away from the border and drove all night and most of the

day till we reached, Tuxpan and parked on the beach just before dusk.

Felix and Oskar took the Labs for a walk and returned a couple of hours later with

some Mexicans. I had enjoyed the sleep in their quarters. I had had to share the drive

napping with the dogs in the backseat. It was nice to stretch out. The Mexicans were willing

to trade booze for pot and Felix reveled in the fact that he had been more successful than

me. The Mexicans were not interested in it  themselves.  They considered Mary Jane an

inferior woman only good for the poorest, the fishermen. The trade was done and after

many weeks without, I overcame my bashfulness, pulled out my harmonica and started to

play. The Mexicans went nuts and started jumping up and down till the trailer was rocking

to the point of capsizing. Felix was beside himself, and when he stopped me the Mexicans

yelled, “More!” “You come with us Senior.” We were all piled into a small Volkswagen Bug

and off we went with our four new friends. Seven people in a Bug meant two guys sitting

outside  with legs  in.  Yaw-hoo! Where were we going? “You will  see Senior.”  Felix and

Oskar were the green guacamole in their Mexican backseat sandwich. I got to ride shotgun.

We ended up in a bar. The joint was jumping and the band pumping out Spanish

beats. Plied with beer and even offered to be blown in the bathroom. I had ten words of

Spanish  but  got  the  drift.  More  to  Felix's  taste  than  mine  I  declined  the  offer.  Nice

compliment though since Felix had once told me he decided I was not man enough to ever

come on to.

The Mexican I had been talking with or trying to talk with said, “You come with me

now.” Was I going to say no? Bless me lord.
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Out  on  the  street  there  was  the  band  standing  and  grabbing  a  smoke.  “Play,

Senior!”  My imagination took a  rest  as  I  took a  breath.  I  played like  a  man with an

eleventh hour reprieve. Suddenly there was a screech of tires up the highway. The driver

had to have taken the turn on two wheels. The car pulled to a stop beside us and the driver

reached across to roll down the window. I was grabbed by very strong arms and thrust

through the open window. I stared directly in to the eyes of the young driver and saw in his

hands a microphone. There was a tape deck on the seat.  I never did find out how the

audition went. Felix was having a baby. Oskar was confronting his image. Maybe they had

been invited to the bathroom, but didn't like the choice. They both pleaded like little girls.

“We want to go home.” I thanked our hosts and after another savored beer we headed back

to the beach. The trailer did not bounce on this night, but I thought I did feel a quiver up

front where I basked in my compliments.

Morning came early for me. I had a headache that would not quit and dreaded Felix

and Oskar and the dogs coming to disturb my desperate slumber. I took out my hammock

and headed for the pines that lined the beach front sand. I tied to the trees so I could look

out at the waves crashing on the beach. I laid there for fifteen minute before I noticed weird

bugs spinning through the air. After training my eye to catch a better look and recognition,

I saw that they were large caliber bullets shot from maybe a mile or two away. I was hung

over  and  had  for  a  moment  wished  I  was  dead,  but  that  moment  passed  quickly.

Nonchalantly flirting with misery I reasoned that I would tie the hammock so the trees

would shield me. This ruined my view of the beach, but let me see far up the beach in either

direction. The pines were planted in a regular order and it was easy to see down their

barking corridors.

Tromping through the promonade came two soldiers. I had ten words of Spanish

when I entered Mexico, but now almost a week later I felt I had honed my skills at charades

enough to face any challenge.  A hangover should  remind one of  fallibility,  but enough

alcohol must have remained in my system to fill my sails with self-assurance. I had been

warned about the Federales. They tended to ask questions last. With fuzzy logic I reasoned

that I should start the questioning process with my own unknown answer and perhaps

ingratiate myself to their side of the crime. No one can be as helpful as a Canadian; I had a

couple of strategic flags visible on my body and gear. These were the days long before our

Federales removed us from the world of peace keeping.
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I climbed slowly out of the hammock and made sure my hands were very visible. I

waved at them as they approached now thirty feet away. I used every term I could think of

combined with Latin and French derivatives and waved my own hand painted picture, my

charade of a communication. Finally when they were not getting it I gingerly reached out

and touched the end of one of the barrels of the machine guns. Carbine, pistol, rifle had not

grabbed their attention, but that touch said it all as their thumbs moved to their safeties

and bodies braced for recoil. “No, no, por favor senior mucho amigo.” I said in my best

Mexican accent and pointed them to where the bullets were coming from. I hope they still

thought I was on their side. They told me to relax, but did not offer an explanation, flying

projectiles are normal south of the border.

They liked my charades enough that they continued their morning stroll. Oh they

did ask who was in the trailer and I said “More crazy people!” They laughed. They had

their quota.

The boys and dogs had roused themselves. After a coffee and condemning lecture

from Felix we headed off deeper into the Mexican heartland.

We headed down through the valleys and ridges that fed the coast. I would buy

pineapples  and  mangoes  from  road  side  stalls  and  cut  them  up  to  fill  a  Tupperware

container  placed  in  the  trailer’s  small  fridge.  Every  orange  blossom  filled  valley  we

sweltered through and every frigid top ridge we scaled, regulated the quality and strength

of the resultant alcohol infused fruit cocktail, I enjoyed in the evening. I was a vegetarian at

the time and the practice served me well. I bought fresh fruits and vegetables and washed

them well. Rather a primitive way to limp through the forest of Mexican gastric delights,

but in practice very astute.

The boys couldn't see the forest for the trees. Plates of fresh caught shrimp and

other delights waited for them while I dinned on simple fair and paranoia. Their epicurean

epiphany occurred on a deserted road on the outskirts of another small town. I had never

seen projectile vomiting on such a scale. If it had not been sad, embarrassing and painful, it

would have been funny. The gourmands had their pants down and their tongues out, firing

in both directions. Pass the  enchiladas and don't fire till you see the whites of their eyes.

God picks the most inopportune times for laughter and I sat on his left hand that night.

Felix approached me the next day. He wanted to turn back. I could sympathize with

him, but I didn’t want to. His offer of Florida did not match the romance of the Yucatan. I
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had come all this way with his moving kennel and a deal was a deal even if I did have to

lock him in the trailer and proceed to Yucatan. It was better for us all with him locked in

the trailer, quieter too. Oskar had never seen me angry before, he sat still eyes locked on the

road.

We let Felix out in Merida. Felix had come to his senses or rather his scent did not

bruise our sensibilities. He was prone to sulking although not when I was looking; he was

now more familiar with kenneling. B F Skinner would have approved.

Chichen Itza was a site to imagine spaceships launching. I was able to see the off

tour spots using local kids to find the loose doors. All the walls that had been covered with

paintings and pictographs were blanked by the special job at preservation the adults had

bungled in the early days. Still the history echoed in the corridors. The other spots we saw

as we moved across the top of the peninsula to the Caribbean side and away from the Gulf

were beautiful, but when we parked in the parking lot at Cancun and walked up the dunes

to  the  rise  that  appended  the  water  below,  we  stopped.  Below  us  was  the  Caribbean

unfettered by a reef. The turquoise waves splashed on the white sand like a doe eyed movie

actresses green-blue fluttering eyes. We collectively felt our breath drawn away with the

tide.  Felix  turned  to  me and said,  thanks.  I  was  too  humbled  by  the  vision to  savour

redemption.

The boys scampered down the beach. I followed, and on finding the water at the

beach filled with white rocks and stones, decided to climb the cliff I saw down the expanse

of sand. The cliff was not very hard to climb and on the other side was framed by another

smaller cliff.  The two cliffs surrounded a shallow lagoon filled with clear water.  At the

landward side there was a small grass hut with no sides, just a grass roof. I swam for a

little, but decided to head back to the trailer for my gear. There was a small road side stand

by the entrance to the parking area that sold black beer and stacks of hot tortillas with

avocados, limes, and tomatoes. Soon I was back at my lagoon with my food and beer. My

hammock was hung nicely under cover and I was ready for my next full day. I slept with

the songs of South Pacific splashing through my head.

I spent the entire day in the water. The waves beyond the cliffs surprised me with

their fluid melding of forces and their continual desire to make sand. The waves slid back

from the cliffs in the only intelligent way they could. They pooled their force back to a point

two hundred feet off shore. This perfect bank off the side pocket placed both waves one
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from each cliff in the perfect place to catch the next big boy. If you stood in that spot and

faced the hole between the two cliffs you would be in the right place at the right time. I

would have to start my stand by treading water, but as each breath swelled from the sea,

gradually the sand would dry and I would be standing on solid sand in full sun. Two or

three drops of water would land on the back of my neck. This was the moment to leap like

Poseidon emerging to view his kingdom from above. That birth wave would roll its tongue

around me to  not  lose  a  drop of  my excitement  and hurl  me with  no  malfiant  intent

between the two cliffs. I rode that same wave all day and the next, dropping safely on the

wise sand ground from the stone labia of Mother Earth lagoon entrance.

The boys soon tired of paradise and we were off to our next brief tingle. I saw a

hammerhead shark swim by the cliffs at Tulum so that was a short overnight stay. It was at

Xel-ha that I spun on a pivotal point in my relationship with Oskar. To this point he had

been annoying but harmless. Felix and he had not consummated their long courtship and I

was rooting for him to at least keep his thin identity and make a clear headed decision

without Felix constant intellectual badgering. I feel hero worship puts more responsibility

on the idol but Felix felt only craven desire in his love and war.

Xel-ha was a sleepy little spot back then with a small restaurant. It is a little stream

leading down to the Caribbean Sea. Like most of the area it is heavy in limestone that in

this case had built through deposits, a bridge to the restaurant area. We were standing on

this natural bridge looking out to the lagoon which fed into the Sea. It was a beautiful spot.

Oskar always challenging me to feats of bravado leap into the water and surfaced to say

there was an opening and that you could swim under the bridge. Before the natives could

warn him off he swam to the other side through the underwater tunnel. When he clamored

back to join us he said the underwater tunnel had air pockets where you could get a breath.

We were always discovering strange features in this alien land so without thinking I dove in

to check it out. This turned out to be a big mistake, first in trusting Oskar's description and

not remembering his desire to put me in my place. I was a fairly strong swimmer with good

lung capacity, but did not want to miss these air pockets. I should have realized that even if

they had been deeper than the few inches I found, the air would have been fetid and stale.

My search only left me with the minimum air to reach the surface. In my panic I grazed the

side of the limestone and was stung by sea urchins on the way up. I still blame him for the

waste of one of my nine lives and the pain of the stings lasted well into the rest of the trip.
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We spent a couple of days there and found other unusual sights. There was a cliff in

the far side of the lagoon that if you swam down and under the lip would bring you to an

underground altar. The fresh water in the lagoon floated on top of the salt water and as you

swam across to the little islands and other sights you needed to swim down into the salt

water to warm up. My favourite fun was to chase the large angel fish the size of skinny

Great Danes, down into  cul-de-sac's where they would glow in their phosphorescent way

and face you with big pouty red lips.

Our next stop was Chetumal a free port that had only recently been joined to the

rest  of  Mexico  by  highway.  It  was  bordered  by  Belize  which  had  a  strong  African

component  to  the  population.  We  entered  the  travel  trailer  park  which  luckily  had  a

restaurant at the entrance. I was able to shed the boys to the restaurant while I parked. I

was heading back to meet them when a waiter passed me and offered me a cold drink.

What surprised me was his accent. The stream of slang that he machine gunned at me left

me totally stunned. It was as if he had been lifted from L.A. and dropped before me. What I

did understand was if I needed pot he was the guy and the rest was a mystery. I got back to

the boys and explained the encounter and they perked up. We met with the waiter later and

he asked us out on the town. Oskar was ready for action having successfully gotten away

with attempted murder and now had nothing to fear. Who knows what Felix was thinking

aside from the hope of scoring some weed.

First surprise stop was a large house in a nice neighbourhood. Two women and a

man met us in the foyer. They were very friendly and welcoming; they asked me if I was

interested in meeting some of the girls. It seemed so residential and when I looked puzzled

they turn quickly to Oskar. Then it dawned on me this was a whore-house. Oskar realized

at  the  same  moment  and  quickly  wilted.  We  said  no  in  unison,  but  not  our  stalwart

companion who quickly asked for a little boy and a little girl. He was told this could be

arranged as I turned to the waiter and asked to get us out of there. We pulled Felix away

over his objections and condemnation.

The waiter was a little puzzled, but guided us to a bar where we could have a drink,

while Felix got over his disappointment. The bar was on the water close to the border with

Belize, we could hear the jungle drums drifting across the lake. We sat sipping our beer and

listening to the two guitar players who drifted from table to table playing traditional music.

Our waiter friend introduced us to an American writer who was trying to sell his car. He
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seemed self absorbed and a little unfoundingly arrogant. We didn't need a car and did not

want to sell our van, so the conversation eventually hung and he went home. It was one of

the minor scams in Mexico. Buy a clunker and travel south of the border, sell and fly home.

Mexican mechanics could fix anything.

Soon after he left a man came in dressed all in white. He was a captain by the cut of

his jib, with a barrel chest and smile as glowing white as his suit. He sat at a table with

another patron and the guitar players moved in behind them. They burst into song and

could they ever sing. A closet singer, I was transfixed as they sang a small repertoire of

native songs. Soon the one man got up hugged his friend and left. The sailor looked around

and came to our table  and pulled  up a chair.  He looked at  me and said,  Comprender

Mexicocita Lindo? I said,  Si.  I  had worked for a year with Ecuadorians and they had

explained that lindo was a nonsense word that meant words could not explain. Momacita

Lindo meant roughly my wife who I love beyond the power of words.

He then went on to sing us the songs of Mexico. We learned all the sea ports. This

was no setup, we had only bought the waiter a beer and the captain came with a glass. I ran

into him the next day on the street and he still exuded the same welcoming smile and a two

handed handshake that felt like a big bosomed grandmother's hug.

Back at the camp we thanked the waiter who needed to hurry home to his family

and decided to head into town for supper at  a  restaurant recommended by our handy

Sanborn travel guide. The restaurant turned out to be an old opulent hotel reminiscent of

an opera house with soaring ceilings and marbled everywhere. We were digging into our

fantastic meal when a couple entered the front doors. The man carried a huge sack on his

back while his wife trailed behind with three young daughters. The girls were three years

apart with the eldest being twelve. The sack he carried was actually a king size bed sheet

and held most of their possessions, he made Santa Claus look like a pauper. As dinner

unfolded they shared their story. They were on a sabbatical leave from a university in the

mid west and had driven to Panama where they were told not to take their car into South

America. They were warned that it would be stripped in Columbia as soon as they crossed

the border. They continued the trip as far south as Brazil and then over the Andes to Peru

then back up to the States by hitch-hiking. The little girls had the biggest eyes I have ever

seen. At another table were two twenty year old women who were also hitch-hiking and on

their return from Tierra del Fuego. Both comfortably wore pistols on their shapely hips.
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We were all staying at the same motel trailer park and so headed back together.

I had strung my hammock in a huge Banyan tree and had candles and a lantern

suspended for light. There were lots of limbs to sit and even lie on, so we lounged and

swapped stories as we listened to the jungle drums drifting from Belize across the turquoise

lake.

We spent several days there before heading back up to Palenque. The drive up the

new highway was a joy compared to some of the rough roads we had been over in the rest

of Mexico. In Palenque I met up with a young fourteen year old from Boston. He was a

student from a free school. His assignment was to be dropped in South America and make

his way north to Boston. When he arrived home he would graduate. He rented a small

house in town and was completely familiar with the area. I went hunting mushrooms with

him the next day in a cow field, but only found scorpions. After that we went back to the

ruins and followed the stream down through the parrot fill jungle. This was the dry season

so the stream was small. We found a limestone formation created when the stream was

raging. It looked like a huge glob of honey flowing from a wide Mason jar. To one side of

the  formation  was  a  cave.  We  spent  almost  an  hour  jamming  in  the  cave.  I  played

harmonica while he beat out some great rhythms on the stalactites. After that we swam in

the little pool filled with invisible fish.

Felix and Oskar were not having as good a time. I rejoined them at the campsite and

found that they had fought all day. Felix was sulky and Oskar was in one of his macho

moods. I crashed in the van only to wake and find Oskar burning most of his gear in a forty

five gallon trash drum. He took all that was left and headed off towards the north.

There has always been a naive quality to my interaction with strangers. Maybe it is

my intense interest in everyone, I don't know. I do know that Oskar did not have it. He

might as well have had an L tattooed on his forehead. I was very worried about his decision

even though he had recently tried to murder me, I couldn't hold that against someone I

considered a child. I woke Felix up and he was totally unconcerned and after a very long

breakfast we headed north toward Mexico City.

Shortly into the trip he told me that he would see him again. After all he, Felix, was

very valuable. I decided at that moment that I no longer wanted his value and resolved to

part his company in Mexico City. A day later we found a very cocky Oskar standing at the

side of the road with his thumb out.
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In Mexico City I bid good-bye with the wish to never see them again. I felt good to

be on my own and I also felt good to be out of their story.

I crossed the main square to be joined by a young Mexican teenager who decided I

was lost and needed his help. I was use to this by now I had long blonde hair and blue eyes

something they saw very little of. He took me home to his place and introduced me to his

friends. I still spoke very little Spanish but out in the court yard they knew what I wanted.

They pulled out the best pot I had smoked while down there. I reached into my pack and

pulled out something they had never seen before, a Frisbee. We passed it back and forth a

few times and then I skipped it off the pavement. The courtyard was about eighty by eighty

with cement walls twenty feet high. Those first tentative tosses exploded when they saw the

potential of the ricochet.  By the time we were finished three hours later the guys were

running up the walls to catch the plastic flying disc. I have never had a better game. Even

the increased altitude could not dampen my spirits.

I stayed the night at his place and slept in a big overstuff old fashion arm chair. He

told me his father was the number three man in the government. Unfortunately his mother

was also the number three secret wife. Earlier she had asked me what religion I was. I told

her I was Anglican. She looked concerned until I reassured her that Anglicans believed in

God.

In the morning he walked me part way to the downtown before heading to school. I

gave him the Frisbee and a harmonica. I love Spanish people.

I  decided  to  take  the  train  out  of  Mexico  and  bought  a  ticket  for later  in  the

afternoon. As I was walking around enjoying the sights a man approached me and said he

wanted to introduce me to some girls. Not again I thought, but these girls were his students

from the secretarial school. I came up with the idea of a tour of the museum that was close

by.  I  had  a  personalized  guided  tour  as  they  explained  the  displays  and  I  answered

questions about snow and all things Canadian. I love Spanish people.

Two years later I was in Bolder Colorado after buying land and paying it off. I had

decided to do one more trip south before building my cabin. There was an outdoor concert

with the Farm band led by Stephen Gaskin one of the worse drummers I had ever heard. I

was yawning through the second or third song when I turned around to be face to face with

Felix. He and Oskar were finally a couple and traveled around the States giving lectures at

gay communes. 
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I was genuinely happy for them and the cessation of the hostilities in their battle of

the sexes.
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Working Men

I am a guy. I have memories of friendships from childhood and that world of play

but they are few and growing more distant. The foreground of my life is the men who I

worked with or rather the man I am working with now. The problem solvers the specialists

in passion, some men shine and others glimmer and flash with insight. Some men back

away, others have your back. Some men spend their lives in cocoons of armour, and come

from peninsular locations holding tight to their thin stretched isthmus. Their rich interior

world fills with imagination and curiosity, as long as their light isn’t doused in the water of

life. I have met many men on the job all of them talented in some special way and when

they dropped their armour, as colourful as a child's balloon.

I always marvel at the way men wave as they pass in their pickup trucks. They will

wave even if they don’t know you. I know they are saying have a good day. Boiled down, it

is the ‘I love you’ they didn’t get from their wife and family as they trudged off to the

treadmill and tiller before the house stirred.

I know a family of mechanics that stretches into an extended family of; been there,

done that. Nobody is older than five on this planet and these guys like to break things and

fix them. I tell them they are Inuit Mexicans. Inuit use to watch explorers tear down their

airplane engines during the day then the natives would repeat the process in reverse during

the night and be nicely finishing up when the explorer awoke. Mexican mechanics as well

as Cubans and others from humbled societies can join cars of different vintage and make

and perform feats of engineering not dreamed of in the unreal world. They dream about

twisting wrenches others drive nails. Hammering that mortgage on the head, getting that

second cut, dreaming of a third, hauling their load. They would get real pissed off if I told

you how loveable and sweet they are in their play, helping me solve the immediate problem.

Day is done I may not see them for five years, but they get to know I think of them daily.

They all know but only some of them admit how much a man’s love can be in its steady way

the golden singing bar to hang from with one hand as you swat the flies with other.
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I remember Sammy when I worked for the Bagel King driving delivery truck. I use

to be early rather than late, I didn’t mind an extra few minutes on my day to sweep corn

meal. There were men from a dozen countries all with different dispositions. They all liked

me especially after I wolf howled that first time and cut across all the language barriers.

There were animal cries from all  those different cultures.  I  can still  see the face of the

efficiency expert hired by the company to prepare for the coming of the teamsters. A usual

shift started at seven in the evening. When I walked through the door Romero would greet

me. He was studying to be a doctor in Equator and was interning here as a slicer. Then his

buddy George would quickly stick his head between my legs and start parading around

with me on his shoulders saying, "John F Kennedy, huh! ..." I  had to put a stop to it

though; George liked me just  a  little  too much.  He understood,  I  thanked him for his

compliment glad to have my nice tight ass to myself even if it lost him his bagel fantasy. The

bakers too were cool in their hot ovens, and proud in their mastery of their firm and soft,

seasoned, salted, or seeded buns. 

Sammy did not like me. Sammy was the storm trooper. They sent him to situations

that no one else would ever think of going to and doing. He was Albanian thirty two years

old but his face looked fifty two, strong as an ox and built like a guerilla. He hated me.

During those years breaking rock in an Albanian prison I had been the focus of his hate.

Peaceful hippies were the bane of his existence,  the weakness he could not allow in his

sustaining fantasy. He called me a prostitute and was always threatening to cut my hair. I

was walking by him one day and as he started to lift his container of bagels his watch strap

couldn’t contain his raging muscles, it snapped and fell at my feet. He cursed the strap. He

cursed that there were no good watch straps everything was shit. I showed him the one I

made for myself.  He agreed to  let  me take the watch home.  Friends are  there  for the

making, so I made a strap and a friend. Sammy worked a full week fourteen hour shifts

and then drove cab one of the days he was off the seventh day he spent at the Albanian club

drinking. He told me that a bakery had refused an order of Kaiser Buns once and he was

sent to count the buns. He spent hours counting buns. He said, "I count every single bun

the whole truck, I count with blood running out my nose, not one fucking bun missing,

Bastards." Yes those in power forget what bastards they can be on the golden chain of piss

rained down from those above and to be savored along the way.

Out in my truck with my load of hot Kaisers and bagels my first stop is Harvey’s.
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Two boxes, delivered and I am stopped at the door by three drunks who are convinced I cut

them off. The one in the lead is determined to exact justice no matter who is guilty. Not

good, I am busy with tempestuous customers waiting with their ravenous customers paying

salary.  The drunkest  emerged from the floor,  a postman I worked as  a temp with two

Christmases before. I greeted him like a long lost brother he temporarily was. He turned to

straighten out his friends by falling on them. I stepped over them to clear the parking lot

before they untangled their stories. The ride check cops grinning to find a long hair to fill

their shift, I pointed to the fight at Harvey’s and continued to deliver the goods. There are

so many ways to love friendships.

I was sent by the government to take my transport truck license. One month in

Toronto with a government allowance. God Save the Queen. One of my class mates was

from Quebec and we started to chum around, forgive me lord, I can't remember his name

so I will call him Renee. He was totally spontaneous and thought nothing of backing his

muscle car down the main thoroughfare to grab a parking space at any speed sometimes

for a full block. He told me that he and his best friend had canoed the Fraser River. His

friend died. That was the only time I saw him lose his smile as he remembered his friend.

Maybe I was the replacement for his lost friend, now I'll never know we lost touch in the

raging current of modern life. 

I don't really notice guys’ bodies in the same discerning way I do with women. I am

always amazed at how I missed the strength standing next to me and so it was with Renee. I

saw him putting on a clean shirt at his place after work and was stunned at how well built

the guy was. I was even more shocked when we were walking down the street one day after

class and he said, “Watch this". He grabbed the round metal street sign pole and raised his

body up horizontal to the ground. Then he said, “Push my ankles". The pole was three

inches in diameter and he did not slip a fraction of an inch. I felt like I was on the Ed

Sullivan show ready to snap my whip and yell olé as I pushed him around the pole several

times. He has to have been the strongest guy I have ever met.

He was a strangely sensitive guy. I think it was because of the stark contrast of all

that strength. He was very gentle and easily touched by kind thoughts, maybe a future

Buddhist.  One night in a bar he surprised me again.  It  was a fairly  crowded bar,  but

everyone was seated. Renee said, "Watch this." He then told me to watch the blonde on the

far side of the room. He pulled back his head and gazed to heaven then released a bubble of
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spit from his pursed lips. The bubble was a very small marble. It floated through the air in

the bar across several conversations and landed squarely on the head of the blonde and

burst harmlessly. I picked out a few more targets and he hit every one even some around

pillars. No one noticed, we were in our own little world. How or

why would someone ever develop such a skill? I hope his kind

heart found his friend as well as brothers and a wife and kids.

He would be a child’s best friend. What winds of the universe

ever blew his iridescent bubbles to join my string of pearls of

brotherhood and wisdom drifting across the isthmus, recalled in

my playing pen?
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The Air In South Dakota

The air in South Dakota is different than the air in Ontario. It never stops blowing;

at least it didn’t in the four months I spent there. Maybe there is a day the wind stops in

South Dakota and maybe it is a state holiday. Doubt it, but I don’t doubt much else you

could tell me about the air in South Dakota.

There  are  lots  of  clear  days  but  the  dark  days  are  intense.  I  spent  clear  days

stripping parts off an old Minneapolis Moline Tractor,  an R type. I had bought both a

running tractor and its crippled brother. I was tearing down the brother, but finding that I

was getting dizzy. Not from fumes, I was drowning in the wind. Like a dog with my head

out the window, I felt the need to come inside to get a gulp of slow air. I ducked down by the

body of the old tractor to shield me from the wind’s endeavour, re-oxygenated and carried

on.

Dark days came rolling across the sky from the West. They rolled down the Rockies

and lumbered across the foot lands gathering speed. Huge oily black jelly rolls tumbling in

the distance and filled with red lightening. When those jelly rolls rolled out on you there

was only one place safe and that was inside.  Venturing out was at your own peril  and

lunacy. Rain everyone know falls down and on a rare occasion it will blow sideways, but

this rain goes right up your nose. It is enough that it is crazy to go out in this weather, but

added to this is that there is no way you can accomplish anything. It is a good time to

hunker down with your family and plan your clear days.

Maybe it is those hunkering times humbled by the elements that shape the air in

other ways. South Dakota is a hard place to make a living as a small farm farmer. The big

boys can do it  if  they have the mechanical  skills  to  repair their huge machines.  These

machines have the power to plough square miles. Those with dirt in their blood, but no skill

with the bankers would sell and move north to smaller farms and try again. I heard of one

farmer who in the Great troubles during the thirties had to sell and also had to move all his

equipment  north.  After careful  contemplation of  his  junk  pile,  he  came to  a  plan.  He
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spotted an old truck long since stripped of  motor and transmission its  bed divested of

lumber. The only thing left of use was the rear end and axle.  He fashioned a way to hook

the PTO from the tractor to the drive shaft connected to the rear truck tires. The Power

Take Off is the connection from the motor of the tractor that can be hooked to run power

for the manure spreader, grain elevator, grass cutter or what have you. He hooked his hay

wagons behind the rear end and his implements behind those. His household possessions he

loaded on the wagons. He started down the road with the tractor and then when he was up

to the fifteen miles an hour the tractor could manage, he kicked the PTO in to action with

its higher gear ratio. This seems like an easy thing to do but in practice it would have meant

throttling back on the gas and throttling back up as the PTO connected to the drive shaft.

Sixty miles per hour instead of fifteen, a train snaking down the very straight highway only

the way a hay wagon can. The beautiful thing about the prairies is you can see for a very

long distance, good for you and good for those you are aiming towards. It also gives you a

long distance to stop. In this case that stopping distance would have been at least a half

mile or the ditch, not a target for a desperate man with his family and the collection of

dreams riding on the caboose. I know from the practical nature of men of the earth who

notice which way the wind blows that  he would have waited for a south wind to save

himself at least a pint of gas. The man who told me said he heard from a friend of a friend

of a relative that he made it, but no one knew if his dreams had.

It  is  hard to talk of  the practical  in the wind.  Everything can blow in different

directions.  The wind will  find the cracks in your walls  and lead even chickens to their

promise of escape. The farm I was staying on had one of those old chicken houses that

chickens dream of escaping from. The birds had started to roost in the barn and hide their

eggs in the hay mow. The decision was made and serious repairs followed. Now was the

time to catch the errant chickens and put them back in their home once and for all.

My friend Leni’s husband had affected the repair, so it was left to me to help bag the

birds. Leni’s birds were her babies as were all the creatures on the farm. She caught them

and handed them gently to me. I bagged them two at a time per old grain bag. I forget now

how many birds,  but  I  think ten  or twenty would  be  close.  It  was again  one of  those

peculiar South Dakota  nights  in midsummer.  The wind was blowing hot  and cold and

seemingly from all  directions.   The hot muggy day was pierced by knives of cold crisp

evening air that refreshed and brought you up short. The first few chickens were easy to
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bag and all was going smoothly. Leni usually kept her kinky hair in a tight bun at the back

of her head. The two different types of air rubbing against each other must have rolled an

electrical charge into a nice neat ball, for as I reached for the chickens in Leni’s hands a

spark of that electricity birth into a large ball of lightening between us. Leni’s hair in an

instance unraveled from her bun and its elastic then turned first into an Afro and then

straightened in the blue light to a scene from Young Frankenstein. The ball then tired of

our amazement and shrank to a cold spark only to bounce to a spot ten feet away where it

burst into another larger ball. It shrank again only to bounce again a little further away. It

repeatedly bounced in this manner until it disappeared to the distant prairie night and

horizon. We were use to the South Dakota air.  The chickens were still  in my hands, so

another bag was filled. The chickens were returned to chicken house and we were happier

back inside our house having been rubbed by the air and illuminated by lightening to know

the mysteriously constant South Dakota wind.
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Shaggy Dog Tale

This Shaggy Dog story began in Orangeville where I lived with a fine woman and

her two boys while I worked for Humpty Dumpty Potato Chips to pay for my land, and yes

there are still people who know me as Humpty. I managed to pay my mortgage down in

eleven months, but lost this woman in the process. She wanted to come down immediately

and build a Straw bale house this was 1976. She assured me that I could pay my mortgage

off working locally. I refused; I knew the local economy better than she did. This was still

the era when the powers that be discouraged any new industry that paid over minimum

wage. She left  and after a trip to the promised land of BC returned to settle  in South

Dakota with her better man.

Besides having loved her I also liked her and the kids so we kept in contact. She had

left behind some important possessions and after paying off the mortgage and getting a bit

ahead for the dark winters to follow I decided I needed a vacation. First stop Chicago for a

few weeks and then South Dakota. I loaded her sheep wool and her other treasures in the

trunk and headed out.  Crossing the border proved to be a different experience for the

border guards.  While  looking for the  usual  contraband they  found that  sheep are  not

immune to will-knots. Leni's raw wool had ripened over the winter to a fine bouquet. I only

wished  that  they  had  not  broken  the  seal  on  Pandora’s  Box.  I  rationalized  and  soon

discovered that it was nicer driving with the windows open and I would not need a car

alarm for protection or to find my 66'Valiant in the Mall parking lot.

I had a good time in Chicago, got to jam at Kingston Mines learned my first Tai Chi,

and met a woman who wanted to travel to New Mexico. Janet did not mind the bouquet

and her bass fiddle fit nicely in the back seat.

We arrived in South Dakota in the middle of the night flagged down a cop and got

clearer  directions  to  our destination.  We  pulled  up  to  a  farm  house  in  the  middle  of

nowhere at the crack of dawn. I decided to sit until life stirred in the house. I soon realized

that hippy farmers got up at different times than regular farmers. I risked feeling like a
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Sergeant Major but decided to get out and knock at the door and get everyone out of bed. I

opened the car door, and noticed movement under the truck parked adjacent to the side

door of the house. What emerged was the biggest dog I had ever seen. He did not bark. He

only sat and stared. I stared back. I decided to sit where I was till someone opened the front

door of the house to break the Mexican standoff. A long wait ended with greetings and

more trunk space. Breakfast came after an introduction to Leni’s new old man Kip and his

very friendly although disarmingly quiet dog Shag-rug. Shag-rug was a St Bernard crossed

with an Airedale. He had a curious cow lick at the top of his head that made him look like a

fuzzy Unicorn.

We stayed for a few weeks and learned how to drink Ever Clear and Bud. One

evening we all made a trip into Aberdeen to party at a local bar. We did not have room in

the Travelall for the Shag-rug because Janet and I sat in his seat. We stayed over at Kip's

folks and when we returned the next day we found the dog waiting at the end of a very long

line  of  dead  chickens.  I  understood  dog  language  very  well  having  just  cremated  my

boyhood dog George two years before. I knew Shag was saying look what I have done for

you. You only have to put them in the freezer; please take me with you next time.

Kip was the toughest guy I had ever met. He had done four years in Leavenworth

for armed robbery of the army payroll. He had also smuggled guns into Mexico and dope

out. Jumping bail and being nabbed in California landed him in minimum security lockup

where he met political prisoners who turned his violence off or rather directed it to the

biggest battle a man could take on, the one that resides within. The gentle pussy cat I had

come to know reached back into his past to beat poor Shag till, Kip broke a finger. He then

tied a dead chicken around Shag's neck to rot off  during the next few weeks.  It is  the

unwritten law of the pioneers. You shoot horse thieves and chicken killers. It was a sad

situation and I have always been a sucker in shiny silver armor. Having just buried my

boyhood dog, I did not want another dog at this time. I had been enjoying being dog-free.

Even though George had been very polite and could ride the subway and streetcars of

Toronto like a pro there was a freedom to not having to worry about my dog sitting outside

a supermarket or smoke shop. I could ride airplanes and trains, but more importantly I

was looking for another kind of life companion. Not to say woman are dogs, no I take my

royal place as a dog with pride and agree yes, all men are dogs. This dog had much to teach

the world and me with his trust and positive intention.
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Shag looked so wise that a week later we repeated our mistake and Shag repeated

his. This time with Kip and the kids crying I stepped in to say, "I'll  take him back to

Canada, I hate chickens too." Kip left him jailed in the granary and did not have to waste

time on a beating or a bullet. 

Janet, Leni’s oldest son Keirk, and I headed to New Mexico to drop her off  for

school. We were gone two weeks filled with adventures. I enjoyed a lecture by Ginsberg and

saw Rinpoche Trungpa speak at Naropa. I managed to find a nearly new muffler at the side

of  the road shortly before my original  fell  off.   An American Grey Owl welded on the

muffler for me. He was from Brooklyn New York, but had decided to be an Indian silver

worker  in  Pueblo.  A night  in  a  hotel  in  Cheyenne  Wyoming  let  us  witness  a  cowboy

corralled outside a bar at closing time. “Can’t stand hobbles and I don’t like fences so don't

fence me in.” After backing up the cars that hemmed him in with his bumpers he drove off

leaving a trail of rad fluid. We staggered back to sleep thinking again that, "We had seen

everything." The high light of the trip was playing a duet with Janet on top of a mountain

crag. I played the harmonica and she accompanied me with the bass fiddle.

When Keirk and I returned, Shag was out of jail, but always confined when they

went to town. I  had purchased two Minneapolis  Moline tractors and with Kip's help I

stripped down an old house trailer. We loaded one of the Minnie’s on the house trailer

frame and loaded all the parts from the second in the trunk of the Valiant. I piled Shag in

the back seat and off I roared towards Bannockburn at a blistering 5 mile/hr. Every time

Shag moved from one side to the other, the car and trailer would fishtail in a way that

would excite a child at the Canadian National Exhibition, but did nothing for me. At the

first stop I confined Shag to one side of the backseat. Oh he was still happy, this was a dog

who had never met another dog and thought of himself as my mentally challenged younger

brother and this dog was meant to ride. I was not sure if he loved me or just my car. If I left

the windows open I would find his hundred pounds curled under my brake pedals and so

crippled up he had to be lifted out and massaged to walk.

Toileting is always a chore with a dog. If I let him out to do his business at the side of

a lonely country road he was gone for hours. I finally learned that he would return when

the engine started. That was the first bit of indication I had that this dog could reason very

well. It is a long trip back to Canada and while in the Wisconsin Dells I discovered on a

map a ferry across  Lake Michigan.  Even though I  was up to  50  miles/hour by then I
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reasoned that I could shorten the time with a boat ride.

I arrived at the loading dock of the ferry with time to spare. I parked the vehicle on

board and headed through the shipyards and railway tracks out through a long alleyway to

the main street. Shag was still freewheeling and free soiling his way through this new land.

We had reached the point that if I called, now he would look at me, this was slight but,

thankful progress. Luck was with me though. He passed me at an unheeded gallop to the

mouth of the alley and stopped. Shag had never seen neon lights before. He was transfixed,

I stepped up beside him reached down and rubbed his ear. "That's a good dog. You stay,

stay." We walked down to the smoke shop for some chocolate bars and a magazine. I told

him to stay outside while I went in. He had not moved since I left him so, I told him he was

good to have stayed, rubbed his ears again and we boarded the ferry. I never had to say any

other command to him but, stay, for the rest of his life, although we did sometime speak of

other things.

By the time I reached Canada I was able to drive at the posted 70 miles/hr that is

until  the frame of  the house trailer cracked.  It  was rated for 800 lb/wheel,  the tractor

weighed at the very least one ton. Luckily I was within range of Toronto so Dad and a

mechanic friend with a welding torch put things right. I was back on the road and then a

good night's sleep at the folk's place.

After a few more struggles, I was at my new home with my $50 tractor, hauling logs

for my new house. I had not even hammered a nail in my life, so the task added up to the

many times I had to take the trip back to Toronto for a meal and a good night's sleep. Shag

was my constant companion and adviser. He even got to ride in the front seat which filled

him with immense pride. He especially loved dog lullabies. Brahms’s lullaby would lull him

to sleep easily if sung with a low breathy roar. Many times he would just catch himself as he

crashed towards the dash and sleep. He would always look at me with a very embarrassed

expression as he pulled himself up to his proud vigilance of the highway ahead.

We covered many miles and made many friends. His ashes bless the fields I plant

and I still find his favourite bones saved for my archeological dig into my past, where I

remember the better man he taught me to be.
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Acme Zippers

Zippers and buttons hold us in their grip. We are separated by zippers panting to be

parted.  Most  men remember that  ill  timed  zealous  zip  that  brought  tears  to  the  eyes.

Women have their own relationship with the sound of a zipper. Some women only marry

for help with a zip up the back, because of fashion creations by cruel designers. Zippers are

limited by  open  or close  whereas  buttons  offer more  room for quiet  creativity.  It  is  a

complex world at the place of opening or closing. I hear zippers when I am driving. I hear

how the cogs intermingle and clutch each other to pass me down the road. The sound of a

well tuned machine is still a zipper, but an endless zipper, till the gas runs out of reach.

I met Constance when I was with another woman who unzipped from me to leave

the country. Constance was a very resourceful woman and had owned a health food store

and made her own clothes. I liked that kind of independence in a woman a sure sign of

intelligence and awareness.  I hadn’t gone looking, it just worked out by the voodoo of

midnight mumbled wishes or fate. It was comfortable, she already knew me and knew I

was safe, so some of the parry and thrust we set aside and slid into an unfettered coupling.

I worked sanding the highways and drove a dump truck converted to spread the

sand and salt  on the road. More zippers  moved the sand and salt  along to fall  on the

spinners  that  spread the mix.  Twenty speeds with two gear shifts  double clutching the

wheel.  Twenty guys’ offseason farmers or bikers clumped in a long trailer.  Lights were

flicked on at any hour between midnight and five in the morning. Feet into boots already

standing  in  an inch of  slush  mixed  with  sand  and salt.  It  would  all  get  too  much for

someone or maybe two guys stuck in the city over clear snowless days. They would OCD

the place from top to bottom. Maybe a pot of stew or beans unzipped.

It was dusk when we crossed to the island in Toronto Harbour, the ferry left trail in

the water like run in a stocking. The community on the island was unzipped from Toronto.

When Toronto came to visit it was in the afternoon, the islands would empty after dark.

The people living in that little community learned to love the darkness.  The dinner we
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prepared was served by candle light after the red sun’s last glow. All the chopping, frying

and boiling opened up our senses. By the last bite we moved easily through the darkness to

the bedroom. Zippers dueled in a duet. The baton conducted our train down the tracks to

an uncovered world of lush valleys and gentle plains. Distant cities became one, zipped up

in the night. I would zip early in the dark morning to get back to my other post. We carried

on this way until Friday the evening before I could sleep in. I did sleep in and Constance

brought me breakfast in bed. It was so warm to have the sun streaming in the window with

the sound of gulls and waves. She giggled when I pulled her down for one more time, but

this time in the light. I saw the shadow across her face as she looked at my expression of

desire. She had never seen me in the light. Everything was different now, but why? I asked

again and again until she finally told me that my circumcision answered all she needed to

know.  Circumcised  men  carry  a  deep  pain  that  ruins  them  for  life.  I  didn’t  think  it

mattered, but it wasn’t my zipper after all. As she explained my pain, I felt more and more

like her discarded imperfect celery stalks and carrots. I understood now though, I was not

organic. We tried to be close, but it was never the same. I returned to the camps on Sunday

a day early.

My comrades welcomed me back with extra work if I wanted, they didn’t mind if I

was inorganic. I wanted, no, I desired to be alone on a loader clearing the snow along guard

rails on the 401 as the cars zipped by. With each bucket, I jettisoning frozen slush peppered

with dirt into a waiting truck, for hours. There is something almost erotic about man and

machine the way the power of the cogs zip together and move.

I was back to my old self. It had been a week without constant snow, so there was

only the occasional dusting of black ice to occupy those left in camp. It is interesting how

honest men can be when they are alone with another guy or two and you all share the same

interest in, not being there. I asked if the trucks did the same thing to them as streetcars

did to me. I had missed many stops convincing the tent pole in my slacks to relent and let

me off where I wanted and not with an added long walk back. One of the boys admitted

that some of the old trucks we nursed through the storms were more erotic than others.

The vibrations could wind them up with desire for their girlfriends.  The debate began

although since it was only us few it could not be a mass debate. Which truck was the best,

gas or diesel? Harvester, Deus, Cummings, Power Stroke, Benz or the newer Hini’s before

tune-up or after or could any stand up to a Harley. Which brand put more tension in our
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zippers?

The phone rang and that took me away from the conversation. Constance needed a

ride to Orangeville, to house-sit a friend’s place. She wondered if I could help her out as a

friend, she emphasized friend. I already felt totally zipped, but she was a good cook and

dinner was included. I would be the only unoraganic thing at the table. I couldn’t let her

think I had turned to inorganic stone, so I said yes. I told the guys at the table. I am not the

type to kiss and tell, but there was an obligation to warn. They thought I was crazy to say

yes,  but  turned again  to  the  good vibrations.  One  of  the  guys  told  us  that  one  of  his

girlfriends loved his Harley more than him, so it seems there is not gender restrictions as

far as inorganic machines are concerned.

It is funny how complex we are. One minute we want to help in a selfless act and the

next we are remembering how hard done we are. I had been thinking about the taxi service

I was offering over the days before driving down to get Constance. Sweet and sour thoughts

were fermenting in my pants without the underlying whine. How dare the silly sew and sew

reject me for such a bizarre reason, we had been so good together? The ride there was even

worse, I had to do something or should I say something? The ferry was late enough for me

to act on an immediate impulse. Would it work, who cares even if it just helps me feel

better? I raised the hood of my old 66 Valiant and pulled two wires off the spark plugs and

closed  the  hood.  Constance  had  seen  me  as  the  ferry  docked  and  asked  if  there  was

something wrong with the car. I said yes it has been running rough, but that it would do the

job till I got a tune-up. Reassured she climbed in her side and I do mean her side. The way

that  she  clung  to  her  side  made  me  feel  that  unorganic  was  accompanied  by  other

behaviour like  brutish,  and  rude.  The  car  ran  well  considering  there  were  two  wires

missing, but it also throbbed like a Harley. At first she seemed disdainful that her ride was

not perfect, but I kept reassuring her that the car was just having temporary problems and

her ride back would be a lot smoother.

It is not a long ride to Orangeville, but long enough for her to relax and move closer

to the center and then lean my way. She started to say that she thought I was one of the

nicest guys she had ever been with, but that she had to be true to herself, she said it was

something she and her therapist were working on. She said that since she had confronted

me that she had been back to her group and they had applauded her strength. For eons

women have been oppressed, her small act had been a blow for all women. I told her that I
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had found it endearingly spunky of her.  Now we were conspiratorial, she moved closer. I

told her that I had done some reading on the subject of my mangled member. She was

right; I had been a child unable to defend myself. I wanted to do something about it; I

wanted  to  shout  out  for  all  of  us  young  boys  who  had  been  unzipped.  There  was  an

operation, but there would always be a scar, was it worth it? She moved closer. One sharp

turn had her hand in my lap close enough to reach out and soothe. A few bumps in the

driveway convinced us to stop talking and get the door open. Dinner could wait!

She couldn’t wait to soothe me. I rested my troubled brow on her heaving chest and

slid like a zipper to her perfectly organic orchid. We zipped our lives together for one more

time. Dinner in the nude with a cute little party hat she made judicially for me out of a

piece of lace from her own petty coat melted our scars with humour. When my interest

waned my hat would fall off. She diligently made sure that did not happen often. We shared

dinner in each other’s lap and lapped dessert in the bedroom. We continued late into the

evening until her millinery skills abated. I zipped the brass of my GWG’s and headed home

with solid closure.
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I Would Do Anything

I would do anything to live in the country. When I was young the forest was a place

of refuge from the big kids, and then drew me in, a place of magic. I climbed the trees and

cleared the fences. I could see them coming out on a fractal limit. Unfortunately all my

forests were owned, and paved eventually. I can remember when apple trees were big, not

just from my tiny perspective. I remember laying out on the matt of inter woven branches

as my Dad walked under looking for me that first time I decided to leave to live in the

country. Looking out into the world from the canopy of leaves: desperate to find a happy

home.

The only work I could find in the country was shoveling manure. My relationship

with shit deepened as I embraced country life. I shoveled horse shit, and always cow shit,

but only after I scraped the pig pen. Chicken shit you just stepped in. The best shit I ever

shoveled was horse shit. When I saw Prince’s stall I was just amazed at how built up his

shit was. His back end was two feet or more off the level. Sometimes things are not fair, I

took my spare time and shoveled his shit too. After leaving the farm and returning for a

visit years later, Prince would always find me to show his gratitude. The most intelligent

shit is the cow’s. I had once worked delivering meat to Canada Packers and wondered how

the mystery spice was created. I found the source of the smell when it fell fresh on the

shovel. I am a little wiser now about what I put in my mouth.

A better job was shoveling sauerkraut, fourteen tons a day. I only had my log cabin

half-built; I was living upstairs while I finished the downstairs. I would come home and

hang my wet clothes on chairs near the wood stove, put dry clothes on, heat a couple of

cast-iron frying pans  and go to  bed with  warm irony.  Very  primitive,  but  I  would  do

anything to live in the forest.

One day, my car let me down, so I hitch-hiked to get to work. Got a ride right away,

and when my shift was over, I guess his was too. He was my chauffeur that day. I invited

him in when he said he was curious about log construction. During the tour there was a
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bottle of Wild Turkey Bourbon on the table so I said he was welcome to a shot, but that it

was still a little early for me. No, he said and we finished the tour. It is a nice piece of

property I own and I always like to show it off.

A few months later, Maureen came to see me. She was the wife of a neighbor and

loaned me her kids occasionally to help pile brush. Maureen and Barry were nice people

and new to the area, we had shared dinners and long conversations. When Maureen said

she wanted to talk to me I thought it was just another gratuitous chance to lean on the

shovel.

Maureen began by saying that she did not believe what she had heard, but that since

her sons were coming over unattended and as a responsible mother, she had to ask for

herself.  She said the guy who I had accepted a ride from and treated so hospitably  in

return, got up in the Pentecostal church and said he had been tempted by the devil, in the

guise of John Copeland. Fine enough, I don’t mind being tempting, so is cheese cake or dry

socks on a wet day.

She went on to explain that immediately after he finished speaking a lady jumped

up to inform the congregation that she knew all about me. She did know a lot of things all

about me, but not things I knew anything about. It seems I tempted young girls in to my

cabin and fed them drugs. Then after getting them hooked, I shipped them to Toronto from

where they were then sent to Sodomy Arabia. Waking up in someone else’s night-mare is

something, I say no to. 

I had lived building my cabin for two years as a complete celibate, so I told Maureen

that I only wished I had had such rigorous success with the ladies. There were certain parts

of the story that tantalized me, but over all no. It is a decision of the what, to wake beside in

the  morning.  Delaying  gratification  is  something  we learn  over time,  as  in  chess.  It  is

freeing to know that you cannot be as bad as the worse rumour from a fertilized stranger’s

mind. No, there are some things I won’t do to create a home in the country, no matter how

sharp the shovel or deep the pile.
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Know Ewe

The sign posts of life have many arrows pointing in all the places we dream we can

reach. There are so many directions to go so many directions to imagine and so many ways

to be led sometimes by the nose and sometimes by other senses. Putting down roots can

seem so permanent. Life is supposed to slam to a stop against the billboard of, we are here.

Here we are.

I was here but life moved around me as if I was a stone in the stream. For me the

river was my protection, but also my Rubicon.

There is a lot to learn when you know nothing. There is a lot to owning a piece of

land. There is the wind and the sky what they carry and what they cover. Below there is

what is yours and what is mine, which can hopefully become them and us. Render unto

Caesar what is Caesar’s.

I called the Ministry of Transportation to make arrangements for my entrance, my

front gate. I really needed a bridge, but that would take gallons of time and water. The man

who came to see the entrance decided to petition the local council to build a modern bridge

into my place now not later. Council wisely decided to not charge me full taxes instead. It

was nice of him to press my fortunes but I was happy to pay vacant land taxes for a full ten

years.  Eventually  I  built  my own bridge on a long weekend when the authorities  were

carving turkey. He did something else for me. He talked me into buying a female Nubian

goat. Just the reputation a bachelor needs north of Hwy 7. If you don't know this dividing

line in rural Eastern Ontario, the police use to refer to this line as the cedar curtain (What

goes on behind the cedar curtain no one knows). The wink wink nudge nudge here is incest,

bestiality, and abuse covered by the fog of alcoholism. An unfair label for the up standing

as well as those laying down.

She was a pleasant little creature with a strange disposition. She would pee every

time I came near obvious a good sign for a milker, empty bladder and then give. She was

definitely  not  a dog.  I  would go out on to the front porch and rattle  her feed bucket.
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Sometimes five minutes later I would hear her bell as she stampeded to the front door for

food.  Definitely  a  delayed  response  time,  the  goat  was  a  prime  candidate  for  neural

pathway research.

Not a dog but capable of loving a dog, much to my dog's chagrin. My dog Shag Rug

was very patient, but you could tell that the amorous overtures were not welcome. Over

time the goat advances were tolerated, after all the cold nights outside could warm with a

little amour.

I  had become a  terrible  friend;  I  constantly  worked building,  and building and

building.  Overtures  of  friendship  were  welcome,  but  return  visits  were  peppered  with

excuses. There seemed to always be something to do. I felt like Chicken Little, yelling "the

sky is falling."  Winter was always coming even in the middle of a summer heat wave. This

was very hard on my very social,  car dog. When you have dog in your life their mute

demands find their way to the top of your priority list: which vehicle to buy, who to visit

etc.

This combination made for a disgruntled animal. His first line of communication

was bouncy jigs anytime the direction of  travel pointed to the car.  Then there was the

strategy of always being in the way. This Shag Rug was always being pulled out from under

me. I would backup and there he would be setting me up for a pratfall. Some days we were

Laurel and Hardy, not funny with power tools. Patient I am, but sometimes my cup fills to

spill on a handy target. This only leads to sulking and more tripping on the rug. Over the

top communication was staring in to the house through the doorway while I worked at

preventing the sky from crashing in. I came to know the look. It is hard for a dog to frown,

their jowls are permanently pointing down. His eyes held it all, take me for ride or a walk,

now. His communication became the focus of my attention, for in this mood I would need to

respond  quickly  or  my  sky  would  fall  in  other  ways.  If  I  was  not  vigilant  he  would

disappear. The first time I only had to walk the backwoods for an hour before recovering

him and the goat. Yes he had taken the goat for his walk about. I was not a quick learner

though and the next time he was gone for longer and returned without the goat. Shag had

learned that lost goat meant a long walk in the woods, even though he was followed by an

annoying human calling to a goat. Bah-bah-ba-ba!

This time the walk lasted days with miles covered and even a call to the local radio

station. "Man north of seven lost his goat please phone home." I lost any chance of a social
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life, but contributed to the local social chatter for quite some time. Luckily a farmer one

concession over erased all previous memories of supposed indiscretion by having his way

with a wayward ewe on his front lawn at six in the morning while all were driving by for

work. 

Endless wild goose chases. In one forest we found two 150 lb bear cubs who Shag

treed. I beat a very hasty retreat. Not many people have seen a bear run up a tree. It is a

breath arresting experience because their front legs are shorter than the back. They are

able to put their rear claws above their front feet. They seem to be able to run up the tree

faster than they can run on level ground.

It is one of those moments in which all details come into sharp relief. The sound of

the talons sinking into wood was followed by the clacking of the falling bark. It was a very

full moment in time, but with surreal time to spare. In that moment I became an animated

elastic  super-hero  stressed  by  the  G force  of  my one  eighty

turn.  Yelling  come on  Shag,  I  hoped  he  was  following,  and

alone!

Five  hundred  feet  of  bush  later I  stood  on  the  road.

Beyond me stood Helen Comer's  cows,  chewing and looking

intently across the fence wire. There with the cows was my little

goat. 

Proof positive to me that every creature wants a little

M-O-O. 

M-O-O spelled backwards is O-O-M. 

The Alpha and Omega. 

The Here and the Now, the river of life, the Now we’re Here.
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Happy I Am

A solitary night with no queen of  hearts  can leave one howling at  the  moon or

climbing the  walls  hungering for something different.  I  had seen a  sign at  the  side  of

highway seven that indicated that the curious sprawl of houses was the IAM Center or

Institute of Applied Metaphysics. Having some knowledge of Metaphysics I decided that

since there was no music coming from the radio this cold evening, I would Channel Surf my

way over to visit a couple of possible channelers.

The door opened to reveal a lovely young woman who invited me in to sit beside her

as she explained their purpose. All and all it was nice to sit beside a fresh young woman,

but really nothing substantial was said. As I asked more pointed questions she nervously

called for a male guide. He eventually admitted that they did indeed meditate and alluded

to astral-projection. I left thinking that they may warrant a visit the following winter if

there was nothing else happening.

Morning returned the way it always does no matter how fervent the prayers that

you could foolishly sleep forever. The elves don't come to finish your wishes; you still have

to get to work.  I had moved to the country to be in the forest and there appeared to be

more to it than I originally thought. Not one to shy from a challenge, I was carrying on. On

a side trip to Chicago, South Dakota and New Mexico I had purchased two Minneapolis

Moline tractors and brought them back to Ontario to help me clear land and move logs. I

had accumulated quite a few timbers with the tractor and the help of Gary Davis with

Harold Lloyd’s horse Prince. I chose the straightest and longest logs to build the walls of

my cabin and hauled the rest to Harold's sawmill.

The days wore on and as I was moving up the walls to chest high; I noticed a person

coming across  the field in  a  cloud of  black flies  and mosquitoes.  He did  not  look like

someone I knew until he came closer. At first there grew a vague and familiar feeling. I saw

at once, he was crying. Sobbing is more like it though, the full shoulder shaking way. I

instinctively  took  him in  my arms  and  held  him,  patting  his  back.  He  was  a  mess.  I
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recognized him as the guy I had spoken with at the IAM Center. As he calmed down he

became more coherent and the gibberish became, "They are coming," “they are coming,”

over and over. I lead him over to the wall so I could get him sitting on the course of logs and

out of my arms. "Who's coming?" 

What unraveled was a tale so strange that no one would have the opportunity to

even invent a situation for such a thing. Their leader Winifred Barton had been in contact

with alien life forms through astral projections. These aliens had come to surround the

planet and lift off the faithful to save us from certain destruction. He had come looking for

me first because he thought from our conversation that I might be ripe for saving. The

second reason was one I had not ever imagined. After the planet was swept clean, these

chosen few would be able to come back and repopulate the world. The trouble with the

plan was no-one knew how to do physical labour or live in the wild. Would I come back

with him and help them prepare to survive? He did mention that my chainsaw looked very

nice. I was still in my twenties and always ready for an adventure, so I asked, "Can I bring

my dog?"

A lot of people were not too happy with the decision to award sacred space to a dog

even if  dog was God spelled backwards.  Luckily Shag was a wonderful gentleman and

pretended not to hear, so as not to embarrass the uneducated mere-mortals. He found a

place to sleep and I found a lot of people. They had three centers in Canada and Winifred's

home in BC. They were not long in putting me to work. First, I was asked to use my car to

drive to Ottawa to pickup a generator. I stopped at several places in Ottawa. Some of those

places belonged to either very rich or very powerful people; I guess they are one and the

same. They wanted to prepare for the re-population of the planet. For some reason they

thought that they would be living in the wilderness. I offered to build them a root cellar

which is very necessary both now and later after all life was wiped from the planet. I was

thinking more in terms of destroyed, but removed would be the better, destroyed could

mean three or four months of global pollution as the bodies composted. In practical terms I

thought if they don't go, this root cellar would be something that would still do them some

good.

The  names  I  heard  bandied  around  and  the  resources  and  numbers  of  people

involved  began  to  make  me  a  little  apprehensive.  What  if  this  is  more  than  just  my

summer's entertainment? In the weeks before this revelation there had been many reports
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in the area and at least two NEWS shows had done documentaries regarding the strange

occurrences in the area. Large chunks of sod lifted out of the ground and placed beside the

resulting hole, too large to be lifted by equipment in the area and with no tire marks etc.

There had been sightings of saucers and strange shaped objects hovering in the air. Local

signs were spray painted with sayings like, “UFO crossing.” The months of chuckling had

prepared the local citizens for anything and I was up that same alley myself.

Years before I had a strange fantasy that I might encounter a flying saucer while

hitch hiking in the  wilds.  I  would pull  out  my harmonica and the  creatures  would  be

mesmerized and in one ending leave me in peace, in another they would take me back to a

zoo on their planet and provide me with ample breeding stock. Of course they could tape it

and use a replicator to reproduce my music at their whim, and be able to annihilate me on

the spot. Needless to say I was ripe for an adventure either way this played out.

I picked a place close to the river, but high enough to avoid flooding. They had given

me ten guys to work with. They were nice, but a little vacant, and as it turned out weak, the

perfect candidates for a cult, weak.

We began by digging a hole into the side of the hill. I started three of them off with

the excavation. The rest I took to find trees to cut with my chainsaw for the sides of the

cellar. I cut the first tree and then sliced it up into the lengths we would need. While I

searched and prepared to hew the next tree I instructed the guys to carry drag the logs

back to the site. I returned to find them still struggling to move the first log. I picked it up

by myself and carried it to the site thinking there you go guys that's how it's done by a

140lb weakling. Teach by example did little to help me that day. We settled on me carrying

the middle and one on each end.  I  did not  dare let  go because these guys would have

dropped to their knees.

As I started construction, a very simple construction, it was becoming clear that

these guys were beyond learning obviously they were the type to follow, but not where I was

leading. I started to raise the walls while they stood around. They did want to help, but they

were unable.  As  I  worked around my helpers  who were constantly  under foot,  a  man

passed on the path that ran by the site. The first time he was dressed in shorts and a tee so I

hardly noticed him. On subsequent passing’s he dressed differently, a cowboy, a Scotsman

in a kilt,  a mechanic in coveralls.  I  did not know who he was,  he had not been at the

cafeteria at the Center and I had not seen him at meetings. The day wore on and I had
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hardly any time to notice him. I wanted to get the roof on before sundown. The helpers

continued to be in the way. As I bend over trying to notch the final logs and was thinking

about how I was going to do the roof I felt two drops of cold water fall on my back. I was in

no mood for games thinking it was the helpers, I turned around give them the blast I had

held back all day. There in front of me was the strange man soaking wet in his underwear.

There is something ridiculous about soaking wet white briefs; he left me no time to react.

He stepped past me and said, "You need a rest and this needs a pyramid roof. He grabbed

my chainsaw. Let  me repeat  he  grabbed my chainsaw,  my most  prized possession and

something I never lent out. It was the one tool I valued the most in the woods. The shock of

his dinky poking his briefs inches from my face had still left me dumbfounded. He started

the saw and cut the angles for a perfect pyramid. This type of precision would have left me

fiddling for hours with a power saw, but here he had accomplished it in mere minutes.

After  the  roof  was  in  place  the  helpers  went  back  to  the  Center  for  supper.  I

followed Ron back to his house in the woods. His house was a large dome shape. It is best

described as like the floppy hillbilly hat they sell at the Canadian National Exhibition. He

explained later that he had built a geodesic dome, but that they leak like a sieve. He had

covered his dome with all the scrap two inch thick lumber he could find that also included

branches as well as 2x4's. Over this framework he added cedar shakes. We approached the

front door which proved to be a very different type of door. Inside the regular door was a

gothic arched door with a small window also with an arch. He explained that this was his

burglar alarm. It was to alarm burglars, for the door was actually the small window. He

opened it and climbed through. I followed. Inside was a spiral wall that divided the space

into a central uncommon room and a kitchen that curved around the outside wall. In the

middle of the uncommon room was a rope ladder that lead up to two suspended platforms

and then to a tower. On the floor of the room was a collection of sorts. There were rolls of

silk and satin, machinery, welding equipment, rocket fuel, precious gems, and art supplies.

He led me past all that to the platforms and then the tower. The tower was filled with pieces

of angle iron suspended from the roof. Ron had tuned them to his own unique frequency,

and proceeded  to  ring them producing  beautiful  mesmerizing  sounds.  He asked me to

follow him as he slid down the outside of the roof to the ground below.

I returned to the Center and managed to find some left over’s. The people in charge

were very curious to hear where I had been. I was told that Ron was a disruptive influence.
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In the past he had shown up in the middle of the night in a frog man suit and top hat

swinging the breathing hose around yelling, “Take me to your leader!” I was encouraged to

stay away from him. There were more chores to do so it was hard to find time to go looking

for Ron. The next day was the day for the landing, so there were things to prepare and with

new people arriving from as far away as New York City, there was lots of doubling up of

sleeping areas. The local burgers had come by to announce their support. I didn't think

they knew the whole story, only that these space cadets were spending money in town. The

frantic  comings  and  goings  worked  the  magic  of  making  time  disappear.  We  found

ourselves  finally  at  the  night,  gathered  together  in  the  basement  singing  songs  and

generally entertaining ourselves. Then, the big announcement! It had all been a test, to see

if we were truly committed. Nobody complained even though many had driven for days to

make it  to  the  rendezvous.  I  sincerely  hoped that  my insincerity  hadn’t  scotched their

dreams, but I always viewed myself as a subcontractor.

I took my dog and chainsaw home. On the drive home the sky was filled with sheet

lightning and when I finally made it to the narrow path that leads to my front door I could

feel the ground shaking under my feet. I really don't care if the aliens had come or will

come, if they exist or not. I am more concerned with my own existence. If they are here, I

am sure I have met them. The lightning and ground rumblings just added the bass note for

all of the above. 
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Flying Tweed Saucer

There always seemed to be something. There are times to be part of things or to miss

the boat; being lost you can always be found. I don't remember why I had invited Ron out

to my place, but he hit it off with my friend Mike real well. Their bond had settled on iris

roots, they had found down by the river. I warned them not to go eating something they

knew nothing about, but off they went in Mike's car with their bounty of bulbs. Luckily for

them they had collapsed where an ambulance could arrive.  They did recover and were

released later in the week. When I visited the next weekend Ron said that even though their

experiment had failed, after the stomach pump had pulled them back from the edge, he had

received a message. My interesting friend needed to find a way to save me from myself. 

Constantly battling the mosquitoes and the black flies and building a cabin with no

experience, I needed help. In the long run that may have been true, but for this time of my

life I doubted that, I was raging against the machine. He told me he had found the perfect

partner for me, and that I couldn’t do it alone. I agreed to meet his friend the following

Saturday at his place behind the IAM Center (Institute of Applied Metaphysics). I arrived

to find them climbing the rock cut on the highway across from the Center. Climbing a rock

cut could have been entertaining for the passing tourists. I don’t think the parents would

have believed the kids  looking out the side windows reporting two guys dangling from

ropes over the edge of the cliff. Saturday morning driving to the cottage kids fighting for

extra room in the back seat. Going shopping in the big city, so many things to talk about

and be distracted, no one swerved.

Ron and Jack were dressed in long underwear and silk capes. Ron was wearing a

top hat and Jack had one of those pilot hats that Rocky the Flying Squirrel wore. They

proudly wore their repealing harnesses over these stark white suits. I dangled at the edge of

the road in the car while they completed their contortions and gyrations. Their fulfillment

lasted another half hour. I slouched in the car and waited.

This must have been the same sort of outfit he used when he visited the IAM Centre
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in  the  middle  of  the  night.  During those  visits  he  would  add a frogman's  mask to  his

ensemble. The breathing hose he would swing in the air while repeating "Take me to your

leader". The organizers of the Centre found this very disrespectful after all they had been

entrusted with the sacred task of preserving the human genome. They were to repopulate

the planet after all life was destroyed by aliens. At the time they had the ear of prominent

politicians and local burgers, so Ron's comments were seen as silly distractions.

We went back to Ron's for a conversation that went in circles. All I can remember

was the book "The Crack in the Cosmic Egg". After a while we headed to my place where

Ron intended to do the pitch.

I needed to pick up a part for my tractor on the way. I parked on the main street of

Madoc and walked across to Canadian Tire; it used to be in the village. I asked the guys to

stay in the car because I would only be a few minutes. Of course this was not my day to win

the lottery. The car was empty. I walked to the four corners and after a few minutes there

they were still in full regalia. They had been in the local Mac's Milk. I guess they were

pretty hungry because they were ripping out chunks of bread and mowing down on a bar

of cheese. I got them back into the car and heard them holler for the beer store, just when I

thought I had made it out of town. Madoc tends to shut down Saturday afternoon about

4pm. The Coop closes at two and most of the other stores close at five. The only people

heading to the shops at four are the desperate people with last minute desires and in the

70's there was no Sunday reprieve, so the last minute booty better fit the clock and the bill.

I hoped they had been too busy with their dramas to notice mine.

The beer store is the call of last resort after those last minute purchases. There they

were arms full of beer, the guys loaded for bear. There were the twelve packs and the six

packs,  and  the  determined  twenty-fours  seeking  amnesia  for  the  week  preceding.  I

managed to slide down in the seat while the boys pranced out to claim their twenty-four.

We finally headed up the highway with Ron' monologue continuing. At my place we

did the grand tour, Ron still thinking he had found the perfect partner for me. Towards

dusk the mosquitoes decided who was going to stay and who was going to go. I drove them

back to Ron's place. Ron was so broken hearted that composed poignant free form poetry

all the way back to his pad with not a break. This was before rapping had been invented.

Despite the failure I did not blame Ron, because I had simply never invited his offer.

Ron was learning what many have learned; I don't give up the fight. My toughest opponent
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is me and I take great pleasure in knocking myself out.

I returned a few times to see Ron and despite his bizarre behaviour his spontaneous

art was phenomenal. Here was someone definitely crazier than me. After he realized that I

was capable of running my own life into the vanishing point, he relaxed and started to

share a part of himself that defied easy definition.

Ron was building a vehicle in his basement. Now most of the guys I know in the area

are good with engines. They are like Eskimos memorizing how to dismantle an Otter or a

Sesna and then putting it back together with precise execution before the Arctic explorer

wakes. If we had hotter winters they could be Mexican mechanics. There are some that

rebuild old cars from their childhood or make sixes out of eights and eights out of sixes.

Ron was building a spaceship. He wanted to land on Tweed. He felt that this would bring

supreme consciousness to the people of Tweed and save them from mediocrity. I was young

enough that the arrogance of such a scheme passed me by. He asked me if I had any short

friends. He needed someone to model his cockpit with. I left with my tape measure and

soon found someone to measure up.

Iago a Spanish French friend fit the bill and liked adventures. I asked him to come

along for a fitting.

Iago  had  never seen  a  place  like  Ron's.  Ron  took  us  up  to  one  of  his  hanging

platforms and showed us the mockup for the cockpit. Iago was having a hard time fitting

into the cramped conditions and soon Ron's perseverance proved too much for Iago's fiery

Franco temper. When I stepped in to defuse the ceremony of discontent, Ron grabbed me

and said, "No you have to be as relaxed as this." He then proceeded to throw me about the

room. I don't know whether Ron knew intuitively that I was thoroughly versed in survival

skills and able to fall without injury. Grade school had been very instructive, I had been

sent to school the first day with shorts, a white shirt and tie. Luckily Dad found out and

drove me downtown to by a pair of jeans for the next day. Unluckily though, the die was set

and I suffered enough beatings that I finally decided that since the inevitable was going to

happen I would accept it. The first bully I encountered with my new philosophy heard me

say, "Hit me" as I stuck out my chin. I was not bothered after that. Suffice to say I learned

to roll with the punches. After a while throwing me about, Iago consented to try again. Ron

wrote down some figures, we headed on our way.

I saw him again a couple of  months later and he said he was going to land his
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spaceship on Tweed the following week to bring consciousness to the town. I promised to

come by for the launch, but fate intervened.

I had been unemployed for the summer and my savings had run out. A job came

along at the last moment, the moment when you have to decide to eat or feed the dog. The

first day on the job I was asked to work overtime and when they sent out for chicken snack

packs, I finished the meal and then ate the bones when no one was looking. They asked me

to work the next day Sat. That was the day I had promised to go see Ron launched his

heavenly machine. I do guilt really well, but money can make anyone a slut. I worked hard

that day and promised myself that I would head over to Ron's the following day and make

my amends.

The next day being Sunday I thought I would drop in to see friends along the way.

That way I could take care of two layers of guilt. I am notorious for not visiting or going on

and on with building or projects that consume me for endless time especially the fixing of

mistakes that lead to more repairs. Norm and Toni were labouring in the forest too. They

were nice peaceful people and their home always brought a sense of  completion to my

unfinished solitary life. They invited me in for a cup of tea and as we talked the reason for

the visit came to the surface. When I said I was going to see Ron, they told me the police

had been looking for him and had dropped by to ask them if they knew how to find him. It

seemed  the  police  had  stopped  Ron  early  that  morning  while  he  was  hitch  hiking  to

Ottawa, they told him his house was on fire. He said, "Yes, it was burning when I left." The

police  were  so  shocked  by  the  response  that  they  returned  to  headquarters  for  more

instructions. Now they were left with a mystery to save, I was left without a very interesting

friend and Tweed momentarily lost consciousness until  Elvis was sighted in town years

later. Had we all missed the boat or the mother ship or did Ron forget to open the roof

before launch. I could well image, but I have to remain secure that I am still conscious and

here.
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Home Run

My first house in the country was a hollowing out of the thick branches in the green

cedars. I laid a ground sheet and foam rubber on the snow and spread the sleeping bag I

had made the year before while I waited in anticipation. Forty pounds of sail cloth and

feathers with a wool blanket for extra warmth made an inviting nest. The cut branches left

handy stubs for hanging possessions and made great candle holders for the too long lonely

winter night.

Life in the country begins at the beginning. That first step we take on to our new

place with no going back. I arrived with no idea how to even build a place. I started with a

tent and then built a platform, just a square box with plywood on top. That was easy, but

how to build the sides? I stood sheets of plywood up so they leaned on each other and then

nailed 2x4’s and branches to the sheets. It did work and I was able to fasten the roof and

sheet it in too. In my search I found the slabs they cut off the sides of logs and nailed these

to the outside. I thought it looked good and almost looked like the log cabin I dreamed of

building.

As Fall arrived I thought that since the shack was so small and I had a small stove I

would not need insulation. October proved me wrong. I drove to the local building supply

store on that first morning of the killer frost. I told the woman behind the counter that I

needed to buy some insulation. Her first question completely threw me, “What size studs do

you have?” For a moment I entertained impure thoughts, but not with her. She explained

that the 2x4's needed to be a certain width apart and this dictated what width of insulation

to buy. It made a lot of sense, I marveled in the accumulated wisdom of the men who came

before me. Very good for me they also sold insulation glued to heavy paper. I bought this

and just stapled it to the inner walls. It reminded me of a padded room I had once seen. 

Earlier in the Fall I had picked a clearing with a strange wet rock. The cedar trees

curtsied with their skirt of boughs surrounding the short curly grasses with its few black-

eyed daisies. I felt so alone but safe in the last days of summer sun completely cut off from
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the stiff breeze of the coming winter. I lay for hours in the comforting heat. The wet rock

harbingered water that flowed continually through my life. I felt like a child in a circle of

gossiping women ignored but protected.

I  began  my  cabin  with  a  chainsaw.  I  can  still  see  that  small  nick  in  my  long

discarded hiking boots that put the healthiest fear in my heart and kept my health as my

foremost possession. I had stopped cutting and never realized just how long that sharp

chain would continue to turn after one of my first cuts. The old farmer up the road in the

weeks to come taught me how to dance with the saw. He was like a ballerina or a Ti Chi

master. Every move was deliberate. Years of meditation coalesced into the moment the only

moment. Life and death swung around me as the hemlocks fell opening the clearing to the

sun. The Mikado of naked matrons lay and leaned feeling the sun on bark that had not seen

the break of day since seedlings. I looked at them with reverence humbled by the fact that I

had changed the world.

I  hated  to  cut  the  cedars,  but  had  to  make  the  clearing  larger.  It  opened  the

surround to the slope of hemlocks and brought them light. Every year more trees would fall

leaving only the maples and cherries to rule and pile the hill with leaves.

I hired a man and a horse to help me skid some logs for the beginnings of the house.

The snow was still deep, but I couldn’t wait. I soon had the straightest logs in a pile ready

for my first break. I also used the old Minneapolis Moline tractor I had bought in South

Dakota to skid more logs for lumber. I had worked in a sawmill and shoveled manure for

some of the lumber, but I had big plans and a growing pile of logs.

My father helped me build  a  platform.  Dad knew a  bit  more than I  did  about

building, but nothing about foundations. He had memories of snow blowing through the

cracks of the walls in the logging camps he had labored in as a young man. It was forty

years later that I found help in replacing those old foundations. The platform was solid

though and surfaced with full thickness boards. The first act I performed was to buy a

cookstove. I should have waited until the walls were up since it only got in the way during

the early erection. I couldn’t miss the opportunity of securing a Master Climax cookstove

and hoped to share it with my dream girl.

The logs were piled on both sides of the cabin. The tractor had no three point hitch

to lift with, so I had to pull and roll at the same time with rope and a ramp of smaller logs

to hoist the logs up the growing walls. The rope was first fastened on the same side as the
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tractor and then circled the log and passed back to the tractor. When the tractor pulled, the

log would roll up the ramp. The heavy hemlocks would then butt up against the logs of the

previous round. I would then lift each end up and on top of that previous course using old

car jacks. I still have a scar on my chest from one of the slips the jack made on the wet

slippery peeled logs. On the side where the tractor was, the rope had longer to loop in order

to come back to the tractor, but essentially the process was the same.

The other two sides  were  where  the  doors  were  positioned so I  used cedar half

lengths which I could place more or less by hand because cedar is so much lighter.

Not content to raise the walls perpendicularly I let them bulge out and then creep

back in to the square. The effect is to make the interior slightly larger inside. 

I did all of this alone, but I had forgotten all about the center beam to help support

the second floor. Two friends helped. They were the two Mikes two of the best good natured

friends you could ever spend time with. I had brought a straight cedar as close to the front

door as I could with the tractor. Usually light this cedar was still green and almost as heavy

as a hemlock. We wrestled the heavy end up and over the front wall. We all pushed as far as

we could until we reached the point that we had to push and pull. Mike Rinds and I ran

inside and edged the log further over the wall and then were able to pull past the fulcrum.

Mike Ray had stayed to push the other end. Mike never lost his grip but almost lost his

mind as he sailed up fourty feet above the slope. Inside we had the presence of mind for one

of us to hold the log while the other raced outside to catch Mike before he crashed to the

ground.

The leaves were just starting to change colours when I had the second level finished

and was able to walk around what would be the second floor. I built a four foot knee high to

give me extra head room, but had no idea of how to build a roof.

As  luck would  have it  or maybe the  play had been planned out  long before  in

another dimension help was there for the asking. Four drunken Irish brothers came to my

rescue for added liquid refreshment. Harry and his brothers laboured through the whole

day and left me with enough structure to fasten roofing to.

I covered the roofing boards with tar paper and was ready for winter. That first

night  under shelter I  slept  on  the  second  floor feeling  like  I  had won the  lottery  and

realizing that I owned the whole damned thing, the land and the house.

I woke soon after as the cabin was surrounded by wolves who decided to grieve their
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loss of ownership. My dog Shag-rug would not even think of leaving the first floor of the

cabin as he only barked feebly despite his size. The moon was full and large enough to look

like it would have to rest on the horizon line that night. The song of the wolves found its

own resolve in its own time before they turned their backs on my wild dreams to find their

new range.

It was a time of silence for me, only the hiss of the naphtha lantern disturbed the

night. Mostly I trimmed my wick for the coal oil and mind my beeswax.

The next drama was the cutting of the windows. What could be easier I thought? I

would simply cut holes in the log walls and stick in windows. There is so much to learn in

the country, I had never reasoned that when the holes were cut the support for the second

floor and roof would be affected too. Walking back from the outhouse in the morning I saw

that the ridge line of the roof was sagging. After a good cry following a temper tantrum , I

worked for days to support and realign the logs and the roof. No one could help this was

one sin I had to salve myself. With winches, car jacks, cables and more intelligence than I

had used up to this point, I succeeded.

It has become a tradition for me that I always finish the second floor first. It is easier

to finish the walls of a structure if you nail to studding than it is to chink logs. I was snug

upstairs in a week, but the chinking would take the entire summer and that was just the

inside. I carried hundreds of pounds of sand, cement, and vermiculite in through my forest

trail to fill the metal lathe I had nailed in between the logs. The delirium of hours with

trowel and mud stirred my imagination. I filled some of the spaces between the logs with

coloured bottles.

It is too long a story to tell, but by the second year I was comfortable enough to

build a barn and this time without logs. I did take my own logs to the mill and had more

than enough to finish the barn the following year.

I did have an electrical service in place shortly after purchasing the land and every

cut had to be made at that pole and the lumber then loaded of a wagon and pulled to the

site. I had asked several tradesmen if I could run extension cords to the house from the

pole, but they all said no. They explained that the voltage drop would be too great.

One night in the middle of a blizzard while working on a chalk pastel by candle light

I decided to do something about my lack of  light.  I  had picked the road side trash in

Toronto every time I traveled down to my land. I now had mountains of doors, windows,
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sinks, and wire. I had enough wire to travel the four hundred feet to my cabin. In spite of

the weather I with the help of a flashlight dug the wire out of a snowbank and untangled it

in the warmth of the cabin. I reasoned that if I could just get one light to light that would

mean I could work at night on my paintings.

I couldn't wait, so with flashlight in mouth I unreeled my wires across the snowy

field and then hooked it up. As I looked toward the cabin I could see the light come on. I

swear the neighbours could have heard my roars of success over the screaming wind. I

hurried across the field towards the light and in the cabin found that I had enough hydro

for a hot cup of tea as well as a radio and three lights. All those amenities I had dreamed of

became a less distant fantasy. Now I could paint.

I asked a more knowledgeable electrician and he assured me that the voltage drop

would  not  be  too  severe  and  where  I  could  buy  hydro  poles.  While  this  project  was

proceeding I decided to co-ordinate telephone with hydro. The telephone man told me first

that Bell Canada does not run its lines on hydro poles, secondly the poles they would need

to install  would have to run right across  my fertile  field.  “How much,”  I  asked? Five

thousand dollars compared with one thousand for hydro. Dumbfounded I asked if I built a

house here next to the highway how much would it cost for a phone? The answer was fifty

dollars.

I quickly skidded out logs for a new house which I named the phone booth. It is now

called  the  studio  and sometimes the guesthouse.  When the  linemen came to install  the

phone I told them the story. They shook their heads in disbelief mumbled 'management'

and told me to call in two weeks and say that I wanted the phone moved. They then came

back and put a phone in the barn and cabin. The total price for the phone was seventy five

dollars excluding the few materials I bought for the phone booth. I now had light for the

long winter night and did not have to heat the whole house with the cookstove for a cup of

tea or a simple meal in the summer. I could also phone a friend if I was lonely.
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Frog in the Throat and the Water of Life

The sky turns a darker shade of blue in August and the fire goes from Summer.

Every morning for most of the year we look for the frost. I love the Spring lightning that

brings the green and reduces our probabilities of that frost. We follow the sun and the

seasons and name the special days. First frost, the day the water was up, the rare third cut

of hay. Most of all, we measure Spring because it is always a hard winter, especially toward

the end.  There  are  winters  to  remember but,  Spring is  king because  that  is  when our

children were born and that is trumpeted by the frogs singing and accompanied by running

water. 

When my daughter was born my wife and I started to measure when Spring arrived

by the sound of the frogs singing in the pond behind our house. We are actually surrounded

by ponds and a river so there is no shortage of croaking. My daughter’s birthday is April

30. In her first years it was always a tossup, would the frogs sing. Would the ice leave the

pond? We were so happy when her birthday was the day the frogs woke up and used this

form of magical thinking to brighten whatever slow Spring we were rewarded with. Now

twenty-six Springs have come and gone and thanks to global warming we can now hear the

frogs warning us a full month and a half early.

These early Springs have sometimes brought more warmth than we wanted and

many wells run dry. The frogs have matured with my daughter. Now we think about water

all the time. We are blessed by a river and ponds that keep the water table up. My river

always did run dry in the middle of summer. Oh there is always a trickle, but last year even

the usual quart a minute dried.

When I first moved to the area and built my cabin winters had dipped to 50 below

now they scarcely reach 25 below. Even back then 10 years before I met my wife water was

always a concern. I had been forced to leave my little shack to stay with a neighbour for a

few days because of a tobogganing accident. That year the temperature reached 50 below

twice once in Nov with no snow to insulate the ground and then again in Feb. The lack of
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insulating snow in Nov meant that many people’s well lines to their houses and barns froze.

I was staying with Harold and his grandchildren. Those who knew Harold called him the

Goof a title that bounced back to stick to the unkind, those who really knew him knew him

as a kind gregarious talker. His father had left him an empire and he managed to sell or

lose the whole lot mostly through kindness. Harold was not stupid he just loved to talk and

cared deeply about people. He was a mechanical genius and had built his own saw mill

from old car parts.

His water lines to the barn had frozen necessitating carrying pails of water to the

barn twice a day. Harold thought and thought how to solve this problem and one day

sitting in the outhouse came up with a brilliant plan. He could feel heat below him in the

Styrofoam toilet seat he rested upon. He reasoned if he built a long box of 1x6 and lined it

with Styrofoam and the water line inside  he could get  water to the barn whenever he

needed it. His grandson Albert and I tried to reason with him that there was no heat in

Styrofoam, but he said his ass would never lie. Of course it did fib and we laughed at his

expense, but we were the ones carrying the water so our laughter didn’t last long. It became

another story in the legend of the country of water.

It was easy enough to carry the few pails of water up to the house from the river and

carry drinking water in from town in those early days, but then I met my wife. We met in

Toronto and I was thinking of selling my land and moving back to the city for more job

opportunities. When my wife graduated from teacher’s college after a winter in Toronto she

found that there were no jobs in the city, so we moved to my cabin and her first position in

the job she loves. We had no well and no hydro, but we were young and in love and that

love powered us and gave us someone else to think about.  I  had installed hydro fairly

quickly,  but we were too poor for a well,  so I  was the running water.  A baby with no

plumbed water was not a good thing. Luckily a friend had a drill that he had bought from

a mail order catalogue. They were a popular ad showing people drilling in sandstone and

other soft materials. My friend reasoned that if I used a diamond tipped corer which was

usually used to drill 4 inch diameter holes in the cement of apartment buildings to run

electrical wire, I could do the job.

His dad dowsed the well and we set up the flimsy scaffolding and started the long

process of drilling 16 inches at a time down to the twenty foot mark where the water was. It

took a month or more to accomplish the task. The procedure necessitated drilling sixteen
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inches and then dismantling the drill and dropping small pebbles down the pipe attached to

the drill. Those rock chips would jam in the shaft of the cutter and grab the core. A gentle

tapping of the pipe would crack the core and the whole thing could be lifted out with the

core jammed in the cutter. Banging the drill casing would then dislodge the core from the

cylinder  and  the  process  would  repeat.  Somehow  at  eighteen  feet  a  monkey  wrench

dropped down the hole, but with two days of patience even that problem was solved with a

bent piece of wire. Just as his dad had said we reached water at twenty feet. Ten gallons an

hour was good enough for me. I attached a hand pump and we were able to fill our early

needs. We even had a little grey frog the size of a thumb with suckers on his feet who

shared our pump for the five years we pumped. He was not shy of us at all, but he had

nothing to say. The warmth of the water below was enough to let him/her come and visit on

a warm winter’s day. I felt like a star as she studied me, I know she had no TV down there,

I was her talking head.

We did not have enough water for the garden. I had a bulldozer in to do some earth

moving, so I thought a small hole pushed in the swamp behind the house would give us a

supply of water for the garden. I left Vic with the task and ran an errand, when I returned

there was Vic and his bulldozer in the middle of the swamp having pushed the Tag Alders

back a hundred feet in a circle. When I walked across to talk with him it was like walking

on a waterbed. The pond was covered by a thick layer of clay floating on the water. The

following year, we hired him back to dig out the heart shaped pond. While we were doing

that job I asked him to dig a well near the edge of the pond. He picked a spot far enough

away so that it would not fill immediately with water from the pond and when he hit rock

at twenty feet he told me to step back. He raised the bucket of the highhoe as high as it

could go and let it drop with all its might. He had found a vein of water and the plume of

water shot thirty feet into the air. We now had all the water we needed until we bought the

washing machine and decided to water our lawns and or left the toilet running.

Our fortunes turned again so we decided to drill a proper well. At fifty feet we had a

good flow at first, but eventually iron, tannin, and finally sulfur. The sulfur only came in

the Spring, but was so bad that when my wife took a shower for work in the morning at six,

it would wake the children sleeping upstairs.

I  met  a  friend  while  shopping  and  the  conversation  came  round  to,  “How’s  it

going?” I told Gail about my water problems. She has eyes that look as though they hold all
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of human history; she looked up at me and said she could do something about the problem.

She had been shown by an old water witch in Norwood how to shut off bad water. We set

up a meet for the next day.

The sulfur was at its worse. When Gail arrived I took her to the well. She took out

the bent coat hanger type of dowsers.  Two one foot lengths of  wire shaped into an ‘L’

mounted in plastic tubes so each could spin. How they point, indicated water quantity and

depth. She dowsed out in various directions and then told me that she had located the

sulfur stream and pointed which direction it flowed. She stuck one of the rods in the ground

and tapped it three times. She did that in a couple of places and explained that she had

closed off the sulfur and brought in more water from another direction.

I ran the water for a bit to clear the pipes and pressure tank and then we checked

the water. No smell of sulfur and it never returned as bad as it had been. It did come a little

in the Spring, but nothing like before, eventually we reconnected the old dug well after

buying energy efficient appliances.

Water seeps through everything. The sap runs in the trees. The stuff even falls from

the sky. It is worshiped by many creatures as it passes. Frogs are always there and their

hoarse voices repeat like rosary beads. Salamanders are as rare as jack-in-the-pulpits, but

the sermon is still spread. A beaver has built our private lake and the heron dips in it. We

turn on our windshield wipers as we drive across our bridge through the mist rising from

the river.  Why does the hummingbird return early even enduring killing Spring frosts,

when it leaves so early in the Fall? What is in that early sip? Does he or she receive an

award having just flown from Venezuela or is it just their special day? The day the blossom

lady says to come out and play while the Maples smell like sperm. Fornication with the

Spring flowers is beautiful and sweet; we all dip in the Spring.
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The Long Walk Round

When I first moved to Toronto my sister and I use to ride the subway down to

Queen and Young St. determined to get to know this new place where everyone had more. I

was fifteen and she was thirteen, we were deposited in a city where no one knew our name.

I am glad of that gentle moment in my life with my sister that spanned our gender gap. We

would then walk home from Young and Queen. These were the days of black and white TV

and the shows could be trumped by a gaudy display in store windows, saying basically the

same thing. We were two teenagers with no friends and stuck with each other till school

healed the divide. We invented a purpose for our walks; we knew that we were breaking a

rule in being simple friends. Before the move to the city we had detested each other just like

all the other brothers and sisters did in our small town, our chasm was filled with many

friends. We were looking at door knobs. Toronto in the sixties had very interesting door

knobs, now every door opens for you automatically. No collection of finger prints to tell you

have been there. The first walk had been done twice, once for each side of the street looking

in windows. The third and fourth were for door knobs. After that we could cross reference

and imagine intentions and grand designs. We walked fifty miles before boredom set in to

drown us in the unique pathos of hungering for the first day of school.  Loneliness is a

bridge that drips tears for the other side; boredom leaves you treading water looking for

the end of the rope. We dangled on that rope until school helped build that span between

country and city.

I traveled through Ontario looking for land to buy. I asked at every real-

estate  office  if  they  had  any  streams  to  sell.  I  reasoned  I  could  dam  a  stream  for  a

swimming hole. They had lots of lake front property, but I wanted a stream that flushed

every  Spring.  I  found one property  with  a  stream,  but  was  met  by  an owner and his

shotgun. The township map lied.

I finally settled on a piece of property with a river but no bridge. Really nice

swimming hole though. There had been a bridge a hundred years before, you could still see

parts of the cribbing.

I liked the land. It was a series of three ridges not too high. The river flowed
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heavy in the Spring, but dried to a trickle in the summer. Luckily that trickle was small and

the bottom was solid flat rock. I was able to plan my year ahead and bring dump trucks etc

in for supplies of sand and gravel to build my dream.

I watched the river during those early years. I tried various methods knowing I

would eventually have to build a bridge. For that lonely time that separated the two waiting

banks  I  pondered.  At  first  it  was  an  adventure.  Planks  wandered  downstream  from

neighbours who knew the river less intimately than I did. I used the planks to not disturb

the rough rocks sleeping on the river bed.

My Dad helped in the beginning. I threw a rock tied to a light string across the gap

to the other bank on which he stood. When I watch my son skipping rocks I see my long

gone Dad on the other bank as I follow the arcs of our celestial suspension bridge. Dad

pulled the string attached to a rope to his side of the water. I fastened one end high in a

cedar tree and joined him on the other side to slide his end through the high crotch of a

tree. I fastened the rope's end to the bumper of the car and drove forward till the rope

lurched tight. Dad proudly rode in a zinc tub dangling from an old wooden pulley. We even

brought a rototiller across on those lines. I didn’t know then, but those lines span heaven

and hell now as I stand lonely on the bank remembering Dad.

Our antics attracted a speed cop car as we transported lilacs and apple trees across

the expanse. Angry he assumed we were seine fishing, but drew his breathe to laugh before

he drew his gun. Dad looked pretty funny in a mosquito net hat standing in zinc wash tub

dangling over the middle of the river hollering instructions. In a later installation higher up

the bank even the hydro meter reader road the ship to ship Bosun's chair. I even carried a

wandering goat across while it wriggled in my lap.

As the water level dropped we centered our focus on construction of a small bridge

which when completed bounced like a trampoline. Many guests swore they would never

visit again after crossing, but soon realized entrance was followed by exit. The bridge lasted

until Spring when it washed away in the flood.

Over the years many bridges came and went. No bridge meant walking down the

highway to the huge cement culvert that carried water under the highway. The river bank

led up the ridge through large pines and hemlocks to a cliff overlooking the water. The

acute turn in the river created a roaring cataract and whirlpool reminding any and all that

this was a river to be respected. Once off  the ridge fallen logs helped to keep feet dry
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crossing the small swamp and up through the forest to the house.

One  night  I  took  this  entrance  with  my dog  and  a  load  of  supplies  in  a  large

backpack. The melting snow still gave enough luminance to reflect the moonlight for I had

forgotten my flashlight again. At the top of the ridge I felt an eerie sensation, I looked back

down the path and there was the dog facing the opposite direction. I turned to look where I

was intending to go and saw or felt or experienced sparkles of light energy drifting from

the bushes ahead. I backed down the hill and slept in the cold car that night. The next day I

found bear tracks in the bushes where I was heading.

When I married I needed a more substantial bridge but still couldn’t afford a bridge

for a car. I poured cement footings that I hoped were solidly enough rooted to the jagged

river bed. My wife felt better with a handrail and the bridge carried us all winter and as

Spring arrived it even carried the weight of our unborn child.

One of the most poignant moments of our married life was waiting on one bank for

my wife to arrive home only to see the bridge slowly drift away from the opposite bank just

as my very pregnant wife was about to step aboard. I hurled prayers to a deaf lord as the

chain attached to the bridge sang tight and berthed the bridge on my bank our last deposit

of the month.

Many suggestions were made on how to construct a proper bridge, but in the final

analysis the task was left to me. I rented a compressor and a rock drill and pounded holes

into the rock to hold lengths of drill steel. Forty five gallon metal drums with bottoms cut

out made substantial forms for the cement I would pour to fill the barrels. Those eight

cement pillars span the forty feet making supports in four places including the banks. On

this I laid ten used telephone poles and covered it with a deck of hemlock planks.

A friend with a front-end loader tested it by carrying a full bucket of gravel across

the new deck. The bridge creaked and groaned but held seventeen tons. At first there were

no railings, I joked that it was my burglar alarm. The bridge alarmed burglars. If I had

only known the security no railing gave I would never of built the railings I did in the

following  years.  The  bridge  did  more  than  alarm  burglars  it  also  protected  us  from

Jehovah  Witnesses.  It  took  several  years  after the  safety  railing  for even  the  Jehovah

Witnesses  to  get  enough faith  to  cross,  seeking to  steal  our souls  while  disturbing our

Saturday sleep in.

For a few years each Spring saw the water rise higher until  one year the water
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flowed six inches over the deck. I was not worried about water. What worried me was ice.

Inuit may have many names for snow, but I know the many types of ice. There is the ice

that lodges high on the bank after a January thaw and flood as well as the usual river ice

glued to the bottom only to pop to the surface like up turned icebergs after the river is in

full flood. This latter is the one type of ice I fear, the water it is submerged in is still cold

and insulated, leaving the ice as solid as rock. These islands of drifting innocence carry

enough momentum to rip the deck from the bridge, but worse still is if they jam under the

bridge to form a dam to catch upstream brothers. The weight of this load has not been fully

tested and is the one thing that can bring me out of the house during a sleepless night to

wander with a flashlight down to the bank. One year my wife had to hold my feet as I

dangled under the bridge with a chainsaw cutting the chunks of ice into smaller pieces.

Most years the ice is as rotten as well loved Swiss cheese and smashes on the erratic

boulder lodged upstream since the last ice-age. It is ironic that there are few nails in our

bridge. Nails wear down leaving sharp points to puncture tires. All the upper boards that

could touch the tires have to be held in place like a picture frame or a lumber hug. The

bridge is never complete, the river owns it and as a favour passes under it.

I  was  once  told  that  in  a  previous  life  I  was

stranded  on  a  desert  island.  I  guess  that  maybe  be

true,  but  even though I  have a  good voice  I  am no

Caruso. I love my solitude in equal proportions with

the herd. Everything changed with the bridge. Needed

supplies do not have to be planned so far in advance

and even though the Spring thaw can turn the road into a sea of mud it only means we

walk two weeks out of the whole year but never the long walk round. 

Brother and sister banks watch the sibling water chuckle under my bridge.
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Good People

There are opportunities that drop in your lap and you say oh my God what is that?

Walk down an uneasy street and turn a lonely knob and the world changes. It looks like it

is worth a lot, but do I need it now or deserve it. Is it hard to turn away from a bargain, the

Price is Always Right? Is it the hunger for an answer that does not come from our pile that

keeps our attention riveted to the easy East? Do I even understand the long and the short of

the cutting edge or have a chance to grasp the whole, the strop, and the point? Ice-cream

headaches are a hard swallow, but usually accompanied by a nice melty taste.

I like holy people I don't care what kind of holy they are there is a good chance that

they  are  nice.  Sometimes  the  fundaMental  ones  can  be  a  persistent  pain,  but  mostly

everyone gets the outstanding principal of love, forgiveness and kindness a promise of a

better day. That is Ok by me; I like to snuggle rather than struggle. I love happy endings.

The Tibetans moved into my area in a wave of immigration late in the 70's. I liked

the Tibetans I had met in the past I don't know whether that is because of the movie Lost

Horizon(Shangri-La) or the smiling Dali Lama and his clock collection. As I think back on

it, I think it had more to do with a place to hang my wishful thinking, that the world is

essentially good and kind.

During my travels through the States I had met the Buddhists of many different

stripes. Rinpoche  Trungpa was the most entrancing of the lot. He would take his serious

disciples into the mountains of Colorado to teach them how to shoot pistols.  He was a

constant joker. I had heard from the Pueblo Indians that he would get drunk with them

and was a great partier. In Colorado he would sneak into the rooms of visiting holy men

and cut their top knots off while they slept. His behaviour seems bizarre, but his intention

was to "Cut through Spiritual Materialism" the title of his famous book.

I had met the local Tibetan spiritual leader through a friend and liked him right

away, too. I attended the puja or Sunday morning meditation and sought help from the

Rinpoche through Chinese herbal treatments. Their Christmas parties were a very warm
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event. If you had any talent this was the time to share on an open stage. The first party I

was told not to bring gifts. Much to my surprise I received twenty little simple gifts from

the partiers. They explained that the next Christmas I could bring a lot of little simple gifts.

Even though the gifts often were under one dollar the shear accumulation of little gifts

netted unexpected gems those absolutely silly things you find it easy to pass by in your

sensible day.

Being new comers to the community left them vulnerable to criticism and ridicule

from the old-time locals. Country life is full of many pains not seen by the urban dreamers.

For the old time original locals the pain was seeing so many of the young people move to

the cities that their youth was lost as if spirited away by the Pied Piper. Some welcomed in

the newly arrived urban escapist as if they were the returned children, others just could not

get over the betrayal, and for them there was just distrust and suspicion. When you wear

your robes to town you become the men in dresses. They sometimes asked how to approach

situations and I was able to fill them in on local expectations. Out of their sight I defended

and explained. It was nice to have people in the community who were weirder than me.

This level of trust garnered me an invitation to an empowerment. Although I was

not  a  devoted Buddhist  anything that  helped me untangle  my mysteries  was  welcome.

Penor Rinpoche was the head of the Black Hat sect. A friend later told me that this quarter

of the Tibetan pie are the magicians of the religion. We put people up in our house and

guesthouse and ferried them back and forth.

Penor was to speak for seven days and we were to gather every afternoon to hear

him read for four to five hours a day. He read from holy text which was then translated. I

understood no Tibetan and made little sense of the English translation. As I have said I like

holy people no matter who they are or what they believe and in a holy place they were

guaranteed  to  be  on  their  best  behaviour.  Just  being  there  with  all  that  intent  was

comforting and inspiring in and of itself.

These documents were almost never shared and if they were shared they were read

in small doses. A monk might meditate for years and prove himself through various feats of

devotion. After all that time he might be read part of a page. The Tibetan leaders felt that

the world needed help and guidance as we traveled through our uncertain future. In North

America and Europe they felt that the time was critical to disseminate as much as they

could in hopes that it  would in some way stick or inspire.  They hoped it  would act as
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beacon to the unborn who could come forward to help or be reunited with the path. They

decided to just give the whole enchilada and hope that it would do good.

It was hard sometimes to know that I didn't know. Words and gentle behaviour can

only carry you so far, a nose gay to swallow up the earthy vapours. Counting the tangential

glances off the head of a pin left the answer just beyond my fingers. On the fourth day I

was swimming in my ignorance of  how ignorant  of  ignorance I  was.  As if  sensing my

feelings Penor instead of pausing to give the translator a chance to speak leaned over the

podium and waved the translator to stop. He looked intently at the whole crowd and in his

guttural accent admonished the crowd with the instruction. "You Just Have To Be, Good

People."  He  then  erupted  in  a  roar  of  laughter  at  his  act  that  only  a  man  who  has

completely embraced his funny bone can do. The simplicity of the gesture washed over us

in a gale of laughter that brought us to the same sandy shore. We looked out at the same

beach, the same mad sunset, the same easy choice on the menu.
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Forgive Them

Anger sometimes seems to be the glue that holds the rest together. The screech of

tires, the bark of dogs can bring on the crying of babies, and a finger pointing at you. The

wallpaper paste that holds your room together can sizzle under the surface, but is hopefully

there to soothe with the flour and water of life.

The hard thing in meditation is the memories that flood back, especially the ones

that start with if. I have sailed down those rivers and washed up on those sure’s. I have

seen so many people run from the dharma room with tears streaming. My battle was with

anger though and I knew it. All the if's had piled up and I was venting them through a

small blowhole. My orifice made a high pitched whine in an otherwise simple life.

I was taking a very holistic approach to therapy. Besides the latest talk therapies of

Jung,  Berne,  and  Janoff.   I  was  also  using  various  physical  forms  like  Trager,

Bioenergenics, and Reichian approaches to body armouring.

I was seeing a woman therapist who practiced the art of finding all those painful

points and squeezing them down channels of most resistance, as only a woman can with a

man. Like shiatsu but with more intent. Her guru was a holy man who took his devotees on

long ocean voyages. He would rent all the cabins on a tramp steamer and lead a group

meditation  for  the  duration.  He  had  been  recognized  by  the  Karmapa  and  had  been

elevated to Rinpoche although previously a Baptist minister.

To fill my spiritual avoid, I went to see him speak and was captivated by his sense

of humour though what he said made very little sense. I have always felt so unworthy of

enlightenment. It always has such an intelligent ring to it and since I am not an expert in

world salvation, what assertions can I hold for all knowledge. In truth I don't see much

market for it in a world hurtling toward oblivion with such passionate stupidity. 

He had a sparkle to his eye and a curious twist to his answers. I like that, pat

answers abound, but an old look at ageless problems can bring new solutions. His ancient

look and twisted eyebrow seemed more than just knowledge more and less an answer.
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That first  talk in the castle  of  Casa Loma stoked my curiosity,  so I  asked for

another taste. A private gathering in a small house for devoted fans. A large living room

and dinning room combined with a raised dais. I herded to the back, a place I had found

solus in, back in my school daze. Back to the wall, I observed the devoted with suspicious

jealousy. Better than me, so patient and wise, but too heavenly to have a place in the right

here. There was hushed silence as the master entered the room, a bulky man accustomed to

sitting for hours gobbling his disciples’ excess thoughts.

After the initial greetings, it was time for the questions, the show of hands. Here

Master look at Me. “Master can you discourse on Lovvvvvve.” said the eager follower in

his nicely pressed sheets sitting so correctly, just waiting for a good slap. 

“No I talked about that enough yesterday, next question.” No hands but mine, I

wished I had kept them in my pockets. He looked at me a stranger in the crowd. “Yes?” 

“I have been in therapy for a few years now and keep finding more anger to drain

off. I want an end to it so I can get on with my life.”

 “Good question!” “Take it to the bank!” He began a dialogue about the currency

of anger that lasted for at least a half hour. My attention lasted five minutes. Finally he

looked across to me and said, “Do you understand?” The question brought me back to the

planet with a slam. Understand is a big word, I felt good, I felt comforted, but I did not

know why? When in doubt lie, just say yes. Hopefully something in the brick above my

shoulders did understand. Not a lie then. He looked at me and tilted his head and snorted

his assent. 

I stood dazed and confused as the followers leap on to their chance to take another

bite  out  of  Spiritual  Materialism.  Soon I  was  able  to  back  out,  to  the  world.  Did  my

business and headed home.

Home that weekend was my parent’s home and the bed in their basement. They

always kept it handy for those times I was trapped in town and far from my land down

east.

Morning arrived and as  I  swam out  of  my dream land,  I  realized  that  I  was

repeating something under my breath. I was awake in my dream repeating something. I

had to decide as I emerged. Do I stop repeating the phrase or do I continue? Do I need to

pee? What is  happening? Who is  in control? How did I  get  here? Am I  hungry? Can

anyone else hear this? What day is this? What is the right thing to do? Why? “Forgive
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them for they know not what they do.”  “Forgive them for they know not what they do.”

“Forgive them for they know not what they do.” “Forgive them for they know not what

they do.” “Forgive them for they know not what they do.” I have to tell someone. This is so

cool. “Forgive them for they know not what they do.” Was it the man in the dress? Will I

ever be the same? “Forgive them for they know not what they do.” I miss my Mom and

Dad. “Forgive them for they know not what they do.” I climbed the stairs to greet my

parents and the world in new light and dew.  There was so little time left in my bank

account to be pissed off.        
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The Heron's Dance

I landed here in the country north of seven over thirty years ago. The people

here have made me welcome and I love to see them in town and in their kitchens to share a

laugh or a smile.  There are other places I  have seen and other places  that I  thought I

wanted to call home, but here is where I chose. I tell people that I chose this place because

there are no wood ticks and that if you want to have a picnic, you don't have to worry

about checking for them after, but in truth there are too many reasons for the list. Now

years later after the decision to settle has gone by, there is only one reason that stands out

and that is  my children and the sanctuary my wife and I have provided for them. My

daughter's days of berry picking in the swamps around the house are all but done. Her

adventures lie in far off fields and ivory towers. I have a son though and he is still young

and loves to traipse around with me in the woods and fields.

I have been here long enough to know and be known by the creatures in my neck of

the woods. My favourite creatures are the Blue Herons. You know that summer is coming

when they arrive and you know that there will be an Indian Summer to come when you still

see them dipping in the swamp after the frost. I learned a long time ago that they like to be

talked to. I remember my eight year old daughter and her friends out behind the house

when I was feeling childish enough to squawk at a passing Blue Heron. They make an awful

sound, but it circled around and I squawked again and it landed.

The sweetest moment was a few years back when my son and I were swimming in

the river. We have a nice swimming hole spring fed so that when the rest of the river is dry

or full of leeches we are blessed with enough water for a shallow dive and a nice swim. My

son and I were in the river neck deep. It was a hot day and just standing there with our feet

in the sand and rocks on the bottom was enough to fill our needs this life time. Ask any

person worth their salt and they'll tell you those times with their children fishing or haying

or some other minor thing under the big sky is what makes it all worthwhile. I must have

done something right in my last life time, if there is such a thing, because at that very full
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moment a Heron sailed over.  It  didn't  notice the two rocks in the water that were our

heads. I let out one of those squawks and it circled and started to land on the top of a cedar

on the far side of the swimming hole. It decided to leave, so I squawked again. It turned

around, dancing like a ballerina. Every time the Heron looked like it was going to leave I

would squawk. It kept pirouetting like Karen Kaine, defying gravity and hardly bending

the frail tips of that great cedar. If it was two minutes it seemed like five and then again it

seemed like forever. Then my son and I burst out laughing and the Heron flew away. My

son and I will always share that moment and I will live a little longer for I am sure he will

tell his children when my soul has flown away.     
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No Kidding

Some of the wisest people I have met have been kids. We are always kids anyway. No

one is older than five years old, but they can get pretty stupid as time wears on and brain

cells degrade. Some people think kids are stupid. I have watched mother’s in the Mall whip

their kids up to frenzy only to then yell or threaten when they continue to make noise. Men

can be funny creatures; I have watched them ignore my son or daughter when they poke

into the conversation to comment.  Sometimes these comments were insightful and useful,

but it was like the Bushman in the movie “The Gods Must be Crazy.” When they throw the

coke bottle passed their boundary to them it disappears. I would stand in amazement as

these formative moments were lost. It did tell me all I needed to know about these men and

I could move on. My child and I had to go.

I remember being a child because I have a rare memory. My mother decided to

return to Wales  to  have me baptized.  She did  not  want  me christened in  this  heathen

country. I think the real reason was that she was trying to decide whether to come back to

this  heathen  country.  I  traveled  over  on  the  Queen  Elizabeth  and  returned  on  the

Mauritania. My Mum confirmed for me that she was given a tour of the Elizabeth, so I

know my memory occurred on the way over when I was two. I remember seeing the indoor

swimming pool and wondering how the ship stayed up with a hole in the center. I spent my

time in grade school and high school being told that I was slower than molasses in January

and some even called me stupid. This recollection reassured me that even at this young age

I was able to reason that a hole in the ship would be a danger the designers had managed.

This was not the thought of a stupid child

I know that those early years of school were very strange for me; in fact I left the

first  day  at  recess.  I  didn't  get  the  point.  Most  of  the  kids  had  violent  attitudes  and

somewhere else seemed like a better way to spend my day. To other people I must have

seemed like I was an odd duck. In fact the opposite was true, I was fascinated by the world

and could spend hours marveling, this was seen as day dreaming.

My son is in some ways like me but also refreshingly different. As a house husband I

have spent days watching him and noticing the similarities and differences and also reliving
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old scenarios vicariously. He is like a time machine transporting me back to my days of

dazing.

When my son was in grade three the teacher informed us that she thought we were

pushing him too hard and that we had unfair expectations for our son. My wife and I are

the type to second guess ourselves. Who knows we may be wrong, in other words we can

take criticism and are ready to reevaluate. He had had trouble keeping up with some of his

class mates, but we had also noticed flashes of his insight and humour, so we were hoping

for the best. This observation by the teacher set us back on our heels.  There was a lot

happening in our lives and we were also preparing for a trip out west to visit my sister for

Christmas. My son would occasionally say that the teacher did not like him which seemed

normal, but not as easily dismissed was him reporting that the kids at school called him a

dummy and did not like him or want to play with him. I pride myself in the ability to be

objective or at least as best I can. I liked my son and really liked hanging with him. It

seemed he had a good sense of humour and was very patient. Time flew by so quickly and

before we knew it we were in Edmonton enjoying the sights in Alberta with all our cares

behind us in Ontario.

Even those experiences passed quickly and before I knew it I was waving good bye

to my son as he left on the school bus back to his grade three class where no one liked him.

I actually cried as I saw my so brave son climb the school bus steps and leave without a tear

of his own. I was so proud, but so helpless. Two weeks passed. The usual routines set in,

including  the,  "I  don't  want  to  go  to  school  today,  I  think  I'm sick."  One  morning  I

received a call and was surprised to hear my son’s voice, "Dad I need you to pick me up."

"Wait a minute you were fine when I put you on the bus."

"No Dad the teacher told me to go home, I couldn't find my book."

"I have a hard time believing this."

"No Dad she told me twice."

"I'll be right there."

When I arrived the secretary was busy and the principal was in a meeting. He had

brought all his gear out and had it piled on the bench with him. He said he did not want to

disturb the class so he was dressing in the hall.

We left for home where I phoned my wife. Meetings were arranged excuses were

found and we decided to get along. Accommodations were set in place and my son who is
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very stoic agreed.

Each day I would check in with him, but it was always OK. I should have known

because this is the boy who will not use freezing at the dentist, just like his dad.

Two weeks later, the middle of January, I was on the porch fussing with something

in the 30 below shade. The door of the house sprang open and out jumped my boy bare

feet, and no shirt.

I said, "What the hell are you doing, you will be too sick to go to school."

"Well that's what I am trying to do."

The next day he was sick. I had to do a shop, we were out of food. As we were

traveling down the aisles he ran ahead getting things for me. We were approaching the

large cases of drinking water. I said, “Get me a case of water."

This was his favourite part of the trip because the water was heavy, but not too

heavy for him. He said, "Can I get that water instead?"

"No, get the cheap water."

"But that is the quiet water."

"What do you mean quiet water?"

He explained that even when you have already opened the water bottle it still made

a clicking sound and then he said, "It disturbs the whole class."

I paid for my groceries and flew home to the phone. I did not wait for the doctor’s

secretary to say no. I said, "I must see Sandra immediately, this is an emergency I am

leaving now, I will be there in one hour."

Sandra  has  been  my  doctor  for  forty  years  if  it  weren't  but  for  professional

boundaries we would be in each other’s kitchens.

She listened to my son and immediately wrote a script. My son was off on a stress

leave. For the next five months I would be home schooling him with a teacher dropping by

once a week to check on us.

The following day the snow was falling slowly. We had a nice breakfast, and then

dressed in our snow gear. I had cut a strong couple of hardwood staffs while he slept. I

handed him one as we left the front porch.

"Where are we going Dad?"

"Across yon frozen pond."

About half way across the pond I stopped and dropped to one knee. I looked him in
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the eye with my most menacing look and said, “Those cedars on the hill are disguised. They

are monsters from outer space and our whole planet is depending on us. Are you up for it?"

He answered with a blood curdling scream. We were enveloped by a spray of snow

and accumulated rage as  we closed the distance  between us  and our foe.  Children are

always amazed at how human adults can be. Their friends yell with them, but parents yell

at them. At first yes and then disbelief and then acceptance and then mayhem. We fought

side by side for an hour till we collapsed in the white blanket hot and sweaty, snow melting

off our faces.

The universe was safe for the time being; now the real work began as we planned

strategies  and built  fortifications.  I  took photos  and we headed back into the house to

download pictures from the internet of X-men.  I showed him how to crop, cut and paste

pictures together and then add lightning. This then moved into English as we wrote the

story. In subsequent weeks we were able to move through the whole curriculum. We had

been told that my son was at a beginning grade two level now in the middle of grade three.

To make a long story short by the time he entered grade four he was ready for a fresh start.

We worked hard and laughed hard. I had to remember myself, to govern my desire to drive

forward as fast as I could. I had to remember the wonder I held for the world and the

magic  that  stopped  me in  my tracks.  I  have  noticed  now  over these  years  as  my son

becomes a man that he is like an awaking giant and now he is slowly teaching me. "No Dad

I think this would be a better way to go."  
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   I Like Animals

I  like  animals  and  animals  like  me,  even  the  more  dangerous  animals  in  baby

carriages like me. I can walk through the Mall and look at a baby in a carriage and they

break into a huge smile. Maybe they just think I am funny looking or they are working on

their next fart, but they do smile. I could get my son to sleep with a slight sleepy groan. One

of our cats will be gone for days and I step outside and play my harmonica and there she is

winding around my ankles. Now I am not the type to French kiss a dog or cat, but I do like

them and think they teach us how to be human as well as humane. On my white knight in

shining armour list babies are higher but animals are next.

When my wife and I were first married we lived on the top floor of a duplex. We

decided to go to the humane society and buy two cats. One of the cats made himself to

home, but the other freaked out. It was definitely not a happy cat. We tried everything, but

the  point  came when  we had  to  return  the  one  cat.  We faced  an  interrogation  at  the

humane society without the humane cop, and hours later collapsed on our bed at home to

cry. Why had we not tried harder, maybe they were right, we cried? We cried so hard the

Chinese family came up to see what was the matter. The cat we kept died at seventeen here

in the forest after a happy life. 

My son wanted a dog. I get sad when I lose an animal friend and I did not want a

dog I still missed the old one. I held him off for six months, but finally I said Wednesday is

the day. He was so happy in the car as we went over possible names. Pal, it had to be Pal

after a TV character.

We saw the dog as soon as we walked in. We were told it was a Beauvais, but it

looked to have some big terrier in him. We went back to the desk to pay for it. “What do

you want the animal for?” “Play with the kids and bark at the animals, I replied.” “Where

will he, sleep?” “Well I guess that would be up to him. He could sleep on the porch or in the

kitchen.” I was trying to reassure her that the dog would be treated with respect, but what

she said was. “Your dog must have access to every part of your house.” I didn’t say you
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have to be kidding, but I guess she could read it on my face. We were refused the dog.

Never  once  did  the  woman look  down and  see  the  five  year  old  face  looking  up  and

watching all of this. She did not ask whether the dog could handle the climb up our spiral

stair case.

Friends offered to go adopt him using all the appropriate responses. I thanked them,

but it did not seem to be the right thing to do. Later I heard the whole litter had died of

kennel cough. My son and I went back on the trail of the dog. We searched and searched,

but at every humane society we were met with a stony response. Maybe I was on a list.

One weekend I was leafing through the local paper and saw an ad for a dog to give

away,  a  Beauvais.  I  phoned;  the  woman was moving to  an apartment  and was  in  the

process of ending an abusive marriage. When I saw the dog, I asked, “Where did you get

this dog?” She had got him from the local humane society the previous spring. This was the

dog we had been refused. She called him Joey, so we welcomed Pal Joey to our home. He

loved the porch and would come in on cold nights to sleep in the kitchen as long as he could

stand the heat. I did not mind getting up at four to let him out to chase the animals. He fell

in step with our routine and Pal Joey sang like Sinatra after midnight. We even cured him

of his fear of water; I think the abusive husband had taught him to swim.

He lived ten years and when he died of cancer we cremated him on a large funeral

pyre and sent him aloft with many prayers and the tears of children. He has been replaced

but his picture is still on the frig and he remains in our conversation. Like I said I like

animals and I am so thankful this animal liked me enough to find my home even through

frozen humane bureaucracy for the validation of our humanity.       
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Princess and the Pea

I came up with the idea of naming our daughter Vanessa. I liked the actress Vanessa

Redgrave and my wife liked the meaning of the word. In Latin Vanessa means butterfly. Of

course my wife was closer to the mark; Vanessa flits from flower to flower. I often wonder if

I should have put forward Ceasarea because she did capture our ears and conquered our

hearts.  I  remember when she started to  explore  the  world.  I  would follow her from a

distance ready to step in to rescue. She had her own trails through the brush around the

cabin. I could see the tips of her ribbons, but would have to crawl to find her. This was her

world  where  adults  seldom  trod.  I  wanted  to  keep  her  free  and  her  curiosity  a  fresh

constant friend. 

She was good kid full of questions some for knowledge others to distract her father

from the matters at hand. Maybe that curiosity was the power behind the question, “What

is that lump?” The Princess and the Pea with her mile high mattresses she tried to smother

the obvious worldly imperfections. Hans Christian Anderson’s princess had no name. Like

that princess she was always digging at the world unfolding the smooth to find the rough,

the irritating sand in the pearl.

When Vanessa first reported that her new room was cold, I knew enough to try and

nip things in the bud. I was still building and at first there was just vapour barrier over

insulation. I added an inch of Styrofoam over that and then added drywall. Confident, I

taped  and  painted,  but  she  was  still  cold.  I  added  a  ceramic  heater  to  the  installed

baseboard heater, but as the days added up so did the heat sources. I added hot-water

bottles, a heating pad and three comforters and still she was cold.

We were still  building and defining our home as modestly as we could. Trips to

Toronto for fifty minute hours with a psychiatrist were just not possible. Other than this

she seemed happy and content. We looked at each other for what this all meant, but our

budget dictated that we would have to wait and maybe she would grow out of it. Maybe she

was just looking for ways to control her world. We, for the time being, had to live with the
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bedtime ritual.

Time went on, it became part of our everyday life, as such we grew use to it. My wife

continued with her work at school and I grabbed odd jobs and finished the never-ending

job of finishing our place in the country. We gardened and harvested and lived our lives.

Part of country life is the Fall Fair where locals show-off their giant pumpkins and

drought-horses. The kids are drawn to the carnival rides and the old school house where

their paintings are displayed. When you have young children your arms grow longer as

they tug you here and there. My six year old tugged me to all the tables of the hawkers. I

am very distrustful of these sales-people especially at country fairs. I knew I could buy the

same things myself at novelty stores in Toronto at half the price. Now she pulled me in a

new direction, a huge chunk of rose quartz and a pair of unlikely sale-people. They looked

like  raccoons  caught  in  the  headlights  sitting  there  while  the  boss  bent  the  ear  of  an

unwilling  customer.  The  sign  promoted  the  powers  of  minerals  added  to  soils.  I  was

interested in minerals and knew my sandy soil needed a lot of help, but sometimes when

you are on a budget it is easier to walk away. Vanessa would have none of that and tugged

me back to the rose quartz. By that time Alan was free to promote his product to me. The

two unwilling sales people were his sister and brother-in-law. We agree to meet later in the

week at his farm to see more of his product.

I phoned him after the weekend and said I was too busy to come over and he offered

to drop by the next day for quick chat.

Back in those days there was nothing quick about Alan’s chats. He was so enthused

and zealous about his products that the chat was turning into a couple of hours. I was in

over my head, he obviously knew far more than I learned from reading “The Secret Life of

Plants”.  At  one  point  as  I  fished  around  in  my  brain  for  an  intelligent  question,  I

remembered Vanessa’s room.

I described the nightly ritual and our concerns and asked if  he could help bring

some perspective to the problem. He calmly took out his dousing rods and walked around

inside the cabin. After a few minutes he said that there was an underground river passing

under the cabin and corner that Vanessa’s bedroom was over. The energy from the river

was attracted to the metal bed-springs in Vanessa’s bed and that was the problem. I told

him I could take the bed-springs out and replace them with plywood. He then told me that

that was not necessary. He placed a crystal outside the cabin under Vanessa’s window and
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told me that would take care of the whole issue.

I have seen a lot of strange things in my time, I wanted to believe, but was still

skeptical. I thanked him very much and agreed to stay in touch. That night when my wife

and Vanessa came home from school I did not mention Alan’s visit at all. I fixed dinner and

we went about our usual activities. We got Vanessa ready for bed and went through our

normal  abnormal  routine.  I  switched on the  ceramic heater,  turned up the  base-board

heater,  filled  the  hot-water  bottles,  and  plugged  in  the  heating  pad.  I  piled  the  three

comforters on her and read a bedtime story. She drifted off to sleep and I joined my wife in

the next room to watch TV. We had been watching TV for about an hour when we heard

moaning coming from Vanessa’s room. When we opened the door she had kicked all the

covers of the bed. The bed was so drench in sweat that we had to change the sheets. We

never had problems with Vanessa being cold in her room again. The princess had been

appeased. Now was not that a young lady of exquisite feeling.

I love my kids, if you do something to help my kids I am forever in your debt. This

was the mercurial start of a lifelong friendship.
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Kingdom Come

In Tibet's predominately spiritual culture a special school of monks perform

Sky Burials for the deceased. This Buddhist culture seeks immortality through meditative

practice and non-attachment to the status quo. Our culture in some ways has adopted the

Egyptian  modes  of  embalm  and  entomb.  The  Egyptians  had  a  goal  in  mind;  the

resurrection of the dead kings and nobles at some time in the distant future. Over time

their example and plan has crumbled into dust like the Sahara Forest. We too have passed

our immortality on to future generations to solve. Only the very rich have been able to

place themselves in liquid nitrogen to while away their time. We lesser gods trust ourselves

to the embalmers and the unreal-estate managers in charge of cemeteries. More and more

prime real-estate including farm land is invested in this morbid passion to save our dead. A

few renegades perhaps distantly related to the Vikings find that 100 pounds of propane

inspired cremation solves the problem. Timothy Leary now circles us in outer space placed

there by a huge missile.  All  these methods except for the Sky Burial  deny the obvious

environmental problems. Perhaps a newer greener method is needed.

The  Tibetan  Sky  Burial  ('jhator',  literally  'giving  alms  to  the  birds.')  is

carried out with all the sensitivity of any other culture. The family grieves and celebrates

the life of the deceased and then the body is given to monks who carry the body high into

the mountains. There they cut the corporal vessel into bite size pieces and call the vultures

and crows to carry away their treats. It becomes a picnic for our feathered friends who

carry the deceased high above the cares of the mundane world. The simplicity of such an

event  has  fascinated  me  for  some  time,  but  the  transference  to  our  culture  seemed

problematical to say the least. True we now have more vultures than when I was a child;

they  followed  the  road  kill  on  our  highways  north.  The  thought  of  a  special  class  of

butchers  graduating  from Community  College  seemed improbable  even  in  light  of  the

steady stream of graduates from military institutions.

The question becomes how does a culture dispose of its dead without large
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amounts of pollution or the large scale removal of arable land in a world where half the

globe is starving? The Hindu culture burns their dead on huge funeral pyres, but they have

less and less forests to sacrifice to the ceremony and in that culture the poorer the pyre the

more for the turtles to finish in the Ganges River. Long before recent events on the world

scene  I  would  come  back  to  the  problem  in  spare  moments.  The  classic  "Farm  Film

Report" segment on SCTV came to mind. John Candy turns to Joe Flaherty and says, "He

blow’d up good!....He blowed up REAL good!"

Why  not  follow  this  stream  of  thought  I  reasoned.  If  the  deceased  was

wrapped  in  dynamite  or  some of  the  newer rope  or  cloth  and  detonated,  what  could

happen? If it was done in an isolated area in the country you would have instant fox food

scattered over a wide range to feed birds and smaller creatures. This might go against some

of the sensibilities of our culture, but the science of demolition could be tuned for more

atomized results. The smaller spray could provide nutrient for the soil.  Blood meal and

bone meal are better fertilizer than if reduced to ash as in cremation. The tape used to hold

the dynamite in place could be sprinkled with wild flower seed. What better testimonial for

love ones to come back year after year and marvel at the beauty of nature in full boom. As

an added bonus a percentage of the money spent on the dynamite is directed to the Alfred

Nobel Peace Prize the inventor of dynamite and TNT. Thus the deceased could rest in peace

as well as pieces knowing that they had contributed at the very least in the end to making

the world an illuminated, fertile, prettier place and to have graced the smaller creatures in

the process. For those with more flare a sky rocket or pin-wheel could be included in the

detonation.

Unfortunately, our civilization and my imagination sometimes collide. How

could I not ask an invited question from an on line Funeral Service? I gave my name and

phone number to convince them of my sincerity. Not even an e-mail reply, they phoned the

police instead. A young constable was dispatched to interrupt my dinner and see if I was

still alive. The kids rolled their eyes, Dad at his best. The young rookie

stood in sharp relief against my fuzzy view of reality. They keep making

them pinker in their close cropped baby bottom style. I suppose it is the

age difference everything seems so young outside the mirror frame. In

the  end  I  am  only  left  talking  to  myself,  my  constant  companion

reflecting on better days. He left me to not my last supper.
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I will have to carry the fight to the Supreme Court for my final rights and

freedoms to desiccate my own body. If I win, friend’s within a few miles who could not

make the funeral could say there goes John when they see the sky rocket and hear my last

beat of the bass drum. Those closer to me will just say John went out with a bang.
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Fathers and Sons

There  is  a  hunger inside  boys  that  searches  for a  like  mind  to  commune with.

Perhaps  it  is  the  womb  wrapped  beginning  that  has  it's  own  spirit,  imbued  with  the

temporary.  I  always  had  the  stunned  awkward  presence  of  an  unneeded  refugee.

Everywhere  I  looked,  nothing  made  sense.  The  world  seemed  so

incomplete as I looked for the place to fit my piece of the puzzle. My

parents seemed so out of place in the world that I could only look to

find their missing jigsaw and so put mine.  The empty places  soon

filled with anger until that original hole lost it's light.

As I look back with the wisdom of hindsight I shake my head at the dizzy search for

father. I have many men in my life now and their honesty warms my heart enough to see

where the cross words fits. I am humbled enough by life to only hope I am right. Come with

me to the glow. Put your hand in your own father’s hand. You will

need the  eyes  of  a  little  boy  to  put  your Dad on your own milk

carton. When you grow up as a child it is hard to imagine that we

always remain as children. God do I miss my Dad. 

I found myself  strung between two remarkable adults who

had lost themselves along with their love for each other. Men make a

shell game of love. They hide pieces and ransom them with trust as

the lock on the golden chest. The ‘if only’ replaces

‘I would do anything’. I have been caught up in the

game myself, you never see it coming, this is why I tell young lovers to

always remember that first moment of love. What colour was her dress,

was it sunny or dim, did birds and butterflies appear? This is the moment

needed to grasp love.

I ran back and forth between the two looking for answers. Loving

both and not understanding why they could not see my love and copy me. After years in the

world of women and teenage years hungering for women, I ditched the guy. He became the

one to hate. The one piece in the equation that would not change. He was a piece of me that
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could not see me through the bottom of his bottle.

For years the hunger gnawed at me and I looked in books and movies to find that

perfect father. He was never there for long as they all fell from grace. After all, no matter

how high they built their cross it was not as good as Jesus’. I would look at these gifted men

and wonder if they really existed. The hunger burned like a Klu Klux cross.  I felt like

strange fruit dangling on the family tree.

What had changed a man who had faced battle? What had added up to defeat? I

remembered the stories from the war. The five thousand cartons of cigarettes he stole from

the officer’s mess.  The thousand pounds of butter looted from Spitsbergen and flogged

from the back of their truck to English women tired of the war. I remembered the invention

of a cable spewer to shoot telephone lines up into the safety of the trees and away from tank

treads. The Defense department had wanted to send him to officer school and send him

home to recruit. He had no love for officers and a man who could not eat a rabbit because

they were cute did not want to add to the casualty lists by recruiting. He had volunteered to

escape a cheating wife not to complicit other men. He liked to shoot craps which he was

almost too good at, and rob from the rich and give to the poor. He would find himself in the

brig time and time again busted to private only to be a sergeant a month later.

A consummate  partier,  even  as  a  youngster,  he  had  rigged  his  mother’s  sewing

machine to a homemade generator to shock the visitors to his parent’s home. He loved

technology as much as he loved people. I only knew him as a man who could not hold his

liquor. I met his first wife when I was barely five. She told me he had not turned to drink

till he met my mother. This was a hard lump to swallow as I knew more of the story than

she or my mother knew. Over the years I dredged up a more or less complete picture of a

boy growing up poor and an aunt who wrongly accused him of theft. His mother backed

the aunt and this event placed a barrier between him and his womb, the lack of trust that

would later feed the bottle. The doctor in town wanted to send him to Medical school, but

his pride turned his back on the offer. He had other ideas.

Life rolled on as the ideas came and went. Men came back from war feeling that the

worst was over and soon they would be with their families. They had conquered it all; the

rest would be a piece of cake. Dad brought his brand new start home in the arms of the

woman he had met selling butter. I can only imagine the picture he had painted to convince

his princess to travel so far from home. Many men returned to find a world of changes.
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Dad had invented the first  car wash and rented the  Wrigley  Chewing gum warehouse

during the depression to house it. He had employed 20 men to wash bankers’ cars. The

business was mismanaged and the equipment stolen while overseas. A man with too much

pride to  go  to  Medical  School  could  not  have lasted  long under the  withering  look of

disappointment from his princess.

It was years later that I had found the wisdom to reconnect with the man I had

wished dead and blamed for everything. I asked him to tell me his story. I recorded all he

said as I tried to track my family tree. One statement made sense. One statement said it all

to me. He said, “I returned from the war and found everything changed, nothing ever went

right after that.” I knew how hard he worked because I was sent to make sure he returned

home sober. I always failed, but I did notice the grinding hard work and desperate search

for a way out. I can cry to the depths of my soul when I remember those lost days.

Dad had a stroke at home with my mother. I found him in a hospital bed unable to

hold his tongue and get the words out; he had always been so full of words. I remembered

the man who always had a joke or story to share. I use to watch him with people and wish I

was them. It seemed to me that I was his therapist always listening to his stories, but he

never saw  me.  I  think when  I  was  whisked away  to  Wales  as  a  baby  and  returned  a

Momma’s boy he dismissed me as a lost boy.

I told him that I would try to find a place in a nursing home for him close to us, but

found that this had to be setup years in advance and that there were no places. My cabin

was small with a young child to care for. Dad's humour had become quite ribald and I

didn't think it would be good for my young daughter, so told him he had to stay with his

bride. He looked up at me with disgust as if I had abandoned him. I felt ashamed, but knew

I had made the right decision for my family. Dad then made the decision to die. I still

traveled to see him and clip his nails, but each time he faded more. I was traveling to hear

the reading of the Great Law of the Iroquois when I stopped to see him the last time. He

was curled in fetal position and so small. I sat with him a long while but he didn't stir. I

remembered all  that  I  have written and bent close  to his  ear.  "I  am proud of  you," I

repeated. A tear formed in the corner of his eye and slid down his face. That was the last

time he communicated with us.

Weeks later having reclaimed his ashes I spread them on a spot by the river that he

loved. I invited ten friends and with a twelve pack of Crystal Lager, we offered a salute to
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him. We left the twelfth bottle at the base of a white pine. Some of the ashes we let drift

down the river to Foxborough where he began.

I had gone back to school for my BA and was a little lost as to where my studies

were leading. I decided to sleep outside for the night alone with my thoughts of Dad and

school. When I was a kid I use to just take my sleeping bag and a ground sheet and camp

without a tent and so I did again. It was October and crisp, but my home made twenty

pound bag would keep me warm in the cold night air. I awoke with frost in my hair. I did

the chores,  and headed to the house to make breakfast  just  trying to stay quiet  inside

myself hoping that the mysteries would sing to me. I made breakfast for my family and sent

them off to school and work. It already felt like an ordinary day was dawning. I checked

my mental priority list and remembered that there were wet clothes in

the trunk of the car from the laundromat in town. They were washed

the night before, but if I did not get them to the clothesline soon they

would need another ride to town to be washed again. I plunked the

basket on the ground behind the house and as I bent to pick up a shirt

to  hang,  time  stood  still.  There  was  a  huge  Black  Spruce  fifty  feet

behind the house. I use to climb it with my daughter and to scout the

place by climbing to the top when I first bought the land. At the

moment I rose with the wet shirt, I looked up through the two

lines spread by the clothes pulley and could see the Spruce top.

There landed a huge Golden Eagle. He looked down at me as he

folded his wings, his weight almost enough to snap the top of the

tree and gave me the look I wanted from my Dad. We had that

few  seconds  as  the  spring  of  the  tree  to  recover  its  height

coincided  with  his  decision  to  leave.  I  became that  moment  I

savoured it and it washed over me like a wave on a lonely beach.

The following Spring my daughter herded me to the

place where we spread Grandpa's ashes. It was a nice place

and she lay in the spot he had claimed when he had slept

there so long before. The bottle of beer still laid propped

upright against the tree. It looked the same as the day I had

placed it there. I picked it up and immediately noticed it
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was empty. I fully expected that the bottom of the bottle would be on the ground, but it was

intact with the cap still in place. 

It is said that you can't take it with you when you go, and many great men have

tried, but my Dad had found a way. He only left one thing behind under the sun and it is

Full.
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Idiot Savant

I was four years old when I ran into my parent’s room well past midnight. A dream

gripped with intensity.  It was a harmonica floating in the middle of the air.  Something

about  the  way  it  floated  made  me  laugh.  It  was  a  happy  laugh  because  for  some

inexplicable logic it felt good seeing it floating with no reason. I didn't know what it was

called and had only heard Arthur Godfrey talking about his Ukulele, so I yelled Ukulele.

My parents woke from a deep sleep to see and hear their son yelling Ukulele and laughing

hysterically. I scared them and only stopped as Dad raised his hand to slap me the movie

antidote for hysteria. My parents never hit us kids, so I stopped in my surprise and my

laughter fell to the floor.

A few days later Dad arrived home with a Ukulele. It was a nice wooden Uke and

cost them a lot. We were poor and even at that age I knew that I had put the family in

jeopardy. I tried to make sense of it, but in the end it sat with discarded toys.

My next  musical  experience  was in  grade three.  I  met  Marty.  He  was a  happy

character and when we walked home we would sing beatnik music. This meant that we free

form scat sang. We had a fort covered with wild cucumbers and we found a metal pop can

that we treasured. We had never seen a metal pop can and in it we put vile things. We then

pretended that it was a special drink, which we never tasted. We created a song modeled on

a cigarette commercial for Lucky Strike. We called it Roommush the new candy drink you

could smoke. I think one of us was channeling the future. It might have been Marty his Dad

use to punish him by putting his hands on the stove hotplate. His Dad seemed like such a

nice guy. Marty and I lost touch, but I often think about him and hope he made a new

home.

Grade seven we had a jock music teacher, so it was ok to sing. We really rocked that

class with Robert Burns and Stephen Foster. My mother later told me she use to sit on the

railing outside the school on the way back from shopping pushing my little sister in a pram.

She would sit and listen for a half hour or more.
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About that time my Dad brought home a harmonica he found behind the seats of a

used car. It was a Marine Band. I didn't seriously play it until I heard the Beatles and then

later turned to Paul Butterfield and the blues.

I never thought of myself as a good harmonica player and as such decided to just

relax and enjoy my private pastime. I did not think of developing it as a career. I played

what I wanted when I wanted. This philosophy was strengthened by my innate inferiority

complex which left me thinking I was not good enough. I knew I had good tone, but some of

the fancy things like overblowing and the ability to read music or immediate know through

my senses  what  key was played was completely  beyond me.  After all  there  are  lots  of

harmonica players I reasoned.

I  had  many  golden  opportunities  to  perform  though.  I  played  harmonica  at

Kingston Mines in Chicago, I didn't play harp but I did sing with the Persuasions at the El

Mocambo, played for a stripper once, and touched souls in some dark smoky bars in the

States. Those days were mostly in the early seventies in the US and Canada when young

people like me had time to jam and experiment. Gradually the cream settled to the top as

professional musicians went to the work of making money from music. They had no space

in their short free time to make more music. The rest of us got married had kids and jobs,

so music dried up. I was building a cabin and then marriage and kids changed everything

to the better. I had a captive audience, children love lullabies. Both kids were intelligent

and so were hard to get to sleep, so that meant hours of singing. Not much room for the

blues, so not a great deal of time for the harmonica. My kids were spaced ten years apart,

so that gave me twenty years of singing.

I remember pushing a stroller up the road and back singing the Grand of Duke of

York, or Over the Rainbow with a kid in the backseat as we drove sometimes ten miles to

get him/her asleep, so much for the environment. I liked singing even though I had to sing

slower and slower to hypnotize them. Sometimes it was a free for all as we all sang children

songs heading to the beach, movies, or Grandma's.

There  is  a  time  when  kids  say,  "Dad I'm too  old  for that."  Oh  it  doesn't  end

completely. They forget when they have a hassel at school and need a little more snuggle

and a song to sleep to, but it is not the same.

There were little perks along the way like singing Faure’s Requiem with the parents

of the kids as part of the Children's County Choir. Let's not forget the vicarious pleasure of
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watching your child excel in music.  In the end though I was left  on the porch playing

harmonica for the Blue Herons.  When I was around horses and cows I could play too

because they really appreciated the sound. I have a cat as well and she loves music no

matter  whether  it  is  harmonica,  singing,  or  guitar.  She  became  my  companion  after

everyone  was  settled  in  to  sleep.  We  would  sit  for  an  hour  while  I  played  guitar  or

harmonica. Sometimes cats don't show up for days and you wonder is it the raccoons or a

martin. Those times with the Female, that's her name, I only have to step out on the porch

and play harmonica for a few minutes and then I feel her winding around my legs.

After a while there is only, is that all there is? Making music with another human

being is a magical time and even more magical with an audience. I did have the chance

occasionally to play with people, but still very few and far between. I resigned myself to

playing on the porch.

I was invited to a birthday party in Quebec by a friend. I did not know the people,

but appreciated the chance to get away. My friend told me to bring my harps, so I thought I

might have a chance to play with other musicians. When I arrived I was presented with a

very small pot of chocolate and a smile. I was suspicious of the gift. I had done psychedelics

in the sixties and did not really like the trip. It lasted too long and I found it boring after I

got use to the patterns and hallucinations. I also did not need as much to launch as my

various companions. I took the pot and ate less than half thinking I could put the rest away

for later or give it to someone else.

In the house my friend introduced me as a harmonica virtuoso. I blushed, I was

rusty and these kids seemed pretty young and into trance, hip-hop and Spanish. I must say

they were very good friends of the birthday boy. Many of these young women were decked

out in their best birthday suit. That fact in itself was inspirational and healing. I looked but

did not touch; old age can be a terrible thing.

As we moved through the house we found musicians gathered and playing gut string

guitars and congas in a small gazebo off the side patio. I don’t like being pigeon holed as a

blues player, because I like jazz and pop too. I even like punk and classical and will try to

play with anything, but gut strings are easily drown out and congas can be interesting, but

these were Spanish and Portuguese tunes. I had not had a chance to play with someone in

years and now I was blessed with totally different music. I stayed in the background and

played softly that is until the mystery pot clicked in. I didn’t feel it at first I only felt my
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anger rising. Here I was given the opportunity to play softly for gut string guitars. Why was

I always relegated to getting half way there? In an instance I decided to stand in front of

the music. I did and they followed me for the next two hours. I played the best I have ever

played. My harmonica sounded like Dizzy's trumpet hanging ten on the rim of the universe

with me. The people in the house started to phone people to come and see me. I did not let

up until I felt things wind down, I felt I sounded like Kenny G running scales, so bored I

stopped and looked up to find a huge crowd of people. I was totally drained. Among the

many compliments was from the past owner of a Montreal blue jazz club. He said, “Man

you really blew your lungs out, that was the best harp I have ever heard in all my years

with the club.” It was the best harp I had ever heard too. Better living through chemistry.

I don't know whether I will ever have an experience like that again, but even though

it was intense and satisfying, it is even more exciting just to connect on those rare occasions

with other musicians. I never know when that will happen, but when it does I feel like my

cog just slipped into a well oiled machine.

Now a new experience has come my way. I have a friend

who owns a cave. This cave is manmade. In the fifties a drilling

company found the hardest  rock in North America to test  their

equipment. The cave is big enough to park three transport trailers

with  their  tractors.  We  setup  in  different  spots  depending  on

whether the pond on top of the hill is full of water to drip on our

heads. The best time is during a drought or a cold winter. It is always fifty four degrees in

the cave and as long as we are dressed warm we are good to play for hours. Sometimes we

wind up playing five hours and even that is not enough. It feels and sounds like you are

part of your instrument.

The furniture is sparse. We have a music stand and have LED lights strung across

the ceiling. Tea candles on the fractured wounded walls make it feel like a scene from Dr.

Zivago. We stand in a circle and take a turn leading a song. The tipping point is two, but it

is glorious with a crowd. We have had the usual instruments as well as mandolins, banjoes,

sax,  accordions  and  even  musical  saw.  No  one  knows the  quality  of  the  sound or the

experience but those who have been there and done that.
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Only one experience challenges any of these musical pleasures. That is when I first

heard my son's guitar cut through the darkness of the cave to blend at my side. I almost

stopped, but the notes carried us on like a rising crescendo of unrestrained laughter. 
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We are All One

Death had spit me out many times, I suppose it found me a little too raw. Sunday

morning was different back then.  My parents insisted that  I  go to church even if  they

didn't. Mum had felt a drop from the high Anglican minister’s nostril as he looked down

his nose at her. Mum would scrub me as if she was washing away her sins as well as mine.

No amount of its so nice today I want to play or the more devious is there anything I can

help you with here, would do no good. Off I would have to go for the mile walk to church

and with my sisters. I had to be content and enjoy the scenery. 

It was a particularly high church Anglican Church that means almost Catholic. It

looked down on me and my family from a high place; it was easy to see the pretentiousness

in the eyes of the minister. I knew he stood in a loftier place than the pulpit. God works in

mysterious ways.

I saw the people who respected him and his words with mixed curiosity. How could

they miss what I saw? He did bring me to close communion with my soul. I was religiously

on the path to non religion or religiously irreverent. I am glad he was worked by God in a

mysterious way. He certainly distracted God from looking in on me.

When you’re young, life is a trampoline; you live at the far ends of the continuum

ricocheting from any point of rest. The outer limits are there for true explorers. My first

swing of the pendulum had been anger or the bliss of ignorance, but looking around the

church drew me to a different possibility.  There were only old people in the church.  I

assumed right or wrong that they were afraid to die and were hedging their bets. I was

freed I did not even have to be in the church until the very end.

I had been reading in Superman comics that they actually sold special glasses that

could give you x-ray vision. I couldn't afford them so I had to do it the hard way. Church

was longer than I wanted it to be and I had to be quiet; someone would tell God. Then I

would be truly maimed. I tried to develop my x-ray lenses by looking through the wooden

back of the pew for hours and later weeks, nothing happened. I had better luck looking
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through girl's dresses with my fertile immagination.

At that moment in time, I loved Superman comics. I found nothing funny about

them they were deadly serious. What a better saviour, faster than a speeding bullet and all

that stuff and his x-ray vision worked. He couldn’t read minds like the other super heroes

and gods, but he seemed more engaged in real life, sorta.

You could say that Superman sustained me through the cataclysm classes and the

lies I lived hoping the mind reading Gods won’t get me. My life was very full before colour

TV blinded me. I made the best of those years and then hid my thoughts beneath the rabbit

ears away from a nosy God. I lived in a world apart from adults. I thought they thought in

black and white where as I thought about super powers. I had to keep it hidden because

sitting around even in my imagination wearing those tights was definitely a taboo with the

boys. I sure liked the cape though.

Cataclysm classes gave me the term, atheist. I added this secret label to my badges

for at least two years. My epiphany happened in front of a colour TV which now everyone

had to have, even, if they could not afford it. Saturday morning cartoons early when your

head is still filled with groggy, no school, and everything too fast is like an altered realty.

Mighty  mouse  attracted  me  from  distraction.  He  flew  across  the  screen  like  a  snake

charmer leaving a wisp of smoky trails then blasted with the strength of ten voices, an

Operatic promise of super hero stuff, in English. “Here I come to save the day that means

that Mighty Mouse is on the way!” The scene then changes to a rocket trying to blast off for

outer space and not having good luck. Mighty Mouse swoops in with great fanfare and

pushes the rocket off the launch pad so it can continue its journey. He then flies up to the

nose cone of the rocket and sits to enjoy the ride. The rocket flies on and on in to space till

the stars are passing by and more are appearing. Then the rocket spins in a dizzying climax

leading to commercial. I had never seen infinity before. The sponsors had not let me watch

the  whole  thing,  but  I  got  the  idea  and  a  dose  of  humility  too.  I  guess  I  don’t  know

everything, back to the drawing board of agnosticism.

The beautiful  thing about super hero comics  was the need for the science to be

possible. This meant the outer rim of theoretical science had to be milked to make the yarn

plausible. On and on it hurled to infinity and left me less than an ant on a Frigged Newton.

The first time I meditated was in 1967. I had a friend who lived in a rooming house

in the village. I use to go over to hang out. There were other people from my old home town
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occasionally, but the people I was drawn to were the trekkers. They were doing the planet.

John Stintson was  an Englishman and while  in  general  conversation  with  a  few other

people in the room gave me a simple answer. I had said I was trying to raise some money to

take the Maharishi meditation class and get the special mantra. John said you don't need a

special mantra and that he could teach me in a few moments. He said, "Lie on your back

and get  nice and comfortable with your hands resting on your chest.  Then under your

breath breathe in love and breathe out kindness. The trick is to think of nothing."

I hurried home. I lay on my back as he had described. The first thing I noticed was

how boring it was, but I continued I reasoned if the Beatles could do it I could do it. All of a

sudden there was an explosion of light behind my eyes. The next day everything went right.

All the traffic lights were with me all the compliments headed my way. I tried again the

next day and it was harder. Now I was hunting, before I was unaware. All the Lob-sang

Rampa books must be true I thought. I knew one thing for sure though and that was I had

found Might Mouse and the infinite by doing nothing the hard way.

I  don't  know  where  I  met  Sidley  Eyes.  He  was  a  film  maker and  had  been  in

Millbrook with the Hitchcocks and Timothy Leary. He had made a film about life there.

His whole apartment was decorated by draping bolts of material across the ceiling and over

the walls. It was like being in a huge tent.

We sat on large cushions on the floor. Sidley sure loved to talk. His wife brought us

green tea which I had never heard of before and he began to explain the teaching of George

Gurdjieff. He showed me passages that Gurdjieff had written in run on sentences to affect

your breathing and thus your consciousness. He also talked about how various exercises

could change your consciousness. Later that evening I came back to watch the film.

They folded up their tent a few days later and I never saw him or his wife again, but

ordered the book Beelzebub’s Tales to his Grandson. It was shipped over from England by

boat and took three months to arrive.  Mystery was a large part of our learning in the

sixties; even Beatle records took months or years to decipher. Now I had the direction to

travel and that was inward and my own personal mystery to solve.

I found the Gurdjieff groups to be very serious and cold, but when I read Wilhelm

Reich so much started to fall into place. I was fascinated by the way changes could be made

within your body that would then affect your consciousness. All of these methods so far had

needed lots of words and I was looking for nothing. I tried psychology because I wanted to
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know that I was a good boy and it did give some intense moments, but then the Alexander

Technique really connected for me.

I was visiting a friend; she had just returned from a concert tour of Europe, she was

a violinist. We were both interested in how movement could bring enlightenment; she was

coming from the place of needing that sense of touch with her bowing and fingering. She

asked me how the exercises were going with my teacher.  I told her the lesson could be

summed up in 'suck in your gut stick out your chest'. I told her I was further ahead joining

the army. She said that she had worked with teachers in Europe during her six month tour.

"Bring the kitchen chair into the living room, I will give you session." I sat in my perfect

Alexander position on the chair. I watched as she lay on the floor with her knees up and her

hands on her thighs and her head resting on a telephone book. She was breathing deeply

but nothing unusual, when the cat that had been sleeping on the couch woke up and started

rubbing up against her and then started doing somersaults off her belly on to the floor.

Christine then got up and came over to me and moved my elbow a bit and adjusted

my chin a little. I think she touched my diaphragm and the back of my head, but nothing

overt or dramatic. All of a sudden it was as if I was hyperventilating I could not catch my

breath and I could not hold myself up. I was rushing more than any drug before or since

and floating too. The feeling was just as intense as the time I saw the white light.

She was leaving for a new life the next day and I have not seen her since, but that

experience has stayed with me. I then had to find out how to do it again.

I came home to my cabin and lay on my floor and after some practice I was able to

duplicate the experience and even do it sitting up. It freed up my timid little voice to one

that can now fill a hall. The trick again was to finally let go and not do it. It was as if I had

to remember that I could do it.

I continued the search though, through Trager and Sufi dancing each time adding a

little and taking away more. The little time that I have spent in that not doing place, has

taught me that the burst of light is the love of God, if you want to

tie it down. There is one sure way to stay in that moment and it is

to  stay  alive,  interested  in  every  moment,  forgive  yourself  for

being born as a bag of moist hormones and to love all the little

children masquerading as adults. As a passenger on this planet

what a beautifully infinite view we possess. 
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Afterward

Forgive me, I had to have the last word. One story troubled me though. 

Amazing Zippers is a story that I wrote as if it was premeditated. I did not pull the 

spark plug wires off the engine of my car to make it run rough. It was weeks after 

that I started to question the motives of Constance and her change of mind. Shortly 

after that I began to wonder that if she had these feeling about circumcision, was she

antisemitic? This is why I brought the little hats into the story and a few other subtle

twists wondering if the people who heard the story or read it would be asking the 

same questions. The rest of the story is true and it is the only story in the book that 

contains exaggerations.

I know that many of the stories seem improbable, but yes they all happened 

as written. I am working on a sequel that will add at least fifteen more stories. In the

sequel I will explain why these all happened to me, I hope. I hope because at this 

point I have only the inkling of an idea as to why these event occurred in the 

numbers that they did in my life.
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